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Corrections 
considering 
Fra:nk's field 
At least one of the latest 
rumors circulating in Terrace is 
correct. What is commonly 
known as Frank's field, 43 acres 
of farm land west of Northwest 
CommuniW College presently 
owned by Ted Hidber, is one of 
the properties preferredas the 
site for a new correctional center 
in Terrace by the B.C. Buildings 
Corporation. 
BCBC corporate affairs 
manager John Murphy Con- 
firmed their interest in an inter- 
view Monday, but he says resi- 
dents adjacent• to the property 
shouldn't be concerned at this 
ipoint. He says there are at least 
'two other properties in the area 
that are being considered and no 
purchases will be negotiated un- 
til appropriate bylaw •zoning 
changes have been approved by 
a public hearing and city coun- 
cil. 
continued on page A15 
Shames group seeks 
management team 
.7  
The Shames Mountain Ski 
:Corporation i s  considering' 
Ottawa-based: D.R.' Matthews 
and. A~sociates to oversee con- 
: :struction at their resort develop- 
ment west of Terrace. The team 
members are experienced ski 
a rea  operators and planners. 
D.R. Matthews and Associates 
have been the planners, builders 
or managers for a number of.ski 
• - area developments including 
Nakiska, Alberta, the 1986 
Olympic ski area; Big White 
Resort;. Blackcomb. and  
W~histler;' Panorama; ' Silver 
Star; and se~/eral ski develop- 
ments in the U.S. 
The management team will be 
responsible for budgeting the 
project from the commencement 
of construction, doing layouts 
of trails, lifts, base area, power, 
.drainage, the  day lodge, 
maintenance buildings, parking 
areas, and water Systems at the 
Shames Mountain ski develop- 
ment site, and moving all 
materials, towers, equipment 
and bu!ldings from Kitsum- 
kalum Mountain to Shames. 
They will provide liaison be- 
tween government inspectors, 
forestry~ environmental groups 
and Ministry of Transportation; 
hire speci~istsi do equipment. 
review, and purchase and 
organize the ski. area operations. 
The expected' start date for the 
management team is Feb. 12, 
pending acceptance by Mat- 
thews of the ski corporation's 
proposal. Shames Mountain Ski 
Resort is expected to open in the 
fail of 1990, as soon as construc- 
tion is completed and snow per- 
mits. This winter (1989), Shames 
would have been the first 'ski 
resort in North America to be 
open for business, with skiing in 
mid-October. On Jan. 1, 1990, 
when the rest of B.C. was ex- 
periencing heavy rains, Shames 
Mountain had a snow base of 
213 cm (approximately seven 
feet) at the proposed base area 
day lodge. Snow conditions have 
continued to improve since then. 
Gerry Martin, co-owner of 
Northern Drugs Ltd., has been 
elected the new president of the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tion. Martin, a director and ac- 
tive member of the company 
since 1987, replaces Dr. Barrie 
Phillips. Dr. Phillips has served 
as president since 1987, during 
the period when the ski develop- 
ment went from concept to reali- 
ty. Dr. Phillips, an internist in 
the Northwest, has found that 
his increasing responsibilities a
an internist for the area from 
Kitimat to Prince George, pre- 
vent him from continuing as 
president. He will remain on the 
board of directors of the cor- 
poration. 
Theft Is theft, but there's something uniquely low-class about stealing from the library. Ter. 
race Public Library staff member Kathy Willcox displays the empty boxes from which story 
cassette tapes were stolen, the most recent episode in losses that amount o nearly $5,000 
over the past year. For stow, see page A2. For Stephanie Wlebe's opinion, see BI. 
Stephanie Wiebe photo. 
I I 
"n Look  g for a few good men and Women 
TERRACE - -  The RCMP 
have been wrestling with the 
problem of how to recrliit 
members from among visible 
minorities and women for 
years. The solution they've 
come up with is an active 
recruitment drive directed at 
people who haven't~ up to 
now, exhibited much interest 
in becoming police officers. 
I 
On Jan. 23 C, st. Andy Lum 
and C.st. Barb Fleury will be 
in Terrace to speak to stu- 
dents and hold a public in- 
formation meeting. Both of- 
ficers are members of the 
RCMP recruitment team 
based in Ottawa. Jane Dick- 
son, a member of the Terrace 
Multicultural Association, 
says the team is particularly 
Interested in reaching stu- 
dents at the junior secondary 
level who haven't yet made 
firm career choices. 
The public meeting will be 
held in the Terrace Public 
Library at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 23. 
Lum and Fleury will also be 
in Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
and Smlthers during tbelr 
northwest B.C. tour. 
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The Terrace Public Library is leave. Someone stole "A Taleof someone lse," says Chief Li- Security 
suffering from the effects of Two Cities". Bruce Spring- brarian Ed Currel l, "But we _~V ~ rltl i£4~_ ~_('~ ,.,#s , e ,  . ,  cons ,_ ,~rv , . ,  
some light-fingered.patrons, teen's "Born inthe U.S.A."is have limited space for storing . 
Over the  past year, at least missing, too, along with three materials back here." The an overwhelming problem, The ' o f  these s~stems averages at 
$4,836.29 worth of. library, Chilton's Repair i andTune Up crowded room, piled high with sta.ffis alert and waryofwould- about $25,000, not in the To'- • " ' 
materials have been stolen off guides and "Good Morning, books and'papers, attests to this. be thieves, and is monitoring the race library,s.budget thisyear. 
the shelves,including $2,640.92 Vietnam":. on :{compact disc. A certain:percentage of this Situation ~ cl0sply."The Library With Terrace's material col-. . 
worth of books, $539 in coin- . . . .  : ':" ............ : " " " "~ " " "  " Somebody npped Off Tchazkoy- ....... natural weeding:zsJg:be:ex~ Board has discussed possible lection and patron list expanding 
pact discs; and most recently, 16 sky's "Cone~rt0~in-.Bi.Minor". pected-in'-the l ibta~ business, deterrents and solutions, and beyond the limits of  the present 
new story cassette tapes valued Even Asminoy'sGuidetot~e-Bi- Someitems are lost01::damaged there .are steps be|Jig taken to building .space, City council is 
at over $300. , h ie  is'not immune.' . : ,  " by i~atrori~;,ana:the library staff reduce pilferingoppbrtuniiies, currently considering a proposal 
, • is aware of tlt~e occurrences. The ,usual solution to this' fo r  an $870,000 library expan- 
by Stephanie Wiebe The compact discs are. locked Our library, currendy:.serves: a proble m is an electronic.security' . sion,, and it has been suggested 
. -. . up in a special case, Sopatrons population:.0f9,5il-members,, system,, such: as !those used in that perhaps a security System 
These figures axe not final;., have~:to ask for" their favorite with a c~culation o f  166 i~,  so many'clothing:stores. Items:are could be ins'tailed with the idea ~ 
over 50percent of the collection- discs, .to. reduce •loss •through there is some lossto.be xpected, marked with a sensor material" of later integrating.it into future. • 
is still, being inventoried for theft. The-new story cassettes But theft is another issue. The that, un-decoded, sets o f fan  renovations. 
• missing items.- are now kept inthe back office, material collection contains alarm as it passes by a detector. .Meanwhile, library users have 
The thieves apparently just - available upon request. "Other- about 40,000- items,, so con- The Prince Rupert library has .been robbed andthe losses are. 
walk in, select their goods and wise, •we're just buying them for trolling the theft of.materials i :such a system in place. The cost being tallied. . . . .  • 
Ci ty  • e " ........ • sees  rev nu 
in t ra f f ic  f ines  
Since the implementation f Terrace is significant. The 
fines for moving traffic viola- average cost for each police of. 
tions, B.C. municipalities have fleer in the local detachment, in- 
been wondering, what --  if eluding vehicle costs, will be 
anything - -  is their share of the $8,022 per month once the 
pot. According to the City. of 1990/91 budget takes effect in 
Trail, " In reviewing the fine April, according to city treasurer 
structure it is very apparent that Keith Norman. Terrace taxpay- 
the provision of fines of the ers pay 70 percent of this for 
Motor Vehicle Act will result in each of 22 officers working out 
a significant increase in revenue of the Terrace RCMP detach- 
to the Provincial Government." ment. This amo upts to $125,055 
Early this month, the City of per month. Add to this around 
Terrace wrote a letter of support $25,000 for five stenographers 
to Trai ! and another letter to the and a court liaison officer, and 
Union of B~C. Municipalities the total comes to $150,055 per 
supporting their move on behalf month. And that doesn't include 
ofallB.C, communities tolobby bui ld ing maintenance  or 
the province for a share of the janitorial costs. 
revenue to help defray the Income, on the other hand, 
municipal share of policing comes to only $24,735 per 
costs. UBCM says the fines will month in the new budget and 
generate millions of dollars in this leaves Terrace taxpayers 
new revenues every year and the with a bill for $125,320 every 
majority of the fines~ will month. That comes to a shade 
originate within B.C. manici- over $1.5 million every year 
palities. "This should not be a based on the 1990/91 budget. 
windfall to the provincial treas- Another $200,000 to $500,000 
ury," says UBCM president Len per year for additional officers is 
Traboulay. "The  revenue said to be requiredin our grow- 
should be shared with local gov- ing community. This could 
eminent." mean the cost might be as high 
The only question left in Ter- as $2 million in the next fiscal 
race council's mind is just how year. Transfer that amount to 
much of that revenue should the Public Works budget, and Local resident KIT!! Ivanoff picked up this eagle at Tyee  last week and took itto the Ter race  
come their way. Alderman Dan- that's a lot of paving. Animal Shelter. The bird appeared unable to fly, and animal control officer Frank Bowsher 
ny Sheridan says 100 percent said later he discovered a growth on it. The eagle was flown to Monica's bird sanctuary in 
would probably be unfair Maurice Sha~, a spokesman Surrey for examination. 
because the province will likely for the Solicitor ,General's polio- 
see higher court costs as a result ing services in thi~ province, says 
of the fines. ~Alderman Bob they have now received an of- 
Cooper agrees but says he ficial request from UBCM and 
doesn't want t9 see only 10 per-. are beginning to collect data on 
cent either. It was agreed in the expected revenues from traffic 
end to let UBCM do the nego- fines before they respond. The 4,535 Greilz Avenue, To.raoe, B.C, VSG IM7 " 
dating because, as alderman important figure, the estimated 
Ruth  Hallock says, "The  irapor- amount  collected in fines due to 
tant thing right now is to get on  tickets issued f rom the Terrace 
the bandwagon."  detachment, shoald be available 
What  all this could mean to in about two weeks. 
Schoo l  district, to 
set own ca lendar  
Under the new School Act, in- 
dividual school districts have the 
authority to set their own annual 
calendar for opening and closing 
dates and holidays. At the Jan. 9 
meeting of the School,District 88 
board, chairman Edna Cooper 
gave notice that she will appoint 
a committee tO consider the 
• calendar for 1990-91 and report 
to the board at its Feb.13 
meeting. 
Cooper said the committee 
will consist of a trustee, a.rep- 
resentative from the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association,• a 
parent, a principal, a student 
and a member of the district ad- 
ministrative staff. 
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call for sex 
offender ban 
~TERRACE --  The School 
District. 88 board of trustees,de- 
cided by,a one-votemargin not 
• ..~,h \ ' ,  ~: m' ,  _ . . :~  
to support atLo~& distn&'s 
resbla'fibn~to have convicted sex 
o['f~iiders banned from teaching. 
The issue came up at the local 
board's• public meeting Jan. 9~',~ 
letter in the correspondence sec- 
tion of  the agenda from School 
District 38 (Richmond),~ad- 
dressed t.o. the B.C. College of. 
Teachers and. sent to all. school 
b b~ds in the province with re- 
quests for support, recom- 
mended that the College' 'cancel 
the certificates of qualification 
of all teacher who are .convicted 
of sexual offense(s) under the 
Criminal Code". 
Stewart rustee Kirsten Chap- 
man moved to support he Rich- 
mond position and was sec- 
onded by Terrace.trustee Lavern 
Hislop. Delbert Morgan of Kit- 
wanga was also in favor of the 
move, saying, "We should 
speak up and support his." 
Hazelton trustees Dune~/n Et- 
ches and .Val Napoleon both. 
• , . *~. , r .~  , ; .  ~ ' -~ ' ,  a; ,,, . 
spoke agamst the motzon, with 
Etches'~guing, "These cases 
need"to be considered on ail in, 
dl~.,idual instead of a blanket 
bas i s . "  Napoleon added,  
"There is a lot more We can do 
to effectively deal with this 
issue. I wotild hesitate to pass a 
motion of judgement on 
something that is not 'black and 
white'." Terrace trustee Eva 
Daniels said she concurred with 
Napoleon's tatement. 
When the question was called 
Terrace trustee Wayne Braid 
voted to oppose the motion, and 
it was defeated 4-3. 
The issue of teachers return- 
ing to the profession after serv- 
ing sentences for sexual offenses 
recently gained prominence 
when a teacher in Kelowna was 
reinstated after a two-year 
sentence for sexual misconduct. 
Local youth dies 
on visit to Africa 
A Terrace family was shocked 
last month to learn that ,theiz ~" 
15-year-old daughter had difd 
suddenly during a visit to 
Africa. 
Natel Jones died from an 
allergic reaction to chloroquine, 
a drug used to treat malaria. The 
disease is widespread in Ghana, 
the country she was visiting, due 
to extensive flooding last year. 
Natel's father Rick Jones said in 
an interview last week that Natel 
was rushed to a local medical 
.center when she became 
Housing 
need , 
analyzed 
Preliminary work is beginning 
for the establishment of a sup- 
portive housing complex at Ter- 
raceview Lodge, according to 
Terrace Health Care Society 
chief executive officer Michael 
Leisinger. 
The project has the support of 
Terrace city council but remain- 
ed in limbo for several months 
while the transfer of designated 
park land to the society was: ~ 
sorted out by the Ministry of 
Crown Lands. That barrier was 
crossed last month and Leisinger 
says he expects the necessary 
paper work between the city and 
Crown Lands will be completed 
in about three to four months. 
In the meantime, he says, the 
society is determining the 
numbers and client group the 
project would serve, and when 
that work has been completed 
about mid-February they will be 
ready to ask an architect to 
begin preliminary drawings. The 
supportive housing complex will 
provide an interim step for 
.Northwest residents experienc- 
ing some difficulty living on 
their own but who are not yet in 
need of full time care. 
nauseous alter being given a 
large dose of chloroquine. She 
was then taken to a hospital in 
Terrace Review--  Wednesday, January 17, 1990 A'3 
A/zheimer A wareness Month 
Following the signing of a proclamation 
declaring January as "Alzheimer Awareness 
Month", local librarian and Alzheimer support 
group member Gillian Campbell shares ome of 
her knowledge of Alzheimer's disease with alder- 
man Danny Sheridan. Next week in the Terrace 
Review, a local resident will explain why it 
greater awareness of this devastating disease is of 
such great importance. More than 300,000 Cana- 
dians areaffected by Alzheimer's, now the 
fourth leading cause of death in the older seg- 
ment of our population. But the victim is not the 
only sufferer. The lives of families, spouses and 
friends are also thrown into turmoil when Alz- 
heimer's trikes. For more information, contact 
Gillian Campbell at 635-3381 or 638-8177. 
Accra, the country's capital city. 
: Chloroquine affects the potion: : . . . . . .  
o f  the brain that controls heart- School District 88's newest 
beat and breathing, and Natel and smallest center of learning, 
New school running smoothly 
suffered acardiac arrest. She ap- 
peared to be recovering, Jones 
said, but just as she was about o 
be released she had a second car- 
diac arrest and died. 
Natel had been in Ghana since 
August to be with her aunt and 
uncle, who were tO work on a 
hydroelectric project. She was 
scheduled to come back to Ter- 
race Jan. 2, 
Meziadin Elementary School, 
appears to be doing well. At the, 
Jan. 9 board meeting, district 
superintendent Frank Hamilton 
told trustees that the classroom 
and teacherage - -  both portable 
buildings --  are in place, teacher 
Donna Lutz is moved in, and 
classes are under way. 
Stewart rustee Kirsten Chap- 
man added that the community 
m mr ' , l [ ,  w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
in l  , , , , , ; , , , , , , , , ,  
Terrace and District 
Victims Assistance Program 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! 
TVAP is presently accepting app l i ca t ions  f rom 
people interested in becoming V ICT IMS SERVICE  
WORKERS. 
Successful appl icants wil l  receive 30-40 hours o f  
tra ining and must  be R .C .M.P .  Security Screened. 
V ICT IMS SERVICE  WORKERS will deal directly 
with Vict ims of  Cr ime 
$ acting as a l ia ison person between the Courts, 
Police, Social Agencies and the Victim. 
$ Candidates  must be mature,  responsible in- 
d iv iduals  who possess strong inter-personal skills. 
• be 19 years of  age or older 
$ be wil l ing to make a commit tment  to work 16 
hours  per month.  
PeoPle of  any and all ethnic backgrounds are 
welcome to apply.  
Interested persons should contact the TVAP Co- 
ordinator,  Karen Walker  at 638-0333 or can pick 
up an in fo rmat ion  package from the Terrace 
R .C .M.P .  , 
is "very enthusiastic.., so far, 
it's a success." 
The school was set up to serve 
18 students living at Elsworth, a 
permanent logging camp oe- 
cupied by employees of Orenda 
Forest Products. Before the new 
school was approved, the stu- 
dents were attending school in 
Stewart. 
your nomel 
water passl 
this test? 
Take a few moments 
now to inspect your home 
for problems caused by 
water. It will save you 
time and money. 
Yes No 
, lavatories, etc . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
;, lavatories, etc . . . . .  [ ]  D. 
s, showers . . . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dr - ]  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  D l - I  
Chrome fittings etched or being eaten away. . .  [ ]  [ ]  
Rusty stain~ on clothing, linens, etc . . . . . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
Excessive spotting of dishes and silverWare... [ ]  [ ]  
Black stains on silverware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
Tastes and/or odors in drinking water . . . . . . . .  [ ]  [ ]  
nf you answered yes to one or more of the above questions your 
BrunerlGoulds professional water dealer can help you to a better 
life through quality water- call now. 
• b I GOULDS 
"pruner. bil l)  
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave. ,  Terrace 635-7158 
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First from, Northwest ' ~'~'~t'~'~+ ~ 
Two local students take; 
parl,amentary ,ntemsh,p " 
Sean Vandarfluit 
Two former Terrace residents, 
Bruce Hallsor and Sean Vander- 
fluit, have been appointed as 
Legislative Interns to the provin- 
cial government. 
Hallsor and Vanderfluit are 
both 22 years old, hold Bachelor 
of Arts degrees from UBC, held 
the position of Premier in B.C. 
Youth Parliament, and have a 
:keen interest in the parliamen- 
tary process. According to 
S keena MLA Dave Parker, the 
two will join six other newly- 
appointed interns in Victoria for 
a six-month assignment learning 
Bruce Hallsor 
about the operation govern- 
ment, completing ministry work 
assignments and providing ex- 
pertise to caucus members on 
both sides of the house. 
"I am pleased that •.two 
graduates of Caledonia h igh  
school are able to participate in. 
this important programme," 
says Parker. ,'Both Mr. Hallsor 
and Mr. Vanderfluit have ex- 
cellent.backgrounds-in British 
Columbia Youth Parliament 
and this new assignment will 
provide them with an even 
greater appreciation for the 
de~,elopment and delivery of 
public policy"' 'He adds that 
since the inception o f  ~the 
Legislative I[fit-ernship P~:0- 
gramme in 1976, 124 university 
graduates have been appointed 
as interns but Hallsor and 
Vanderfluit are • the first from 
the northwest. .  
Halisor' says the a~poihtrnent 
has meant "plenty of reading in 
the last four months" but the ef- 
fort hasbeen more than 'worth- 
while. He says they spenttheir 
first two' ~'eeks in Victoria get:- 
ting a fe¢!.fo r theinner " workings 
Of 0tit government and the next 
six weeks will be sperit on eight- 
day rotations with specific 
ministries working on assigned 
research projects. For the first 
round, Hallsor hasbeen assign- 
ed to the Ministry 0f Forests and 
Vanderfluit has been assigned to 
the Attorney General. He says 
that during the final eight weeks 
• °f their appointments the interns: 
will be assigned serve in the 
Socred and NDP caususes and 
their duties within each caucus 
will be at the discretion of. its 
members. 
AS far as the future is con- 
cerned, howe~er, neither Hallsor 
or Vanderfluit have expressed 
any interest in politics,. 
Terrace Equipment Sales 
would like you to . . . .  , 
Ride Easy!! 
Ride home a new 1990 with no money down 
q 
• ~.~¢~oc 
_. ~ '~,o .  ~'" 
A New Ski-Doe" for a New Year 
Don't miss the first deal of the decade on 
now at your participating Ski -Doe" 
dealer. Pick up your new 1990 with no 
money down, plus get on the spot financ- ' 
ing, O.A.C., and. a special 12.9% interest ,,.,~, ~.~ 
rate for two years. " '  '`~ . . . .  
ir 
' • . , , ,  ' . '  J t 
See your nearest participating Ski-Doe" 
dealer today for best selection, and enjoy 
your new Ski-Doe" at a price that lets you 
riclb easyl w 
"Agreement subject to approved credit, sk/-doo, ,,o 
Offer expires February 28, 1990 ' '"' 
Participating dealers only. ' OUR EDGE IS  PERFORMANCE. 
"Trademark of Bombardier Inc. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES L TD, . . . . .  
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635,6384 
Gid  ' ahead sons get go- 
The Gideons, • an interna- the' cards anct retur/t.them, 
tional society famous for their children will receive 
placing Bibles in hotel rooms bibles from the organization. 
throughout.the world, has , 
been given permission by the The matter came up under 
board of School District 88 
to distribute "consent cards" 
to students in local schools. 
Students will be given the 
..cards •to take home to their 
parents. If the parents fill out 
the superintendent's report 
at the board's meeting Jan. 
9. Trustee Eva  Daniels, a 
former teacher, noted that 
the Bibles used to be 
distributed directly. 
And the 
• . j , 
winners are 
These. are the official winning lottery numbers provided by the B.C. Lot- 
tery Corporation. In the ei~ent of a discrepant7 between these numbers and 
numbers held by the lottery corporation, the lottery corporation umbers will 
be considered correct... 
• . * . . .  
These are the wlnfllng lottery numbers for the week of: 
Jan. 8,1990-Jan, 15,1990 . , , 
LOTTERy DBAYLP_&TE' 
LOTTO 6~9 Jan. 13,1990 
• 'Jan. 10, 1990 
EXTRA Jan. 13, 1990 
Jan. 10,1990 
WINNING NUMBERS 
12~i 8-2~-3:3-35.44 :l~o~|us 0:> 
02-05 33 •35.4"i.49 Bonus 44 
25.39-52.53 
42-50.83.84 
LOTTO BC 
EXPRESS 
PROVINCIAL 
BC KENO 
PUNTS SELECT 
HOCKEY#1 
PUNTOSELECT 
HOCKEY #2 
Jan. 13,1990 
Jan. 13,1990 
;Jan. 12, 1990 
Jan 13, 1990 
Jan. 12,1990 
jan. 11,1990 
Jan. 10, 1990 
Jan. 9, 1990 
Jan. 8:1990 
Jan. 13, 1990 
Jan, 13, 1990 
Jan. 13, 1990 
Jan, 13, 1990 
Jan. 13, 1990 
• Jan. 13, 1990 
Jan, 13, 1990 
Jan~ 13, 1990 
Jan. 13, 1990 
Jan. 14, 1990 
Jan. 14, 1990 
Jan. 14, 1990 
01-07-11-25-28-33 
996170 
892188 
106553 
745339 
4985652 
02-17-22-27.34-47-S2-54 
• 03-05-15-17-20-2747-54 
13-22-41-44-47-48-58-55 
03-07-13-14-19-20-24-38 
07-18-23-26-31-46-48-52 
01-06-09-10;31-38-41-47 
TOR by 1 
HTF by 3 
NJby 1 
PHI at MTL a tie 
BUF by 2 
NYby2 
MIN by 2 
. BUF by2. , 
HTF by 3 ~ , 
NYby 1 
WPG by i 
CA[. by 1 
WINNING NUMBERS LIST FOR CELEBRATION 90 
(JAN. 13, 1990) 
• GRAND PRIZE FOR $5 million - -  4670921 
DRAW PRIZES FOR $1. mUlion - -  4056865 
2804794 
3916912" ,  
4864056 
. . . .  3898808 
SUBSIDIARY PRIZES-- LAST 6 $50,000 
LAST 5 $5,000 
LAST 4 $500 
~":'-;':iL~ST 3~ ~ $50 ; ' 
,, LAST 2 $20 i ..... :;r ....... :
' FOR TR~E FOLLOWING PRIZES MATCH ALL SEVEN DIGITS COMPLETELY 
AND EXACTLY AS DRAWN "TO WIN 
MERCEDES 190E - -  440~09,1 
2088223 
1180656 
1605428 
2638974 
PORCHE 944 $2 - -  3726822 
3705735 
2660371 
1742885 
2458571 
TRIPS - -  
e J  " 
4861560 
3378758 
•4185788 
4403938 
4742991 
• • / ,  ~i~i i ' i ~ ~ 
r 
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Officer ready to enforce 
FERN SWEETING: These ir- 
regularities distract from the 
general beauty of residential 
areas. 
TERRACE - -  Byla enforce- 
ment officer Fern Sweeting 
began working for the city two 
days per Week on Sept. 18 last 
year. To the end of 1989 she 
handled 64 complaints~ In a year 
e/~d •report, Sweeting says the 
• majority of "complaints - -  92. - 
percent'-- involved the city's :, 
Nuisance or Street. and Traffic " 
~ytaws,-and -'thd: remainder .were' " 
primarily noise complaints. 
Sweeting reports no complaints 
uiader thecitps No Smoking By- 
law. 
She says 58 percent, of  the 
complaints• handled were viola- 
tions of the Nuisance' Bylaw and 
many of these were a direct 
result of her patrolling every city 
streetand most allies. When in' 
fractions, were identified photo- 
graphs were taken and the prop- 
erty-owner contacted. She says 
many residents have taken a 
positive attitude in. cleaning up 
their properlics. In addition to 
simple infractions, Sweeting 
says that with the cooperation of 
the Fire Department and Build- 
ing Inspector some structures 
have also been_ slated for  
destruction.or removal. 
Another unsightly problem 
identified by Sweeting is rusting, 
derelict vehicles. She says many 
people park unused or unwanted 
vehicles on their property and 
suggests that the eity:.consider 
their removal during their next 
city-wide clean-up campaign. 
Back alleys are also a problem, 
says Sweetingr Many residents 
use: them as disposal sites, and 
these yesores couldalso become 
a clean-up target. 
One problem identified by 
Sweeting that will have to wait 
for the city's updated Communi- 
ty Plan is a lack of conformity to 
zoning bylaws. One example is 
residential properties being used 
for Commercial purposes. 
".These irregularities distract 
from the general beauty of the 
residential areas," she says. 
!-One area of Sweeting's duties 
that didn't work out to be quite 
as simple as it sounded, says city 
administrator Bob Hallsor, is 
enforcement of the city's Street 
and Traffic Bylaws. The prob- 
lem has been ~ getting the tickets 
printed. Hallsor says it is now 
being taken care of by the Union 
of B.C. Municipalities. Printing 
of the tickets has now- gone out 
to tender and they sliouiki be,~ 
ready soon. 
Hallsor says the bylaw out- 
. . . . .  " . .  , . . . . . .  "~ : .~  . . .~  
lining violations and penalties 
will be presented to council Jan. 
22, and after approv~tl by the At- 
torney ,(;eneral's department 
and the Chief Justice of B.C. 
they can be adopted. Orlce these 
two pieces to the puzzle are in 
place, •bylaw violators,will dis- 
cover just what .the. ti~keis Idok~i~. 
like. As Sweeting states in her 
report: "The ticket books are 
awaited for, with eager anticipa- 
tion; so that foot patrols may 
commence in our downtown 
core in art attempt o alleviate 
-the parking problems and .pro, 
vide.some revenue for the public 
CofferS." At thispoint, says 
Halfsor, Sweeting' could be 
working as many as four days a 
week just to keep up to 
violators. 
One point Sweeting makes in 
her report is the fact that only 42 
percent of the complaints haft- 
died to date have come from the 
public: this is where local citi- 
zens can exercise the i r !  
democraiic fights. C6flcerns 
about unsightly or hazardous. 
premises, excessive noise or the 
city's smoking bylaws can be ex- 
pressed by calling 635-6311 for 
bylaw enforcement officer Fern 
Sweeting. 
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Shawnigan LakeSchooi ffers 
....... SCHOLARSHIPS  
for boys andgirls entering Grades 8 to H at Shawnigan Lake School for the 
1990-91 school year. 
The Director o[Admissions Will hold a reception and presentation i  
• Kitimat to meet all families interested in leaning more about Shawnigan's 
• education program onWednesday, lanuary 24. ~ 
Please arrange to attend the event by.c0ntacting Kim Rosner. 
(telephone: res. 652~4366, bus. 63278784n Kitimat) or the Director of. 
Admissions at the school (telephone: 745-5516). 
• Shawnigan Lake School, founded in 1916, is an independentboardingschool 
providing a well-rounded education in academics, athletics, activities:and 
community living for boys and girls in Grades 8 to 12, in preparation for university. 
It is located 40 kni (25 miles)north, of Victoria: KITIMAT- 
TERRACE 
on 
Wednesda3  
January24 
1975 Renfrew Road 
Shawnigan Lake 
British Columbia, Canada 
VOR2W0 
A TTENTION: 
BUILDERS 
• • r . 
•DATE: Jan. 25, 26, 27/90 
:) COST: $320.00 
• LOCATION: Inn of tile West, 
Terrace ,, 
, . • • 
" The Quality Plus/R-2000 Home represents the quality home 
product designed to take you into the next decade with con- 
fidence to trash the competition. You will be backed by a 
Province-Wide marketing campaign supported by CHBA- 
BC, your local CHBA chapter, the NHWP of B.C. and the 
Yukon, ~ B.C. Hydro andmany other industry partners. 
This•3-day workshop is the first step to take advantage of 
the biggest home builder "support and services" project to 
haveever been organized in B.C. 
.--,---...T---. ,== . . . . . . . . .  
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/  
[ QUALITY PLUS/R-2000 WORKSHOP , . MONEY ORDERS 
I PAYABLE TO: 
l " 
: '  CHBA MEMBER:  []  EDUCATIONAL "~: ' "  .... 
• 
I ' '  NAME(S) :  - • ,"',-.:~ . , : :MANAGEMENT DATE:  Janl, 25 ;  26~ 2:/ 
COMPANY:  "" SERVICES (EMS) COST:  $320.00 
. . . . .  HOUSING INDUSTRY ~ CODE:  CHRBUi 
LOCATION:  Terrace 
ADDRESS:  
I C ITY :  • TRAIN ING CENTRE,  
3700 WILL INGDON AVE, ,  
] POSTAL  CODE:  TELEPHONE #(S): ' ' : : ,  BURNABY,  B.C. V6G 3H2 
V ISA  NO : EXP .  DATE:  .... : "  (604) 430-5994 . • 
, . . . . . . .  _ ................................................ _ . , _ _ _  
For more information, please contact 
Margo Gilchrist at 638-5618 or 638-8101 
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Passenger rail: 
kill it now, 
revive it later 
If the passenger t ains quit running through Terrace this •week, 
would anyone care two years from now? • : 
That is probably the question the federal government is asking 
itself about the continued existence of V IA  Rail's Skeena run and 
many of the other passenger rail services in the country that sur- 
vived this week's hatcheting. It would be more appropriate for 
them to be asking, If fast, comfortable, daily train service were 
instituted on all the major rail sections in the country, how rauch 
of the passenger market could V IA Rail capture and how would 
the return on  investment s and? 
The Northwest breathed a collective sigh of relief when the 
Prince Rupert.to-Edmonton train service somehow - -  apparently 
through a technicality in the Minister of Transport's mandate - -  
was allowed to keep running while passenger t ain schedules 
throughout Canada were being junked. But our route's continued 
survival is certainly still in question, and there is hardly any 
doubt that the Tories will exterminate it as soon as they have the 
statutory opportunity to do so. Travelling this region by train 
could be a major tourism draw if the service was more frequent, 
more modern and more oriented toward travellers. With 
passenger rail being treated like a poor and distant relative by the 
people who hold the purse strings, however, no tour operator 
with a trace of brains would build a business around the service. 
The government's approach to VIA, which amounts to 
management by neglect, has set the service up for failure. Despite 
all this, during the summer it is difficult to get a seat during the 
summer on any of the three slow, rather run-down trains per 
Week that run through Terrace. Passengers are discouraged at 
• every turn, particularly in the absurd scheduling that effectively 
requires three days to go from here to Vancouver, but even in the 
face of that demand is still high. 
We all know that at some point not too far in the future en- 
vironmental concerns and fuel efficiency will completely 
dominate very aspect of transportation. The truly tragic aspect 
of this situation is that the rail service being dismantled now will 
be the transportation method of choice within 10 years because it 
is unequalled in terms of fuel consumption (and consequently 
hydrocarbon emissions) per passenger, comfort and safety. The 
cost of restarting VIA, or some equivalent of it, will be stagger- 
ing .if it sits dormant for that long. 
We are, incredibly, being asked by this government to believe 
that after mismanagement and neglect by successive administra- 
tions there is something wrong with the overall concept of 
passenger rail travel itself. 
That line is being proven false in every industrialized nation in 
the world - -  except Canada. 
~:~`~•~ :~ ~ :~ ? ~ ~ •~;~/~:~/~!~?i~i~ ~ ~ ~!:! V ~ V ~ ~  ~ 
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VICTORIA - -  Tonight's the 
night. 
After five tedious weeks of 
"will he, won't he?", Premier 
Bill Yander Zalm will tell the 
people this eve whether or not 
he is going to resign for the 
sake of his party and the prov- 
ince. 
I have a copy of a letter, 
dated Dec. 29, 1989, written by 
the premier of British Colum- 
bia, which apparently was sent 
out to about 50 family friends 
during the festive season. 
It provides ome insight into 
any agonizing which Mr. 
Vander Zalm may have under- 
gone for the last five weeks as 
hl contemplated his future. 
He believes that to resign will 
mean "that the media has won, 
as have the dissidents", and 
warns that future Socred 
leaders could end up in the 
same mess he is wading 
through now. 
Unless you have been living 
in a cave since Dec. 13, when 
the Social Credit Party lost its 
sixth• straight by-election, you 
will know that tonight is Deci- 
sion Day for the beleaguered 
premier. 
Every known theory or op- 
tion one could imagine -- and 
evena few one couldn't! - -  has 
been trotted out by politicians, 
pundits, strategists and 
strangers, trying to guess cor- 
rectly what Wild Bill will do. 
He will step down. He will 
not step down. He will call a 
snap election. He will call a 
leadership contest and be one 
of the candidates. He never, in-. 
tended to quil, but has done all 
The view from 
• $ 
Vwtorta - -  
~bY John Plfer 
this just to keep his opponents 
silent. He will banish from the 
party the four defectors from 
caucus. He will berate Grace 
McCarthy for undermining his 
leadership. He will weep openly 
and beg forgiveness for his 
unwise pontifications on abor- 
tion, moral issues and his ten- 
dency to preach. He will do all 
of the above. He will do none 
of the above. 
Surely, no egomaniac could 
imagine a better situation than 
being the focus of undivided 
• public attention for five full 
weeks, in which everything else 
grinds .to a halt awaiting The 
Word? 
Anyway, to the letter. It is in 
response to Christmas greetings 
from old friends, and thanks 
them for their good advice. But 
the premier is quick to point 
out (on government s ationery, 
of course) that "the problem is 
always more complex than 
what it appears to be on the 
surface." 
Then come some trademark 
Vander Zalm non-sentences 
which may be interpreted as a 
determination to stay on, re- 
gardless. 
"While it may be tempting 
to take an easier oute out, and 
forget about fighting the 
media, the dissidents within 
caucus or party, and added to 
this the NDP which is seldom 
heard from but is granted the 
platform too often. 
"The difficulty, of course, is 
that giving in means that the 
media has won, as have the dis- 
sidents, and from then on 
whomever (sic) the leader will 
be, is faced with a similar 
situation, It will bethe'beginn- 
ing of an idle or some other 
such government which changes 
constantly because of similar 
dissidents. 
"This province is in too 
good of shape (sic), things are 
going too well, and we are get- 
ting too much accomplished to
throw it all-in without, at least, 
thinking it through very, very 
carefully, which ! intend to do 
over the next number of 
weeks," writes Vander Zalm. 
So, there you have it --  the 
private musings of a man most 
of his own party and caucus 
want to see gone, so they can 
get on with business, and away 
from the Bill and Lillian Show, 
which has become B.C.'s own 
Dallas/Dynasty. 
So, will he resign'?. 1still 
think he will, but chances are 
this enigmatic man probably 
won't decide either way until 
five minutes before he goes 
before the cameras. 
Perhaps the best evidence 
that the premier had not made 
up his mind even late last week 
was the fact that $30,000 or so 
has been spent on pro-Zalm 
newspaper ads, labelled Truth 
or Consequences, which have' 
been appearing around the 
province. 
Whichever ich fat cat friend 
of Bill Vander Zalrn is footing 
the bill, it is unlikely that they 
would do so without Bill's 
knowledge (and encourage- 
ment?). And he cerlainly 
continued on page A7 
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How do you fight off 
the  mid.winter blues? 
Pierre LeRoss 
We've had the nicest 
winter in a long time. I'm 
not bothered by the mid- 
winter blues. 
Mi¢helle Phillips 
A warm blanket, com- 
fortable couch and a good 
movie. Also, a cup of hot 
chocolate. 
Jessie Sangha 
I don't have time to get 
depressed. I'm always 
workingl 
James Wright 
I just ignore it. 
Rita Wahl 
I watch videos, listen to 
the radio and clean 
house. There's lots to do 
around Christmas and 
after Christmas to clean 
up. 
Lisa Valerio 
Work! I keep busy. 
Pifer "- 
continued from page A6 
wouldn't let them spend their 
money if he had decided ab- 
solutely to pack it in, would 
he? 
Wouldyou be surprised to 
learn that some of the com- 
ments made in the letter men- 
tioned above are repeated in 
these allegedly unsolicited ads? 
Could the premier be playing 
games with the media, the 
public, and even his own 
Cabinet and advisors? Damn 
right, he could! 
Parting Thought'. I know. 
that you, dear readers (and my 
editors), hope that after Wed- 
nesday things can get back to 
normal, and that political 
issues, rather than Socred in- 
righting, will be studied and 
discussed. But let's face ii... 
whether Vander Zahn goes or 
stays, that will slill be the hot 
topic, won,t it?! 
Letters to the Editor 
History of tree planting 
To the Editor; 
I am soliciting people who 
have worked tree planting to 
participate in an oral history of 
silviculture in B.C. The project 
encompasses an art show and 
book based on people's stories 
and photographs of tree plant- 
ing. 
I am after stories about the 
every day Or extraordinary 
working conditions; how tree 
planting has affected people's 
lives; or whatever else is people's 
fancy. Maximum 150 words per 
submission. 
I am especially interested in 
contacting people who worked 
planting during the 1930's, 
1940's, 1950's, as well as women 
who planted during the war. 
My f inal  deadl ine is 
November 1990. 
Zoe Lambert, 
Box 4, 
Britannia Beach, B.C. 
V0N I J0 
Where were they from? 
To the Editor; 
So that's why I couldn't find 
the authors' names in the Ter- 
race phone book or the city 
directory. Some of the authors 
were from as far away as Dun- 
can and Burns Lake. 
Perhaps this year when the 
Terrace Writers' Guild publishes 
their next edition of Northwest 
Sketches, they'll include a 
fingernail sketch of the authors. 
I find that a fascinating addition 
to any publication. 
Prince Rupert's writers' publi- 
cation does that. So do Prism, 
Canadian Author & Bookman, 
and other magazines that realize 
readers like to know where an 
author's coming from. 
Mrs. Claudette Sandecki, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Curriculum inarticulum 
Say what? 
"I've read the letter sev.gral 
times, and 1 have attempted'~to 
contact he person who 1 think 
wrote it for ~the Minister's 
signature... I think they~:shaid 
'no'." 
This was School District 88 
super intendent  Frank 
Hamilton's analysis for the 
hoard of trustees of the r.eply to 
a letter they sent to the Ministry 
of Education requesting an extra 
teacher in-service day. At the 
Jan. 9 meeting of the board no 
one seemed to have any more 
luck than Hamilton had in at- 
tempting to determine if the 
ministry would fund the extra 
day, requested to allow teachers 
time for workshops and study of 
the Year 2000 curriculum change 
proposals. 
Although the letter seemed in- 
comprehensible, trustee Val 
Napoloen's response to it was 
clear enough. "We should ask 
the Ministry what happened to 
that $1.4 million they made a 
point of publicly announcing to 
help districts adapt to the new 
(School) Act," she said. "I 
move that we •send a strongly- 
worded letter to the Ministry 
stating that we:are not satisfied 
with their response in view of 
their public statements." 
The motion carried unani- 
mously. 
To give our readers an 'exam- 
pie of how the people who set 
education policy B.C. apparent- 
ly think and express themselves, 
the Terrace Review presents the 
letter in question below. Sorry, 
aspirins not included. 
December 29, 1989 
Mrs. R. Lavern Hislop 
Vice-Chairman of the Board 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, British Columbia 
V8G 3E9 
Dear Mrs. Hislop: 
Your letter of November 15, 
1989 in which you outline a need 
for additional teacher inservice 
days relative to the implementa- 
tion of the Year 2000 Report is 
hereby acknowledged, 1 am 
pleased to note that the Board 
recognizes the importance of 
non-instructional days. 
• Your Board's recommenda- 
tion "that all teachers be ex- 
pected to attend five days inser- 
vice related to implementing the 
recommendations of :the Year 
2000 Report each Year for the 
next three years", is commen- 
dable. The statement that "these 
inservice days be in addition to 
the regular School Year", is 
somewhat confusing. Theschool 
year must now be set within the 
parameters of the School Act at 
the district level. Therefore, 
school districts are required to 
negotiate the annual school 
calendar including inservice 
days. 
Section 8 of the School 
Regulations and Minister of 
Education Orders outlines the 
number of hours and days of in- 
struction districts must provide 
students. Subsection 2 of Sec- 
tion 8 indicates "each school 
need offer only 190 days of in- 
structional service to some or all 
of its students." There are many 
additional days available in a 
full school year that could be us- 
ed for teacher activities other 
than instruction. 
It is my understanding many 
contracts now contain provi- 
sions for four or five days of 
teacher inservice beyond the 190 
days of intructional service to 
some or all of the students in a 
particular school. 
The service levels contained in 
functions one, two and three are 
reviewed annually. However, 
there is no intention at this tim( 
to increase any of the function., 
to finance additional inservie( 
days. 
Thank you for conveying yore 
Board's message and rec0mmen. 
dation. I trust negotiations witt 
teachers and administrators wil 
result in sufficient inservice tim~ 
for teachers to effectively ad 
dress the Year 2000. 
Sincerely 
Anthony J. Brumme 
Ministe: 
NORTH COAST TOURISM 
TASK FORCE 
PUBLIC MEETING 
The North Coast Tourism Task Force invites 
the citizens o f  Kitimat area to a public 
meeting to discuss concerns and exchange 
ideas for Tourism Enhancement in the North. 
PLACE: Activity Room, River Lodge, Kitimat 
DATE: Friday, January 19, 1990 
TIME: 7:30 p.m. 
Both oral and written presentations are 
welcome. 
For more information, call Elmer Derrick, 
Regional Development Liaison Officer, 
Ministry of Regional and Economic Develop- 
ment at 638-35?0. 
Hen. Stanley B. Hagen 
Minister of Regional and 
Economic Development 
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Hyack meet 
The Terrace Bluebacks swim club sent five of their 
best to the Jan. 6 weekend's Hyack Invitational swim 
meet in New Westminster, and the youngsters came 
home with a flock of medals. 
Record chance 
Cory Holland, the 12-year-old 
ace swimmer of the Terrace 
Bluebacks swim club, hopes to 
add more glory to his youthful 
career this weekend when he 
competes as a member of the 
36-swimmer B.C. team against a 
s imi la r  select team of 
California's best at the Van- 
sourer Aquatic Centre. 
The meet features nine com- 
petitors 0 n each team in four age 
groups II and 12 girls and 
boys, rind 13 and |4 girls and 
boys. 
Currently, Cory isranked first 
in B.C. in three events for his 
11-12 .age group - -  50-meter 
freestyle, 100 freestyle and 100 
backstroke. He also has more 
potential imes .that require con- 
firmation. 
A future possibility forCory 
is [he 1'1-!2age gnmp record of 
58.5 seconds.-:Cory has done 
59..8 ' I;4 seconds off the 
mark.- . . . .  
Heading the list was 12-year- 
old Cory Holland, who amassed 
nine medals out of the 18 col- 
lected ox, erall. 
Cory collected gold in the 100 
backstroke, 200 breastroke, 100 
freestyle, 100 breastroke and 50 
freestyle. He also won silver in 
the 200 free, 200 individual med- 
ley, 400 I.M. and 100 butterfly. 
• Tops among the girls was Tina 
Holland with silver medals in the 
50 breast, 100 I.M., 100 free, 
and 100 breast. She also ac- 
cumulated bronze medals in the 
200 I.M. and 100 fly. 
Garth Coxford won a bronze 
in his 50 fly event, while older 
sister Jocelyn won gel d in the 
200 flY and silver in the 100 fly. 
Aimee Peacock. had a cot,~ple of 
fourth,place finishes. 
Jocelyn and Aimee both took 
part last weekend at the B.C. 
.develoPment ,camp at UBC as 
p otentia!~ top Perfot:mers.. 
The swimmers' success is part- 
[y due to a' major swim camP at 
• Terrace during Christmas. 
• ooms • Mar r iage  I "" , ~i :" . "  : "  ~,:~. ' "  
o hrp  , f r a les  
since meeting four years ago at 
Kelowna. where~ Jeff played for 
the junior Wings. Michelle is a 
former Terrace:resident. 
As for his hockey career, he's 
fully recovered! f rom his shoul- 
der injury but hasn't received 
any word so far .about going up 
with .,.th6(,,parent Edmonton 
O i le rs . .  
Terrace's~s~ar.swimmer', 12-year-old.Cory Holland, led +the 
BluebacksSwJm c lub  in meda l ,gather ing  ear ly . th i s  month  
a ta  meet  ~ir~ New Westminster .  Th is  • coming ,weekend he ' l l  
have  another  chance  to add to h is  : laurels  when he  com-  
petes  w i tha  B.C, se lec t team aga ins t  a group  of  Ca l i fo rn ia  
• sw immers  in Varmouger .  
, ]  
I 
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Thescores are.., 
+TERRACE MEN '8 RECREATI0NAI J  
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
STANDINGS . • . . . .  , ' 
t 
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¢*  
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TEAM ' 
Skeena Hotei ' " 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
I nn  of theWest  
North  Coast Wranglers 
"~ ::Convoy Supply .  ' " 
:Northern Motor Inn Okles 
# 
t 
S#ANDmaS 
+ 
GP W L 
24 ,19 ,2 
24 14 6 
24 13 8 
24  '9 12 
24 -4  17 
PP.+ "4  .~ 18 
1991 
Games 
The City of Terrace has made 
a $50,000 commitment o the 
1991 Northern B,C. Winter 
Games to be held in Terrace in 
about one year. City council has 
not determined whether the 
money must be paid in one sum 
or can be shared between the 
1990 and 1991 budgets. 
In addition to the direct 
monetary grant, the city has 
agreed to waive rental fees on all 
city-owned facilities required for 
the games. 
The  local games chairman, 
Glenn Th0msen, told city coun- 
cil in December that the commit- 
tee had estimated the total cost 
of. •hosting the 1991 Northern 
B.C. Winter Games at about 
$200,000. He said that other 
revenues expected .,were a 
.$28,000 NBCWG grant,S25,000 
in employment grants, $40,000 
in corporate grants, $30,000 
from special fund raising events, 
$1 i ,000  in. p rogram and 
souvenir sales, and $8,000 from 
other sources: ,
, + 
+ 
T 'GF 
1 1~ 80  
2 159 104 
1 122 118 
1 96 96 
I 74  134 
.... O "74  137 
GAFrS  
41•  
32  
29 
.23 
11 
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Jan. 6 ' NorthCout Wranglers 5, Inn of the West 2 
•, Jan. 6 - -  Skeena-:Hote~4,:Convoy Supply 1 .+ • .... 
~=: : : : : ' :  = i ":'~:, ~an. '7 N0rm!sAuto Refinishlng:.lO,.Northern.Motor |an ' ,Ok ies4 ' :  ' "  +: ....... "" :~ 
• Jan. 9 - -  Inn of :the West 4, Skeena.Hotel 2 . .  • 
/ . .  . . . .  , . J an ;  9 - -North Coast'Wranglers 3, Norm S AUt0.Reflnisfilng 2 ' ;~ • + • '* 
Jan. 11 - -  Convoy Supply 6, Northern Motor Inn Okles I : • 
• , . ~.• 
Jeff's . Cape '. Breton i squad,~' 
holds down second place in the 
seven-team northern division of 
the AHL. They're three poin.ts:+ 
out of first. 
- •Terrace hockey star Jeff  
Sharpies is endingthis eason as 
a single man, but by fall training 
* camp time he'll be playing the  
game as a married man.  
+ Sharpies loses his 'single' 
+sthtus this June 9 when he walks 
down the aisle to make 21-year- 
old Michel!e Leong his partner 
in life atVancouver. 
The 22-ye~-~01d : .defenceman
"with Cape Breton! Oilers Of the 
~ American Hockey League pre- 
sented Michelle .with an :en-, 
gagement ring at •Christmas. 
They've been going steady 
Smithers preparing for 
cross-country marathon 
The Bulkley Valley third an- 
nual cross-country ski marathon 
:is.coming up Jan. 27. 
+ Th is  year it will be held at 
,Pine Creek Trails to  avoid prob- 
lems like last ,year '  when rain 
destroyed the ~tiilley,course. 
, According to organizer Irene 
Howard, the35-ki10meter race is 
a family fun affair. Youngsters 
start at 9:30 a.m. from the main 
parking lot with adults following 
at 10. 
Skiers can sign up at .any 
Smithers porting goods store or 
racers can sign up the nighf 
before the ~ race (26th) at the 
Aspen Motel. 
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Live jazz is a rare commodity in Terrace, but the Hugh Fraser Quintet made up for a lot of 
neglect with a sizzling performance at the Inn of the West last week. For details, see page B4. 
The way 
I see i t , . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
for a person has .stolen sixteen" 
of the latest books on tape 
from the public library. This 
person has a penchant for 
mysteries. This .person could 
have borrowed the tapes for 
,fre e, could= flare .evefi;icopied 
them,secretly, but no, .this per- 
son had to steal them. Now 
nobody else can enjoy these 
• Have you ever listened to a 
• book on tape? Like radio 
theater, listening to a story or 
, play, your mi,d creates the ' 
scenes as you hear the words. 
It s like •that secure childhood 
feeling Of havifig somed,e read 
a bedtime story to you. 
Some people need to have 
books on tape, because of 
'tapes. 
To steal from a public 
library is pretty low in my 
book. A library is for 
everyone, to learn, to enjoy 
restricted eyesight "or some . 
other handicap. Children,enjoy, , 
these tapes, listening to stories 
rath(~r than watching them on 
television. Books on tape are a 
valuable resource to non- 
readers. 
The Terrace Public Library 
A crime with no Class at all 
I read in the.newspapers 
about robberies, murders and 
national crime, our library's 
problem may be only a small 
petty theft. But i t  destroys a
small-town-comfortable feeling 
that I always had about Ter- 
race. Stealing tapes from the 
library. Prettyrotten. Not only 
that, but as a taxpayer, I 
helped to purchase those tapes. 
They were bought with my tax 
dollars, for all residents to 
share. ! guess l bought hem 
for a lowlife sub-human mu- 
tant, instead. 
l wonder if this person had a 
laugh over it, sneaking tapes 
out past people who would 
have happily let him borrow 
them. I wonder if this is a 
sickness, a compulsive need to 
has a multitude of taped 
books, from children's tories 
to modern movie scripts. The 
selection is great, the demand is 
strong. But some lowdown 
scum has tainted this service. 
Some dishonest pitiful excuse 
take and hoard. 1 wonder if 
this person knows how sad it is 
that his life is so incomplete he 
needs to fill it with things taken' 
from an institution so willing 
to give. 
A library opens up the world 
to, it's public. Someone has just 
closed a small corner of that 
world. 
inside Section B • l 
War  breaks out on Kalum St,: one of the Terrace Little 
Theatre's most successful productions takes another run, as 
cabaret in the McCoil Playhouse.,. page B2. 
The hard way :back home: the Kitselas people want to re- 
and to share. What's stolen " occupy their canyon on the Skeena, using persistence as a 
from the library is stolen from 
all of us. Now a kid who moving van.., page B13. 
A fewsignposts: the Terrace District Teachers' Association 
wants Terrace to be a nice place to teach.., page B10. 
And: Alie Toop, B13... Fae Mooney, B6... and a great deal 
more. 
[ . . . .  
escapes into mystery stories on 
tape is limited in his choice. 
Now the non-reading adult is 
deprived of those stories. So- 
meone s imagination •won't be 
exercised tonight because of the 
selfishness of another. 
2 
i 
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Come to 
Jim Branch, a regular actor and jack-of-all-trades with the 
Terrace Little Theatre, was one of the group doing frenzied 
renovations to the McColl• Playhouse in preparation for a 
cabaret presentation of ~'The Art of War". The four-night 
performance run starts this weekend. 
cabaret,.,.. " 
Back by popular demand, • the 
Terrace Little Theatre is again 
presenting "The Art of War". 
This is Canadian playwright 
George F, Walker's comedic 
dram a •about. the. good guys 
against the bad guys. 
In : N0vernber, , 'The Art of 
. .Wai"' was presented.• as dinner 
: theater•,  in collaboration• with 
• the Northwest Community Col- 
lege Students' Association, 
More than a weekbef0re the two 
evenings of "extravagant feast 
and theatre" tickets were sold 
. out .  " 
This month, "The Art of 
War" will run Jan. 19, 20, 26 
and 27 in a cabaret setting at the 
McCall Playhouse, 3625 Kalum 
St; The last time the TerraceLit- 
tie Theatre put on a cabaret-style 
evening was with their spring 
1988 production of "Couch 
Potato". That play was co- 
directed by Ken •Morton and 
Merry Hallsor. 
Merry Hallsor is the daughter 
of two founding members of the 
Terrace Little Theatre, Bud and 
Loreen McCall. The Terrace 
Little Theatre began in 1953. In 
the early days, they performed 
wherever they could find a 
space. They presented many cof- 
fee houses in the Arena Banquet 
Room, theAnglican, Church 
Hall (now DeFrane's Funeral 
Home) and the old AngliCan 
Church Chapel (where the I~.C. 
Access Centre is now located). 
In 1975, they, PUrc.has~d..~;.the 
old Zion Baptist Church ~and 
converted it into the Terrace Lit- 
tle Theatre. Lastyear, the name 
was changed to reeoznize One of 
its founders,•. Loreen McCall. checked table cloths are being 
The theater building i s  now sewn to completetheeffectofa 
called the McCall PlayhouSe'.: cabaret. ' : .i: . ' / : : : ' :  :, : /  
Since its origin in 1953, more 
than 75 productions have been 
presented bY the Terrace Little 
Theatre to the •community of 
Terrace. 
Cast and crew of "The Art of 
War" are presently in a frenzy 
of activity at the McCall Play- 
house: Rehearsals are on every 
night I Stages are being erected. 
The theater has been painted 
black from floor • to ceiling. 
Seating is being arranged 
cabaret-style with small round 
tables borrowed from the 
Bavarian Inn. Red and white 
f , . L  ' . 
!  :nOrthErN 
motor  
RESTAURANT. LOUNGE 
PUB :COLD BEER STORE 
CATCH THE 
ACTION 
. '  '*L'oc/ll' artists .J.i'm '~a:r.kin:'and: . :.  
Jack Wreggitt.~,fll ,b.e.pla~/ing.: : :.. 
acoustic guitar.: as. a ~pt'eh/d¢;to: " /  : . 
the play. Jim, plb.ying fi steel.sir.'- i "' / ' / .  .. 
ing guitar, and Jack, playing a "' .... 
classical guitar will do a fewin: 
strumentals and sing a :few 
popular songs. Their .perform- 
ances will commence:at, 7:30 
p.m. each:evening, and the play 
will start at 8:15 p.m. 
Tickets are available at Sight 
and Sound in the Skeena Mall, 
Tickets will be sold only in-ad- 
vance, not a t  the door. . . . .  
30,86 Hwy.. 16,East • 
635.6375 
Visit the Northern M~tor inn, 
nightly entertainment. Come 
where the ACTION is. 
to 
'L • 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital We ¢vill pick up your forms, every week. 
BODE ' Chris and Cindy are happy to announce 
the birth of  their son Trevor Nicholas, born 
December 21, 1989 weighing 7 Ibs. 6 oz. Joining 
Trevor at home are Nicole and Brendon. Third 
grandchild to Mr. and Mrs. M. Bode (Kitimat), 
seventh grandson to Mr. and Mrs. G. Smith (On- 
tario). A very special thanks to Dr. Appleton and 
the nurses at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
, i ¸ :.,•~ ". 
J635-4080[ 
12 - 4741 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
After Store Hours 638-1954 1 Telex 04786649 
~-r.~ce FLOWERS ^  ~ CARTE LTD. ' 
Back by 
popular 
demand] 
r T I 
Terrace 
LittleTheatre 
presents 
George F. Walker's 
THE 
ART 
OF 
Directed byDaniel Barnswell 
CABARET STYLE 
January 19 & 20; 26 & 27 
8:15. p.m. 
McColi Playhouse 
Tickets at Sight & Sound 
" ' '~ ,  
r ;•O• ' .  , , •  '• 
r -- • . . • • 
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"Hay  Fever"  
to str ike 
• I:o.ca I :s t a g e 
On Feb. 1i, the Arts Club gala opening at the Surrey Arts 
Theatre • production of Noel Centre last Friday night. Thenit 
Coward's "Hay  Fex;er" Will be 
presented at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. The  Terrace and 
District Arts Council is co- 
sponsoring the evening perfor- 
mance with one of its member 
groups, the Terrace Community; 
Band. The play Will be  per- 
formed, throughout the. North- 
west in Prince ,George, Smithers, 
Prince Rupert and Terrace. 
The Terrace and District Arts 
Council approached the Arts 
Club Theatre in Vancouver 
about the possibility of a North- 
west tour. The most recent Arts 
Club performance in Terrace 
was "Ain't Misbehaving", five 
years ago. "Hay Fever" had its 
will 'hit the road' to Alberta, 
B.C.'s Northwest, Vancouver 
Island and then back to its home 
base at the Vancouver Arts Club 
Granville Island Theatre. 
"Hay  Fever" is playwright 
Noel  Coward's hilarious tale of 
an outrageous weekend in the 
count ry  with an eccentric 
English family and a collection 
of unsuspecting guests. The un- 
equalled wit and style of the 
Noel Coward romp, set in the 
1920's, is a perennial favorite in 
the comedy repertoire. 
Tickets are now on sale at Er- 
win's Jewellers in the Skeena 
Mall, All seating is reserved. 
The Best from the 
Stacks - - -  byHarriet Fjaagesund 
Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, January 17, 1990 ][]3 
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The Mummy or Ramses the Damned by Anne Rice 
Adult Horror Fiction Published by Ballantine Books 
• Ramses the Great was no ordinary'man. Having drunk the 
"elixer of life" he became iihmortal. Now he is Ramses the 
Damned, forever doomed to wander the earth alone.., desperate 
to quell hungers that can never be satisfied . . . .  
For two thousand years he has slumbered in a forgotten tomb, 
hidden away from the burning rays of the sun that would give 
.hini life. 
Lawrence Stratford discovers the tomb in 1914, and unknow- 
ingly awakens the mummy within. Ramses the Damned finds 
himself in Edwardian London, where he becomes Dr. Ramsey, 
expert in Egyptology. 
Ramses is drawn to the beautiful and adventurous Julie Strat- 
ford, heiress to a vast shipping fortune. But the pleasures Ramses 
enjoys with Julie cannot soothe him. 
He is haunted by images of his last reawakening;/it the behest 
of Cleopatra, his beloved Queen of.Egypt. His intense longing 
for her is undiminished over the centuries. 
Ramses returns to Egypt, to the land of his lost queen. In a 
dusty museum he makes a startling discovery. And commits an 
act that could very well cost Julie Stratford her life! 
• "The Mummy, or Ramses the Damned" has a hypnotic quality 
that pulls you inside the pages. Anne Rice has taken an old 
theme and reworked it into someth!ng sensual and powerful. 
Anne Rice isbest known for her vampire series: "Interview 
with the Vampire", "The Vampire Lestat", and "The Queen of 
the Damned". 
Noel Coward's comedy "Hay Fever" is coming to the stage of Terrace's R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
courtesy of the Arts Club Theatre of Vancouver. The Terrace and District Arts Association- 
sponsored performance will star Nigel Leach, Marion Eisman, Corinne Hebden and Bernard 
Cuffling. 
drenched beaches and Soft moonlit nights. An almost perfect 
place to live. Almost. 
.Something is happening in Moonlight Cove~ Something slight -
iy... sinister. People are changing:, Someare losing touch with : 
their deepest emotions, becoming;littlemore than automatons, 
others are surrendering to their wildest urges. • 
And too many people are dying under mysterious cir- 
cumstances. Bodies arrive at the back door of Callan's Funeral .... 
Home in the dead of night for immediate cremation. 
Four unlikely people band together to try and discover who --  
or what --  has taken over the town. 
The answer could cost them their lives. But that's the least of 
their worries. There really are some fates worse than death. Much 
worse! 
"Midnightl'. will keep you awake at.night long after you've 
finished reading the last page. You'll wonder if it could really 
happen. And then you'll worry that maybe it already has. 
Somewhere. 
Dean R. Koontz is also Ihe author of "Whispers"; 
"l.ightning", and "Watchers". 
Al l  titles reviewed b.v ltarriel Fjaagesund are available at the 
art show 
taking 
FROM VANCOUVER 
Annual  
HAY FEVER 
.',.,0h,,, ,o0.,z entries 
Adult Horror Fiction published by, B~6rkley Books 
MoonlightCove, California. Thenamein~kesimagesofsun- fo r  next 
' I .. 
The Northwest Regional 
Juried Art Show will be hdd in 
the Terrace Art Gallery March 6 
to 30. Two jurers will be coming 
from Vancouver to adjudicate 
the entries. Works chosen from 
the Regional Show will go to the 
B.C. Festival of the Arts, to be 
held in Saanich May 23 to 27. 
Any original art form may be 
submitted. Entry forms are 
available at the Terrace Art 
Gallery, the Public Library, 
Wallinda Crafts and Northern 
Lights Studio. 
Closing date for entries is 
Feb. 24. 
month 
t 
Terrace Public Library. 
J, ij 
,,, NOEL COWARD 
Sunday, February 11, 1990 
8 P.M. at R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Reserved Seating. Get Your Tickets Ear~y! 
Tickets at Erwins Jewellers 
| 
SKEENA MALL 
$14 Adults S9 Student 
; t  | 
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Books  fo r . ,  . / 
Adu l t  
eaders ": " R '  
• by 'Andrea ,Deak in  : . .  
in Peter Ackroyd's earlier novels.an artist or artifact:from the 
past has usually had a sinister influence on the characters of.the 
novel. "First Light" has moved from this theme, but the book, 
still has a literary.allusion, for pervading the story is Thomas.  
Hardy and Hardy's country: Names and places keep conjuring.up 
possible associations between the experiences of Hardy's ' 
character_sandthose f Peter Ackroyd. 
The pl0t o f  "First Light". is centered around an excavation at 
a neolithic burial ground in a.circle of Stones in Pilgrin Valley. 
The stones, the roof and walls of one.of the.chambers, form. part 
of a planetarium designed with considerable precis!on. The dig- 
gers, realising that there is an inner chamber within the ring of 
stones, begin to tunnel towards it, finding as they go evidence 
that others have been there before them. Finally the ar- 
chaeologist, Mark Clare, discovers a coffin marked "Old Barren 
One". 
I will give away no more of the plot. Suffice to say Peter 
Ackroyd has written a highly inventive novel of comic suspense 
and real pathos. His cast is a wittily observed collection from 
Joey Hanover, a retired music hall comic who talks in snatches 
of song and music hall patter, to Julian Hill, a lazy young ar- 
chaeological theorist who looks forward to the time when soil 
sounding devices will cuthis workload, and Damian Fall, the 
astronomer who is spellbound by fiery Aldebaran. In "First 
Light" Peter Ackroyd has given us yet another superb, witty and 
totally engrossing novel. "First Light" is published by Penguin at 
$24.95. 
Once more Lieutenant Boruvka has returned to Solve Prague's 
puzzling murders; but it is not enough to solve them in Prague in 
1968, there are often pressing reasons why the solution will not 
Hug Fraser  Q ' , ,h uintet: .. 
rare live jazz in Terrace 
The Hugh Fraser Quintet London, England, started the ,~._.. 
made their debut in Terrace last whole idea of the Euro- 
Monday night to a near sold-out pean/Canadian tour and it all 
audience at a dinner jazz per- fell-together as plans were 
formance at the Inn of the West.. made," explains Hugh Fraser. 
When asked, "Why Ter- 
by Bet ty  Bar ton  raceT", drummer Blaine Wik- 
' jord responded, "It's a place 
The Hugh Fraser Quintet was that we wanted to bring live jazz 
formed Jr/ 1986 :as a' forum for tO." 
five of Canada's most talented Fraser, who plays trombone 
and committed jazz artists. Cam and piano as well as composing, 
Ryga on sa~X~e§i:,Pliil Dwyer on started jazz studies asa  drum- 
p iano and saxes, Chris Nelson mer with coaching from his 
on  bass and drummer Blaine father in Victoria. He attended 
Wikjord, were drawn from the St. Michael's School in Victoria, with the Kenny Wheeler Big 
exciting core of Hugh Fraser's but played with the bands at Band, teaching at the RoYa l 
explosively rebellious Vancouver Mount Douglas School and Es- Academy of Music, doing "the 
Ensemble of Jazz Improvisa- quimalt High. After two years odd gig" and writing new music 
dons, of college in Vancouver and one until the Quintet's next per- 
During their frenzied but con- in New York City, Hugh rallied formance, 
trolled performance here, the the 12-strong Vancouver Ensem- The band says it's no problem 
Hugh Fraser Quintet played ble of Jazz Improvisation and that they live in different loci- 
pieces from their first two recorded three albums while ap- tions. They all know the music 
albums Looking Up and Pas de  pearing at major Canadian jazz and each other so well that a 
Probleme (written While travel- festivals yearly from 1981. quick rehearsal on the plane to 
ling by train during a tour in Just before Christmas 1989, their next performanceisusually 
Europe). They also played The the Hugh Fraser Quintet ook a sufficient preparation. When 
Message, by the great Art short break from their concert Hugh writes a new piece, they 
Blakey, a jazz musician ow in tour to record the VEJrs fourth practise it individually and then 
his 70s; That's Fall (which Hugh album with their colleagues in put it all together when-they per- 
composed after being inspired Vancouver. The Just-in-Time form. 
by leaves falling from a maple label album, to be released in The Quintet members may 
tree outside his hotel suite in- May 1990, includes Hugh- remember Terrace asmore than 
London, England; and Post- Fraser's recently complete Jazz just a pleasant place to play 
Lude (another composition writ- Mass. :, music. Just before they went on 
ten by Hugh Fraser, to mark the After their final concert at stage at the Inn of the West, they 
end of a relationship). Harpo's in Victoria, the Quintet were informed that Hugh had 
The performance in Terrace returned to their musical ives been awarded theprize for best 
do. Take for instance the case of Alena Peskova..It went into the was the final stop on a 15-city 
books as a case of suicide by asphyxiation. Boruvka knew dif- European and Canadian tour. 
ferently, but then, as it was pointed out tO hiha, he hada  family Their 'tour';,~started:- in' ~Bdfast;" 
to think of. " ,:~ ' • e 
Then there were those two y.oting.girls, not even sixteen, lying 
side by side on the grass, their chests riddled with bullets. Was 
this some insane murderer, or was there a politically sensitive x- 
planation for the murder? Lieutenant Boruvka.picks his .way 
through the den of adders which is Prague in the spring of 1968. 
Between keeping himself politically pure, protecting the future of 
his family, worrying about his daughter's pregnancy and her im- 
mediate need of a husband, trying to contain his soft spot for 
women, circumnavigating hiscolleagues, and fighting his growing 
conscience, poor Boruvka is tying himself in knots. 
There comes a time for all men, however, when they must face 
up to what they believe in. They must say, "Can ! still live with 
myself?" That time comes for Boruvka in this Unstable spring. 
He is forced to act, and the results of the act are devastating. We 
leave Boruvka in dire straits, comforted only by a visit from a 
certain blonde singer. But this is 1968, and we can see hope that 
Lieutenant Boruvka's end is only temporary. Joseph Skvorecky 
has delighted us again with his ironic, entertaining observations 
of the endearing Lieutenant. 
"The End of Lieutenant Boruvka" is published by Lester and 
Orpen Dennys at $14.95. • 
Ireland in November 1989 and 
ended in Victoria (Hugh,s home 
town) last W~lnesday. , 'Ronny 
Scott of Ronny Scott's Club in 
lzaak Walton may have captured the enthusiasm of many a 
fly-fisherman, but Tom Rosenbauer reminds us that he was not 
the first man to write about fly-fishing. Fourteen hundred years 
earlier Roman Claudius Aelianus had written of the Macedonian 
fishermen who tried to f0oi the,.fish with flies,:,Fisherfolk" who 
"wrap ruby-colored wool about .their:hooks, and wind about this 
two feathers, which grow under a cock's Watties and are the color 
ofdark wax." Fly-fishing took place inmediaeval times too, and 
perhaps those monks who leaned from monastry walls, their lines 
in the water, catching Friday's meal, may have used just such a 
technique. 
Whatever its beginning, fly-fishing is a much-beloved sport 
with a long and honorable tradition• Tom Rosenbauer's "Casting 
!llusions" is not a treatise on the art, rather it is a celebration of 
its pleasures, a combination of essays on the history, flies, gear, 
quarry, places, stalking and landing which make up the ex-,- 
perience Of fly-fishing. Interspersed are some breathtaking 
photogrpahs of fishing ~ireas around the world -- the lakes of 
British Columbia,. and New Zealand,. the •rivers of Britain, the 
fiords of N0rway. There are photographs, too, which capture the 
atmosphere of.the sport, rishermen i tent upon their' art, ap: 
, patently oblivious or the canlera, expressing in every limb the 
quiet concentration required by their sport. ~ 
"Casting !l!u:,;ions*':lhen is.a very attractive gift book which 
expresses sonic01" llie deligfits .or.lhe art, a book to meander 
throtl ,h; II is ptubllshed Raincoasl al $49.95 .... ..g. .... , • . y . . . . . . . . .  • . i 
off-tour. Phil Dwyer lives and 
works in Toronto; Cam Ryga 
and Chris Nelson are in  Van- 
eouver; Blaine freelances on the 
West Coast; and Hugh .has re- 
turned to his home in London, 
England. Hugh will be touring 
$ 
composition i theBBC London 
Radio competition for his piece 
"Agnus Dei"', and tenor saxo- 
phonist Phil Dwyer had been 
named best instrumentalist..in.• 
the same competition for his 
work on the same'xecording. 
Fest ival  conf i rms speech 
arts workshop here 
It was a near thing, but last 
Tuesday night the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival de- 
cided to go ahead with a 
Speech Arts workshop to be 
conducted by James Eadie. 
The organization had to 
assess the level of interest in 
the event, but they deter- 
mined there were enough 
registrations to make it wor- 
thwhile -- the original dead- 
line for registrations has been 
waived. Anyone interested in
entering the workshop is ask- 
ed to call Jo Falconer at 
638-8061 after 5 p,m. 
Eadie is " a • Well-known 
Speech Arts adjudicator who 
lives in Edmonton. The Ter- 
race workshops will cover 
public Speaking --  a new 
event in the Festival - -  and 
chora l  speak ing  and 
dramatic scenes. The sessions 
will take place at Clarence 
Michiel Elementary School 
on the evening of Jan. 26 and 
dur ing  the morn ing  and  
a f te rnoon o f  Jan.  27. 
Private lessons are also 
available, to be booked dur- 
ing the day of Jan. 26.  
James Eadle 
r 
Northwest arts and 
entertainment calendar 
Northern Motor inn --  
George's Pub, "Double Time', with Jim 
and• Jean until Jan. 20, 
Terrace Hotel --  
Gigi's Pub, "Guardian" from Van- 
couver. 
Augie's, Jerry Bird, singer/pianist. 
M©Coll Playhouse-- 
Back by popular demand, "The Art of 
War,', cabaret-style , Jan. 19, 20,: 26 
and 27 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets avail- 
~:~ able at Sight and Sound. 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 -- 
"Rocky Tops", from Terrace, a 'coun- 
try' band. 
Bavarian Inn --  
Elegant dinner and dance evening. 
Continental music (ballroom to 
modern dance). No cover charge. 
Phone 635-9161 for reservations. 
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" best selling books ..... i Th  • i 
in B.C. this week 
Figures in brackets indicate last week's position. 
Fiction 
1. ( l )  The Miss Hobbema Pageant -.- Kinsella. 
2 , (2 )  The Dark Half --  K ing. '  .... A: ..... 
3; (3 )  Solomon Gursky was Here R ich le r . . ! :  
4. (8)  Foueault's Pendulum --Eco. 
5. (6)" Clear and Present Danger -- Clancy. 
6. (4)  Sorceress of Darshiva ~ Eddings. 
7. (5)  Caribbean --  Michener. 
8. ( - )  After the Fire -- Rule. 
9. ( - )  Hey Waitress - -  Potrebenko. 
10. (9)  Straight --  Francis. 
Non. fiction 
1. ( l )  The Canadian Green Consumer Gu ide-  
Troyer/Moss. 
2. (2)  Birds of Vancouver - -  Bovey/Campbell. 
3. (4)  Inventing the Future - -  Suzuki. 
4. (3)  Carmanah --Western Canada Wilderness Comm. 
5. (9) Home Game - -  Dryden/MacGregor. 
6. (10) After the Applause --  Howe/Wilkins. 
7. (-)  Dafice on the Earth --  Laurence. 
8. (5)  The Latest Morningside Papers -- Gzowski. 
9. ( - )  Chilcotin and Beyond --.- St. Pierre. 
"~10, (8)Birds of a Feather ~-, Fotheringham.: 
Complied by United Communications Research Inc. 
? 
IF NOT.... 
CALL 635.3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER 
• -. oNE-on-ONE Training In Most Business Appl.ications 
. ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
"- ACCOUNTING Software Installation & C~mmr~lom I~ major 
packages Including ACCPAC, eEl)FORD, & NEw VIEWS 
- GENERAL COMPuTERCONSIJLTINIG and SYSTEM8 SEII1UP 
I .me.m.~uAmrms;  p.o:eoxlm.m.u,,=d,E.n=4= I I  
• (eo4) ¢~,..~44. I 
Terrace resident Lyn Wade, shown here engaged with a friend in a rather unusual activity 
for January, is one of many local people who have received assistance from the Kinsmen 
• for travel expenses• Involved in medical care. The Mothers' March is one of their biggesf 
fundraising drives, and it's underway now. 
Kins.rnen specialize in 
helplng local people 
The Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
• Fodndation, through the Kins- 
men Mothers: March, has as- 
" sisted many ~ local people with 
botlt short-term and long-term 
financial assistance to travel to 
$pe~iedists or provide care equip- 
~ent for men,•women a d chil- 
• dren. • 
:by Betty Barton 
With the Mothers' March 
underway, the Terrace Rev iew 
interviewed to recipients of this 
assistance. This week, we will 
highlight Lyn Wade. 
Lyn  :Wade, • daughter o f  
Kinsman and Kinette Ernie and 
Gall Wade, received financial 
assistance to see an orthopedic 
surgeon after a ski injury on Kit- 
sumkalum Mountain in the spr- 
ing of 1986. Lyn had torn the 
ligament over her knee. 
Lyn and her doctor didn't in- 
itiedly realize the extent of her in- 
juries. When she was slow to 
heed and then re-injured her 
knee falling from a stationary 
van, her local doctor suggested 
sending her tO a specialist in  
Vancouver. Her first visit to the  rake leaves for her mum, and 
orthopedic specialist was sched- works as a waitress part-time at 
uled to coincide with .family 
holidays by motor vehicle. 
When the surgeon gave her 
the options after examining her 
knee, she chose surgery. Knee 
surgery was the only possible 
cure for the injury; the other op- 
tions would only help. 
Because "Ernie was self- 
employed at the time, the family 
had no extended medical 
coverage to pay for trans- 
portation costs to Vancouver. 
The Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Fund paid airfare for Lyn and 
Gaff to go down for Lyn's 
surgery. Gall and Lyn stayed 
with relatives while in Van- 
couver. Lyn had to return twice 
for follow-up visits and the KRF 
paid for both those visits. 
Lyn, now 18, says the surgery 
was "very beneficial". It kicks 
up once in a while'*, but she still 
skis; rides bike and can even 
Savalas' restaurant, 
People seeking help from the 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foun- 
dation can apply through a local 
Kinsman (it's Robert Finlayson 
in Terrace). The application 
goes to the KRF review board in 
Vancouver, and the local Kins- 
man is notified of their decision. 
In an urgent situation ap- 
proved can be obtained in less 
than 24 hours. Once a client is 
on fie, subsequent approvals 
take less time. 
Gaff Wade encourages anyone 
who intends to apply for travel 
assistance to begin the process 
well in advance. The less expen- 
sive advance bookings allow the 
Kinsmen to help a greater 
number of  people. 
. r  
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J (~'Why do Canadians keeP 
thi~ir innovations private?" 
" That was how an ad began in 
a recent issue of Maclean's 
magazine. , 
"It  seems the 0nly thing 
greater ~than the Canadian 
talent for hatching innovative 
ideas, is our desire to remain 
humble about them,,  the ad 
said. 
"Take something as indis- 
pensable as the zipper. We 
wouldn't have it were it not 
fr- the entrepreneurial sense of 
I Gideon Sunback -- a 
( .nadian." 
I didn't know that. Did you? 
I tried to find out more. 
What better source to turn to 
than the Canadian Encyclo- 
pedia, right? 
No zippers. No Dr. Sunback. 
We must indeed be a humble 
nation... 
Well, how humble are we? I 
had to find o~t. From "eh"  to 
"zed" here are a few of 
Canada's humble innovations. 
Dispelling two 
Americanized myths+ 
As American as Mom's apple 
pie? Well, not if Mom uses 
McIntosh apples. The original 
McIntosh apple tree grew near 
Prescott, Ontario, on the fiirm 
of John McIntosh. This one 
tree became famous in the area 
for its sweet, crisp fruit. In  
time, buds or slips of growing 
wood from this remarkable 
Mclntosh tree were grafted to 
other kinds of apple trees. 
Mclntish apple trees now 
number over three million in 
North America. Thus, the tree 
John Mclntosh discovered in 
1811 lives on. The original tree 
bore its last harvest in 1908. It 
died two years later. 
The Fuller Brush Man of 
foot-in-the-door fame - -  an ex- 
ample of good o1' American in- 
genuity? No. The innovation of 
Nova Scotia-born Alfred 
Fuller. Adapting the traditional 
skills of the peddler to in- 
dustrial America, my research 
indicates, the: innovative Cana- 
dian created a commercial em- 
pire. The snaall brush company 
that began in 1906, by the 
1940's had established what is 
still the epit0ine of the door-to- 
door salesman. "The company 
did not need to advertise much, 
for its Ubiquitous alespeople 
had become famous through 
jokes and movies." By his rep- 
utation and sales technique the 
Fuller Brush Man became, and 
remains, a part of American 
, . folklore. 
As Canadian as 
+ , Trivial Pursuit 
' !~' Our government pursues it in 
the  .form of red tape (it borders 
• : - " ...... our. flag, have you noticed?), 
- ' .  ~so why shouldn't we too. What 
" :: :~could.b¢ more Canadian? 
-. i. ~. : :i~ ~hegame, Trivial Pursuit, 
• :rl. ! :?:: br~nchild o f  two Montreal 
" ; : . i  -]di~rnalists' has become the 
ad ian   :as .., ' ! Can  + 
+ ' !i i , . . . .  ; i " 
. . . .  i++/ ..... ++ 
with 
Fae 
. - , , ,~ .  . -,,.. ~'~ 
-t.~ : .£, .~  ,~ : ,  ! 
..~ ~ : :  . . . .  ;, 
~st"eommercmlly successful 
bqard'~g'ame e4er developed in 
C'anada; and worldwide - -  
since the invention of Monopo- 
ly and Scrabble. The game was 
market • ested in a few Ontario 
stores in late 1981. One hun- 
dred thousand copies of the 
game were sold in the first 
year. The rest is happy history. 
Here's a bit of trivia on the 
pursuit of producing the game. 
According to one of the game's 
inventors: "People in the 
business told us that it couldn't 
be done. It was just too expen- 
sive to produce, that even the 
big companies wouldn't con- 
sider such a lavish production. 
Well, we're becoming suc- 
cessful by breaking the rules." 
Other pursuits 
Not so trivial are the Cana- 
dian innovations, achievements, 
discoveries, and inventions of 
- -  the first practical electron 
microscope, adtomatic landing 
for a[~raft and the systems 
, .  ; . ~ • 
v.--rlable p~tch~propeller, a 
wheelchair foi:iquadriplegics, 
basketball, thesteam-powered 
fog horn, Cobalt 60 machines 
used in cancer adiotherapy, 
the  chiropractic system, t.+he. ...... 
world's first radio broadcast, 
the home radio receiver, +an~l 
the radio transmission of 
photographs, rotary snowplows 
for clearing railways, water 
bombers, a salmon butchering 
machine, Triticale, vanillin, 
mechanical rope tow for skiers, 
ski-doos, the articulated 
manipulator (known as the 
Canadarm) used on space shut- 
tles, the Imax multi-screen 
system, disposable plastic liners 
for baby bottles, Pablum, 
Superman, Prince Valiant, 
and... 
The list is long. 
Humble praise 
With Tarzan and Prince 
Valiant, Halifax-born artist Hal 
Foster pioneered a new popular 
art form in the'late 1920's - -  
the serialized action comic 
strip. The adventure comic 
strip "became a lively category 
of popular culture and a key to 
the commercial + success of ma- 
jor North American news- 
papers". 
It has come ~o denote "banal 
ideas" and "intellectual pap", 
but when it was developed in 
the late 1920's, Pablum was 
considered a nourishing cereal 
food for babies. First marketed 
in 1931, Pablum was developed 
at Toronto's Hospital for Sick 
Children. Royalties from its 
sales have funded research 
there. 
From rags to wood pulp: it 
was a Canadian who succeeded 
in producing paper from wood 
pulp instead of rags, which 
were used for making paper in 
the 1840's. It wasJa Newfound- 
land doctor who developed the 
gas mask issued to ;World War 
l soldiers to protect hem from 
poisonous gas attacks. It was a 
British Columbian who in- 
vented the Slicklicker - -  a 
machine used to clean up 
maritime oil spills. 
And it  was a Canadian wla~ . 
invented "Foster's Folly", the 
original rope tow for 
mechanically carring skiers up 
a hill. "The firstrope tow in 
the world.., contributed to the 
enormous popularity and com- 
mercial success of downhill ski- 
ing." Sometime in late'-1931, 
Alex Foster •drove a stake into 
the ground on top of a ski hill. 
"He attached a pulley to the 
stake, and through it passed a 
rope. At the bottom of the hill 
he parked the local taxi, an old 
four-cylinder Dodge, rented by 
the weekend. He jacked it up, 
took off a tire, and ran the 
rope around the wheel rim. 
Then, after splicing the rope in- 
to an endless loop, he started 
up the engine. 'Foster's Folly' 
was in business." 
On the supermarket shelf 
As indispensable as the zip- 
per are some of the Canadian 
innovations we find on super- 
market shelves today. Already 
mentioned are disposable baby 
bottle liners, Triticale and ar- 
tificial vanilla. The weekend 
edition of the Province carries 
Prince Valiant in the colored 
comics. Many more Canadian 
innovations exist. Muskol is 
one, a powerful and effective 
insect repellent. The active in- 
gredient is a chemical com- 
pound called deet. 
',Still selling well after all 
these years." What is? Easy- 
Off oven cleaner. The number 
one oven cleaner in Canada 
had its humble beginning in the 
basement of a Regina home.. 
That was in 1933. Theidea 
came to electrician Herbert Mc- 
Cool while reconditioning old 
electric stoves - -  which in- 
cluded cleaning the ovens. Ex- 
perimenting with chemicals that 
might make the job easier, he 
perfected a medium that would 
make the basic ingredient 
(caustic soda) adhere to the 
oven wall. Batches of the 
cleaner were cooked .up in the 
family basement. A daughter 
designed the label. Mrs. Me- 
Coil sold the jars of•Easy-Off 
do0r-to-door - - for50 cents 
each. Today Easy-Off oven 
cleaner has over 50 percent of 
the Canadian market. In the 
U.S. it is also the best selling 
oven cleaner, with over 60 per- 
cent of the market in that 
country. 
Zippers and other things 
The zipper ad in Maclean's 
was for the Manning Awards, 
giving humble recognition to 
innovative Canadians. Awards 
are given to exceptional Cana- 
dians "who have shown great 
innovation in conceiving and 
developing a new concept, pro- 
cess or product of benefit o 
Canada." Like Dr. Sunback. 
And all the other •humble 
Canadians who have improved 
the quality of our lives. 
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A year  ago 
,tlhiS week  ._ 
. , . ' .  
Education issues push 
. . . . . .  ything else aside :ever 
. • . . .  , 
. .  . . • , .  
~ .  . - , .  
.Educationwas the big news a year ago this week, Northw{ 
community Collegepresident Dr. Val George had just tossed t
name into the ring of.a growing number of resignations. Names a 
died to the list earlier included two management positions in t] 
mobile computer centeL college planner Inn Thomas and the enti 
nursing staff. Board chairman Hans Wagner said at the time th 
the resignations were,a d!r~:ct result of the college's 1988 interil 
evaluation. ~ ~ ~ 
The bulk of the Jan. 18 ,  1989 issue of the Terrace Revie 
though, was dedicated issues emerging from the teacher's strike. 
that point, the 2 ½-week-old strike had gained the dubious distill 
tion of being the longest eacher strike in B.C. history. The status 
the strike at that time: "Negotiations between board and teacher i 
tensified over the past Week, but the two sides remain far apart or 
number of issues." 
One highlight from the public's perspective was the Jan. 
meeting of the board of trustees. The meeting was moved from t! 
board room to R.E.M. Lee Theatre to accomodate more than 2~ 
people who had.shown up. During the question and answer peri~ 
of this meeting, major concerns expressed were local control 
education, teacher salaries, the pace of negotiations, the board's u 
of a hired negotiator, and arrangements for senior students to ta 
provincial exams if the strike continued past Jan. 25. 
By Thursday, Jan. 13, students and parents were getting into t 
melee as well.., but not with any great success. Some teachers, b
not school trustees, turned out at a student-organized meeting at t 
Carpenter's Hall. "Students felt slighted and frustrated. Parer 
felt angry," said one concerned parent. "There were a lot of quc 
tions to be asked at Thursday's meeting but it's difficult to ask em 
ty chairs." • ~ 
The students were busy on tl~e streets to 9. Thirty-seven Skee 
and Caledonia students collected 660 signatures in area of i I ci 
blocks in only four hours. The purpose 5"f~their petition w~s tO i:o 
vinee board members they should agree to negotiate around t] 
dock, as teachers had already said they were willing to do, in ord 
to reach an agreement as soon as possible. 
Another group of students expressing concern were those invoi 
ed in rehearsals for a Skeena Theatre Arts production exploring t 
pitfalls of alcohol abuse. They were beginning to have serio 
doubts their production would ever see the light of day if the stri 
continued. Although they were rehearsing 16 hours a week at t 
Skeena Health Unit with the help of project coordinator Gall Mt 
ray,-they were desparately seeking guidance from their teacher 
Brian Koven. "Nobody else can step in," said one student. "We 
need him to provide direction.", 
, Skeena Sawmills hook the community a year ago this wedk when 
they announced they were contemplating a moveto Kitimat. Accor- 
ding to mill manager Don Chesley, 85 percent0f the mill's produc- 
tion was shipped via Kitimat and by 1991 most of the mill's timber 
would be coming out of the Kitimat area. He said that the 300 jobs 
at the Terrace mill would move south with the operation. 
At city hall a year ago this week, the Community and Recreation 
Services Committee was considering a recommendation from the 
Everyone wanted it to end. A year ago this week students from Skeena and Caledonia 
schools gathered hundreds of signatures on a petition calling for round-the-clock neqotia- 
tions to end the teachers' strike. 
The results of a B.C. government s udy, Freedom to Move, com- 
missioned to identify transportation needs for the province in the 
1990's, came as no real surprise to local residents• "The highways in 
the area of Terrace have the worst congestion and highest accident 
Terrai:e Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission that the • city rate in the Northwest region," reported the Terrace Review. "But 
lease an approprmtely s~ed p~ece Of land to theiPeaks Gymnastics the report makes no recommendations on how the problem could be 
Club for their propdse~ gymnas[~mi Followiilg a request from solved." The report did state that maintenance a~ld upgrading of 
alderman Dave Hull, adminstratioh was looking into the city's no existing roads will be more important han measures to improve 
smoking bylaw. According to Hull, little had belen done to advertise traffic flows, but it also included proposals for three new road links 
monitor or enforce the bylaw and It was hawng httle effect• in the area: Rosswood to the Cranberry, Bob Qufim to the Alaska 
• ~ '~;:r;: " C:'border and a new bridge crossing the Bulkley at ~azelton. 
Also from council, Public W~rks Committee chairman Ruth ....... in sports, cross-country skiers said they had begun using a new 
Hallock spoke out in defense of sngw removal crews. Considerir~g 
that the winter snowfall had bee'nm.ucfi ti~avier than that oftti~ 
previous year, Hallock told •council members, "Our  crews have 
been doing an excellent job." Mayor Jack Taistra agreed that city 
crews were doing an "excellent" job, arid Bob CoOper pointed out 
to local complainers, "We're not going to plow when it's still snow- 
ing." 
Hallock said the only complaint she had received was. from a 
South Eby resident who said the city was plowing• the street too 
often. According to Hallock, the resident "felt compelled to clear the 
end of his driveway everytime the grader went by but in' most cases 
the grader would make a second pass, effectively destroying the 
fruits of his labor• Hallock said the city was still looking for a solu- 
tion to the age old problem; one solution possibly being a "gate" at 
the end of ttie blade that could be lowered at each driveway• 
On the medical front, alderman Bob Cooper was asked to relay 
council concerns to the Regional Hospital Board about delays ol • up 
:to six to eight week for specialized medical treatment'in the Terrace 
area. A sugge.stion wits made that specialists hottlff!be ncouraged 
to h)cate in) "rerracc. 
two-and-a-half kilometer ski trail around the perimiter of the golf 
course. "The only thing to worry about," said organizer Roy Long, 
"is damage to the greens• if this happens, they'd shlut down the ven- 
ture." • 
in boxing, Terrace boxers Joey Losier, Darren Bell, Marcus 
Benaldez and Pat Caryall earned a trip to the B.C. Games at Nelson 
following the zone playdowns in Prince RUpert• In school sports the 
Kermode boys jumped from eighth to third in B.C. triple 'AAA' 
standings following a super performance atCoquitlam's Centennial 
Christmas tournament. The Kermode's four straight riumphs earn- 
ed them a tournament title and all-star honors for David Hogg, 
John Favela and Arnie Pelletier. 
And how about the weather? The week began with temperatures 
ranging between -I 1,9 to -9.5 degrees, warmed up to ahnost + 3 
mid-week, and dropped off to the -3.8 to -I .3 range by week's end. 
Snowfalls each day Were only an inch or less but with the warming 
trend arot, nd mid-week there was a trace of rain and four inches of 
snow on Wednesday about two-tenths o1" an inch of rain and 2•5 in- 
ches Of snow on Thursday. The forecast was for' more snow and 
lemperatures from -5 up to zero degrees• 
- -  I I I I  I i -  t 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR.. .  
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Terry Kendell 638-8178 
V~ Middleton 635-5672 
I I 
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The Terrace Aquatic Centre expansion project is getting closer to comple- 
tion but an official• opening date hasn't been set. The best official guess 
is about six weeks from now. The roof and walls are up and cement for the 
new pools has been poured, and the floor in the new section will be going 
in soon. The expanded area viewed from the outside at the left above con- 
tains a 105-degree Farenheit whirlpool, 97-degree multi-use pool, a steam 
sauna, dry sauna, expanded weight room, mechanical room and storage 
room on the ground floor, and a staff meeting room and Bluebacks Swim 
Club "clubhouse" on the second floor, • ' 
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Findlt' "Where To 
Ter ro¢e ,  :, 
. T ree  Tr imming  ' 
Will cut down any tree,! ~ GROCERY 
[l~- Laundromat &.Carwash 
'I .000.000 llobillty for YOUR protection~y ~"  ~;~ ~. ' :~'~, Open e:80.10:30 da//y 
~, "- ;,~'"!~; 2701 S Kalum 
A DIVISION 0F~L~US~:ETR4LcOGOHo'MEs L T D . . L  "~ ' \  " '  ;, , e '  " 531==6110 
i i  
R & R CONTRACTING 
Phone 638-0206 Free Estimates/ 
FRAMING 
ROOFING 
CEDAR SIDING 
i DRYWALL PAINTING • 
No job too small! 
1,600 sq. ft. log structure for 
as low as $16,500. 
FREE EST IMATES 
Phone: 635-7400 
I ~ 1  "~ ''~ Motorcy©le, , Chldn|awe 
' :  : . . . . .  L=_~es== ~ ~towmoMles ,  Medne Supplies 
" '1  '•  : 4626 Davis Avenue 
! ,  ' : Terrace, B.C. VSG 1X7 . .  ,dilil= Teee4ce A e UIP.eNT 
!. ~1= . :Se~ngNor thwestern  B,C., i : : i: i :i:~ : SKiDOO;I L::',I, " : i  4441LlkelseAve.,  Terraoo Ph .635~.  . 
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OUR. CO-OP, IS ON TRACK : 
• ANDDOING:F INE:  
Terrace Co-op was  started by  a~group • 
-of veryDEDICATED RESIDENTS of Our!;.ii ~ 
community and have faithfuily-sup~.i~ 
ported it over the last 45years .  ~ 
We understand that the renovat ion 
.c°ntract was awarded on thelstrength 
• of.a $200,00.00 difference in the two~ 
quotes, 
We support the aCtions o.f our present 
board ahn:d would hav.e, L s t r .ongly .~ Ob:  
jected, they  made a decision to, 
spend an extra $200,000.00 to ac- 
complish the same results. 
We are also fed up with the erroneous 
statements being published and cir- 
culated by two or three union activists 
who feellthey.represent the entire trade 
• union movement.:Terrace Co-op is OUR 
Co-op and we WILL NOT, haveyou tell 
us we cannot SUPPORT it .  • . .... 
" Issued by concerned members of Terrace Co-op. 
. s  e • 
o 
. . . .  Sch Ool board pursueS: 
' . -t : . . . "  , . , ' . ' , t  
• • . . , 
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work, study funding 
• The board of School District 
88 voted Jan. 9 to apply for a 
federally.funded program for 
preparing students to enter the 
workforce, but only  after 
trusteeswere informed that the 
district can drop out of the pro- 
gram if •it doesn't work or it's 
too expensive. 
Andrew Scruton, the district 
administrator for Special Ser- 
vices, introduced the Coopera- 
tive Education program to 
board, saying it would comple- 
the district's share would grow 
from $12,000 in the first year to 
,$80,000 in the fifth year. He 
estimated the program wouldin- 
volve 50 to 60 students in the 
district and would require the 
hiring of one full-time and one" 
half-time coordinator. 
Scruton said he sees it as a 
chance to expand the present 
program with some financial 
help from a senior level of 
i :::i!:;: : ' ,  ' :  :~ 
government .  He . noted,• 
however, th,t ;,,,,,-aor to qualify 
for program support starting in 
the 1990-91 school year, the 
board would have to apply by 
the end of January. 
In  response to a query from 
trustee Wayne Braid, Scruton 
said the board could opt out of 
the program if it didn't appear 
to be working. The board voted 
to approve an application for it. 
ment the district's existing Work 
Experience Program. Bothpro- Marketing specialist 
grams combine school studies 
to address Chamber 
The Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce will hold 
its first monthly luncheon 
meeting of 1990 at the Ten;ace 
Hotel tomorrow. Secretary- 
manager Bobble Phillips said 
the guest speaker will be Peter 
Grey of Newport Marketing. 
Grey's topic win be "business 
owner development". 
Further informat ion is 
available from the Chamber of- 
fice at 635-2063. 
with on-the-job experiences pro- 
vided by local employers. The 
intent is to Prepare students for 
the working world they are go- 
ing to encounter after they leave 
school. 
Financing for the program is 
intended to run over five years, 
with the federal government 
paying a smaller portion of the 
bill eac5 year. Scruton indicated 
, . j . 
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'WhereTo I Guide 
. . . . . . . . . .  : SATELL ITE  TV  
2803 Kenney Street CancomNaluevision authorized dealer. 
4711-A Kelth Ave. Ter race ,  B .C .  PRO-TECH 
" A  uto,Giass Specialists CHANGES , _. p,, " ,- wo l feTann lng ,  t LANZA productsSystem ELECTRONIC 
ICBC claims handled, promptly - f ' Phone Ior  on oppo inhnen l  E N G I N E E R I N G  ~. . ,  
6381166 " ~ ' - - .  53S.9666 R e s id en t'~'e~:o7: e;;iu~lpa::n :n du st ri al 
TOTAL HAIR CARE " 635"5134 4510 Lakeise, Terrace 
i HI-QUALITY BELTING & ~ t  ~~- - - '~- - - - - -~~~ TOTAL 
I CONTRACTING SERVICES New and Used 
] Inflatable Boat Repairs ~ Vehicles BUSINESS SERVICES 
i Durable -- HighQual i ty . ,TYP ING 
l Vulcanizing Repairs , VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
I We specia l ize in conveyor  belt  "k 24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
' instol lot ions, splicing, ond repoirs  d '  638-8195 
I vu lcaniz ing and  pu l ley  lagging 
] 638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638.0663 
i11lfJ #1-3238 Kolum St., Terrace,  B.C,,  V8G 2N4 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders :Custom Framing 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5544 
Your complete 
.source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Lfd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terroce (kI1~71511 
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IilERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS.-;.' 
• " HAMILTON &OUTBOARD MARINH JETS: 
, . . . .  HOMELIOHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
• ' SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
• ' 0L No. 7550 & POWER PHOOUCTS 
~T- '  
- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments• Ltd. 
TERRACE lSSO SERVnC ! 1~9811 
41Me ladkoIme Ave., Terrace, B,C. 
638.11M , ' 
i i  j i i  i l i . . . . . .  t , r  1 T , i 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN --INSTALLATION Jor l  Blake 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL - -  RESIDENTIAL 635"2572 
• LAWN REJUVENATION a~23 8mpem Cres. 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP T~co, B.C. 
~,, : , .MUFFLER:CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied,: tell others . , 
'. ' / ,  :, it ti0t,.,:.~-, tell Us. 
RON orAL 4918.Grelg Ave. 
,Terrace, B.C. VSG 1N4 
,, " :~"""  ' " ," :','. ,Phone638-1991 , 
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GREIG HOULDEN:  Th isyear  we ' re  jus t  se t t ing  out  some 
s ignposts ,  ~ 
' Ter race  
, In ter iors  L td .  
" Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need"  
4610 Lazel le Ave .  
'+ 635-6600 
, |4} '  
" J S0 
ACROSS" 
1 Urge toatlack 
4 Alder tree, Scot, 
7 Take advantage of 
10 Eng, festival, gl. ISlal~ 
12 Flower extract, var. 
13 Forthwith 
14 Satisfied 
16 Female rabbll 
17 "._._pronobis '° 
18 Brit, Prime Minister 
20 Musical tone [~t~ 
23 Max _ . 
24 Aspire 
25 Beds 
28 Chem. suffix 
29 One, Sp. 
30 Not home 
32 Fitful 
35 Additional 
36 Tunes 
37 Theold . .bucket 
38 Our sun, for 
Instance 
39 Worthless bit 
40 Woman'snlckname 
41 Am. passarlne bird. pl. 
47 Comparallve sufflx 
48 Send a message 
I 10 ' I1 
I"i: 
13 . 
T i l l s  WEEKS 
PUZZLE ANSWEB 
IOINlalAIol 
IV iS /d l  
49 Finger part 
50 Thing, law 
51 Observe 
52 Enclosure 
DOWN 
I Pouch 
2 Worldwide workers 
group 
3 Cenlury.abbr. 
4 LargeCorp.. Inlt. 
5 Route. abbr. 
,= i -7"  ,-] 
-] 
~ O ~  ' 
6 Fell through, 
2wds. 
7 Contracted 
8 Shortly 
9 Female sheep 
11 Put away 
12 Cape Horn native 
15 Shrew 
19 Scol. river 
20 Tea 
21 Sharpen 
22 Shrewd persons 
23 Political union 
25 Sets 
26 Blackbird 
27 Certain 
31 Decade 
33 Inlel 
34 Barbs 
35 Morning 
37 Globe 
38 Wlld plum 
39 Unll 
40 Tree 
42 Contend 
43 Before 
44 Ethiopian title 
45 Surnamed. Ft. 
46 Clever 
!! 
20 121 22 
24 • 12 
a~ aa a+ 
38 
36 II I+L 
41 4] 4: 
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mpet for 'taff . . . . .  
After informing the School 
District 88 board of trustees that 
the Terrace district has ex- 
perienced the highest, rate of 
local property tax increases in 
the province over the-last six 
years, Greig Houlden urged the 
trustees last week to have:regard 
for teachers' working conditions" 
and salaries in preparing the 
district budget for  the coining 
year. 
Houlden, president, of the 
Terrace District Teachers' 
Association, warned the board 
that the widely predicted short- 
age of teachers in the near future 
will make recruiting and keeping 
good staff more difficult. Com- 
petitive pay, good working con- 
ditions, and job satisfaction will 
be considerations for teachers 
when they decide where to work, 
he argued. 
Houlden called for a shorten- 
ing of the salary grid system, the 
scale that determines how long it 
takes for a teacher to reach max- 
imum pay. Terrace has a 10-step 
grid, meaning it takes 10 years 
for a teacher here to reach the 
maximum. He noted that other 
districts have considerably 
shorter grid scales, and added, 
" I f  it took teachers 10 years to 
reach maximum productivity, I 
don't think you'd regard us as 
valued employees." 
He also suggested higher 
overall salaries, increased 
isolated allowances, subsidies 
for moving expenses and con- 
tinued provision of housing for 
teachers in remote sub-locals as 
Ways of remaining competitive 
with" other districts. Better ma- 
ternity benefits, higher pay for 
teachers with special qualifica- 
tions and a payment system for 
teachers who take leave to up- 
grade their qualifications were 
other suggestions. 
Teachers are also concerned 
about keeping class sizes in line 
with their collective agreement 
when the ungraded primary 
system begins, Houlden said. 
.The current pilot programs in 
the district are being viewed as 
split classes, which come under a 
smaller class size provision, and 
he said he hopes that interpre- 
tation of the contract will con- 
tinue. 
He urged the board to con- 
sider provision of an Employee 
Assistance Program and several 
support services for students: 
more Native education special- 
ists, learning assistants and 
counsellors. 
Houlden supplied no cost 
estimates with the budget pres- 
entation. He explained that last 
year the TDTA included exten- 
sive cost projections with its 
presentation, notable for some 
very large figures. "That created 
more tension and excitement 
than we intended," he said. 
"This year we're just setting out 
some signposts." 
He did present figures, 
however, compiled by the 
TDTA showing that while the 
local district budget increases 
since 1982 have been s l ight lyalso declined, he said~ i- 
below the rate of  inflation, Houlden conclUdedby offer- 
residential school taxes have • ing:the.TDTA's upport in " the  
gone up 169 percent in the Same effoits o f  the Boaxd ahd:~the 
period. Gross receipts from non- commti~i:ties inDist'riet 88 to ob- 
residential property taxes have~ taifi adequate • levels:of unding. 
gone down, and the percentdge from the Pro~,incial govern, 
of provincial grants as a source ment . "  • ' ' . . . .  
ofrevenue for the district has i ; 
. . .  . ,  , , . . . .  , 
Computalk 
by Rainer Giannella 
Certified Data Processor 
- ° -  . ,+ 
At this time of year, it is often customary to attempt to pr.edict 
what's in store for the following year. So I'll try to recap trends 
of the past year and givean idea of what's to come. 
Sadly I can't report anythingas earth-shattering as :'10 Psychic 
Computer Gurus predict )990 will see Alien microchips attack 
and infect Roseanne Barr with a computer virus causing Sit-Cams 
• to invade all accounting programs in North America...". 
* Some events of the past year stood out: the increased concern 
over• computer viruses and computer security, the •10ng-awaited 
unyeiling of the NeXT which may, b e, an indicator of the com- 
puter of the 1990's, and the ever:increasing growth in the use of 
computers world-wide. For the average user, the most important 
event was not any single item but the continued• increases in com- 
puter capability for a given price: At the lower end of the 
market, the basic IBM-Compatible hard-drive XT machine came 
down somewhat in price but not as much as in the previous ::' 
years. 
However, the higher level machines - -  the AT's and 386's 
showed much steeper price drops mainly because they were more 
expensive to begin with. Similarly, Laser printers came down 
substantially more then the lower cost dot matrix printers; ° ~.' ' 
especially in the past six months. 
• One trend that is disturbing for the budget-minded ntry leve[ 
buyer is the phasing out of low-end products rather than con- 
tinued price reduction. For example, a year ago a simple dot 
matrix, printer with reasonably respectable output could be pur- 
chased locally for $250-$350, depending on promotions and other 
factors. These particular models with 10 more whistles and bells 
which sell for - -  surprise! $250-$350. True, one gets more 
"value-added", but'what if one would have preferred the simpler 
model of last year? 
Similarly, a lot of software seemsto be coming close to "bot- 
toming out" in price and the software publishers are competing 
more on additional features. (Never mind that 95 percent of users 
will only use five percent of the features of th e programs.) 
So what will we see in 19907 You guessed it - -more  of the 
same. Prices will still show some decline but the trend will be 
more towards obtaining additional capacity for a given price 
level. We can therefore anticipate a trend towards AT-level and 
386 machines in the business ector, with the XT's becoming 
secondary stations or migrating to home-office use. Low-range 
laser printers will become increasingly popular. They are now 
available in the $2000-$3000 range, and will likely show another 
$500 to $1000 drop over the next year. 
One interesting result of computer price-performance tr nds of 
the past five years has been that one does not find much of a us- 
ed computer market. Although most microcomputers haven pro- 
ven to be quite robust, often running far beyond their warranty 
period, a second-hand computer is rarely offered for sale. 
This is largely because users are finding that these older 
machines till have more utility value than resale value. For ex- 
ample, a basic IBM-XT compatible thal today sells new for 
$1,500 would have sold two years ago for $2,500. A two-year, 
second-hand machine would therefore fetch not much more than 
$800. The original purchaser then finds it much more worthwhile 
to keep the older machine to use in one capacity or another 
rather than sell it for one-third it's purchase price. 
One trend in many companies that are now purchasing AT and 
386 machines to replace their older XT's is to loan or even give 
these to select employees who want to do some of their work at 
home rather than go into the office every day. So rather than 
come onto the resale markets, these older generation of machines 
, i  t ,9  seem to trickle their way into other uses. 
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It's a lot of quarters: Konstantinos (Gus) Sfikas made his annual donation 
of $500 from Gus' Family Recreation Centre to the Terrace Child Develop- 
ment Centre last week, picked up by administrator Margot Hayes. Sfikas 
says he believes deeply in the work being done by the Centre for local 
children with disabilities. Some of the rec center's regular patrons got in- 
volved in the presentation too.: Steven Robin, Robert Vadja, Carmen 
O!Neil and Gordie Hall. 
The new faces at Skeena 
Part !1 .Z  " :  . . .  
In the first part of this series, 
published in the Jan. 10 Terrace 
Review, abrief insight was given 
into the experience and expertise 
of eight of 15 new teachers at 
Skeena Junior Secondary • 
School. In looking at the diverse 
backgrounds of these profes- 
sionals, it soon became apparent 
that, as a group, they had some- 
thing to offer everyone. Follow- 
ing are the profiles of the last 
seven of this group of 15 
teachers. 
Suzanne Krayetski comes 
originally from •Saskatchewan 
and at Skeena teaches French as 
a Second Language. Her extra- 
curricular activities include 
coaching Grade 8 girls' volley- 
ball. 
New to the music department 
is Teresa Lescaudron who comes 
• to the area from :Nova Scotia. 
Under the direction of Les- 
caudron, Skeena offers a full 
music program •with two con.- 
cert bands, a stage band, a jazz 
ensemble and a choir. The major 
project: for Lescaudron 's  
students at the present •time is 
preparing for the Pacific North- 
west Music Festival and a bus 
tour to Edmonton in May. 
New in the physical education 
department at Skeena is Mark 
Leverton. Originally fro~ St. 
Thomas, Ontario, he holds a 
Bachelor of Education degree 
with a physical education major 
and biology minor and ~ttended 
both Lakehead and Queen's 
universities in Ontario. His last 
teaching job was in For t  
McMurray, Alberta, where he 
worked from ! 98 ! tO 1988. Part 
of this time was spen~ working 
along side a former Terrace 
teacher, Daryl Craig. Leverton 
sponsors the Skeena Hiking 
Club with teacher Dan Houpt 
and also coaches and sponsors a
number of Skeena sports teams 
and clubs. His interests include 
hiking, photography, golf and 
cooking. 
Mike Stewart, originally from 
Kelowna, B.C., earned his 
Bachelor of Education degree at 
the University of Victoria. 
Stewart moved to Terrace arlier 
this year with his wife and two 
children to begin his teaching 
career in physical education and 
mathematics. He coached the 
Grade 8 boys' volleyball team 
and is interested in a wide varie= 
y of sports. 
Another new teacher at 
Skeena, Terry Zilkie, also 
teaches mathemat ics  and 
physical education. Zilkie is a 
graduate of the University of 
Alberta and at Skeena spends 
many extracurricular hours 
coaching athletics. Zilkie also 
organized the 1989/90 iil- 
tramural program at Skeena to 
ensure there will be an oppor- 
tunity for every student o par- 
ticipate in school sports. 
Linda Wisniewski brings to 
Skeena t rue  northern ex- 
perience. Her teaching'career 
has taken, her as far north as 
Norway House, Manitoba. 
Original ly from Onanole, 
Manitoba, Wisniewski attended 
Brandon University and the 
University of Alberta to earn 
both her Bachelor and Masters 
of Education. She taught 
business education at the high 
school evel and English and ear- 
ly childhood education at the 
college level before moving to 
Terrace to teach English at 
Skeena. Wisniewski puts in extra 
time at Skeena as one of the 
sponsors of the Students' Coun- 
cil and in her spare time enjoys 
reading. This year, however, is a 
little different. The majority of 
Wisniewski's spare time is spent 
researching the family tree in 
preparation for a "huge" family 
reunion in Manitoba next sum- 
mer. 
Hans Turteltaub is no 
stranger to the Terrace area. He 
grew up in Terrace and is now 
Working with some of the same 
teachers he knew as a student 
here. Turteltaub earned his 
Bachelor •of Science degree in 
1985 and Bachelor of Education 
degree in 1988 at the University 
o f  Victoria. Turteltaub taught 
four months in Hazelton and 
five months at Caledonia last 
year and is currently teaching 
English and, social studies at 
Skeena. 
His extracurricular activities 
include co-sponsorship of the 
Skeena Journalism Club with 
Skeena teacher Jay Nordin. " I f  
it flies", he will soon have the 
club turning out a school news- 
paper, Turteltaub lists his hob- 
bies as cra~;hing through the 
bush, travelling in seedy railway 
cars, and epistemology. Loosely 
translated, this probably means 
• hiking, touring and contemplat. 
ing the nature of human knowl- 
edge. Then again, it may not. 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 214une 20 
CANCER 
June 214uly 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
YIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23.Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-1Dee. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22.4an. 19 
AQUAmUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. It-Mar. 20 
The new moon on Wednesday is likely to bring a 
surprise or two to business dealings. Family plans 
arealtered. 
A turning point is reached where organizational 
matters are concerned. Your goals are most eer- 
tainly within reach. 
There are some details to be worked out before 
making a firm commitment in financial arrange- 
merits with another. 
Partnership matters are highlighted. You are at 
your best when resolving a dispute over a busi- 
ness matter. 
Look for a surprise twist as the employment 
picture unfolds. There will be a marvelous op- 
portunity for advancement. 
The holiday spirit prevails. Friends and family 
make for a busy social scene. Be aware of the cost. 
An emotional sensitivity to matters concerning 
home, family, possessions, brings out deep feel- 
ings of nostalgia for the way things were. 
You should find it easy to communicate with 
those who can promote your ideas and plans most 
effectively. 
Resist the tendency toward impulsive spending. 
Review the budget and know where you stand fi- 
nancially. The holiday period can be costly. 
The Sun moving into Capricorn promises an 
optimistic period. You can move forward with 
confidence and accomplish your goals. 
Confidential plans develop to your satisfaction. 
An important person seeks your advice in a pro. 
fessional matter. 
The focus is on friemh and family, and a busy 
social life, with some down-to-earth business 
dealings thrown in. 
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STU HUBBARD: Trust, respect and fellowship lead to a very good working 
relationship. 
"/can get cocaine at Skeena..." 
Parents learn about 
local drug trade 
keep talking to your child." If 
you suspect your child may be 
involved with drugs, Constable 
Martin even advises discreetly 
looking through your child's 
possessions . Watch for the 
signs: red eyes, drug parapha- 
nalia, an extreme appetite late at 
night, sleeping in a lot, acting 
drunk with no alcohol odor, and 
"don't want to look at you" 
• evasiveness. "Morns know 
• something's wrong --  you can't 
fool a mother." 
The Mental Health Centre has 
videos about drug abuse'. All: the 
schools in •School District #88 
have a set of three videos for stu- 
dents, supplied by the RCMP, 
explaining the effects of drug. 
usage. These films, collectively 
titled "The OpenFlame", are 
put out b~, the Canadian Police 
Chiefs' Association i  conjunc- 
t ion .wi th  Parents Against 
Drugs. "The OpenFlame" com- 
pared drug use to putting your 
hand in an open flame; "yo i i  
may not feel the pain at first..." 
It  features 'kids dramatizing 
situations regarding drug usage, 
and tells the viewer "these 
stories are based on truth". 
Martin maintains, "There's 
so many people who will help 
your child - -  teachers, clergy, 
friends, but you can,t babYSit 
that. child every minute. He has 
to learn to make his own deci- 
sions," The key to helping those 
decisions i communication. Ask 
questions and listen to the an- 
swers.. Talk about, drugs, admit 
you don't know: what's out 
there, try to understand. 
There are signs of current 
drug education getting through 
to our kids. "Maybe the TV 
messages are getting through, 
even the frying egg, maybe." 
But communication is vital. Ask 
your child what's going on in his. 
school. As Martin says, "Try to 
stay with him, not against him." 
buyer, the buyer then brings it to 
a party where it's laid out on a 
table in lines and then offered to 
kids at a low price per line, or 
even free "just for a try". Co- 
caine is so addictive, says Con- 
stable Martin, thata study in the 
U.S. determined "that there are 
only two releases from coke - -  
death or never take i t "  Cocaine 
is usually kept in a small square 
shiny paper "envelope", isdiced 
up with razor blades, put in lines 
on a mirror, then snorted with a 
rolled dollar bill for an instant 
"high". Because of this instant 
effect, Martin calls it "a pig 
drug". Cocaine is often cut with 
something to stretch out the sup- 
ply - -  "caffeine, sucrose, 
Drano, whatever's handy". 
Crack, refined cocaine, is not 
as commonly used in this area. 
"Crack isn't big here yet. 
There's a bit in Vancouver, but 
it's not major." Beginning in 
Korea, its popularity invaded 
Japan, and then Hawaii, but 
"there's not too much in the 
mainland." Ice is a chemical 
drug, inexpensive and strong. 
One ingestion of ice will produce 
a 24-hour high. Constable Mar- 
tin says, " I f  you're into ice, 
you're finished." 
A marijuana joint can be pur- 
chased in Terrace for $2.50, not 
unaff0/dable to an average kid. 
"You can.., buy a pound .of 
dope, divide indown to the joint 
level, and triple your income." 
The kids know where to get it, if 
they're looking --  or even if 
they're not. Marijuana is some- 
times considered a "soft" •drug, 
not thought of as dangerous•or 
addicting. But the "high" is ad- 
dicting, and often leads to 
stgronger, "harder" drugs. 
Martin spoke of a person in Ter- 
race who had followed this road 
to a cocaine addiction. 
What can parents do to guide 
their children away from drug 
abuse? "Be aware, be conscious, 
"There isn't anything about 
drugs that I won't talk about." 
by Stephanie Wiebe 
° 
Constable Doug Martin open- 
ed the Clarence Michiel Parent 
Advistory Committee meeting 
with that statement last Thurs- 
day, Jan. 11. "I'11 be frank. If 
you don't like some of answers, 
I apologize, but I will give you a 
• straight answer." 
Cst. Martin is the Terrace 
RCMP Drug Squad Liaison. "I 
will tell you what's going on in 
this town," he promised, and an 
open discussion about drugs, 
their availability and usage in 
Terrace began. 
"Terrace is a hub community, 
business and social center, so the 
majority of drug conspiracies (in 
this region) come out of 
Terracei'; The RCMP man- 
power available for drug polic- 
ing is limited, determined by 
funding which is mainly federal. 
But the demand for policing is 
strong in Terrace. 
The parent group was told 
that children are aware of drugs 
at an early age. "In elementary 
school there is some exposure to 
drugs. You watch TV and see an 
egg fried every two minutes," he 
said, referring to a well known 
anti-drug advertisement. " I t 's  
better to have it wide open, talk 
about it freely. Put it on the 
table, hash it out." 
Currently in Terrace, the most 
commonly available drugs are 
marijuana, hashish and cocaine. 
" I  don't like the amount of co- 
caine in this town," Martin said. 
"I can get cocaine at Skeena 
• (sChool)" he said. cocaine is 
easy .to get, sold at $200 per 
gram (about the weight of a 
• dime): land the •dealers are cut- 
' ting ]t. into ¼ and ½ gram 
:weights "so the kids can afford 
i t " , 'A  common route for co. 
caine :is f romthe dealer to a 
/ 
Stu Hubbard is celebrating his 
third anniversary as head of 
municipal  works in Kitsum- 
kalum Village, just west of Ter- 
race. Prior to taking the job with 
Kitsumkalum Band, Stu worked 
in engineering for the Depart- 
ment of Indian Affairs for just 
under 20 years. 
by Betty Barton 
With Indian Affairs, he work- 
ed as maintenance supervisor, 
construction supervisor and 
head of municipal works in 
Kamloops, Merritt, Williams 
Lake, Chase, Bella Coola and 
the Terrace district. Stu is a jack 
of all trades and master of 
many. He's mechanically mind- 
ed, has plumbing, electrical ~d 
carpentry skills, and he's 
especially good with people. For 
l0 years, Stu handled the 
engineering department of this 
district by himself, looking after 
diesel power plants in com- 
munities without hydro connec- 
tions, maintaining teaeherages, 
putting in or upgrading water 
and sewer systems and main- 
tenance work. 
One of the highlights of Stu's 
time in Terrace was teaching 
three successful maintenance 
construction courses at North- 
west Community College. 
Since his retirement from In- 
dian Affairs in 1985, Stu has 
continued oing the work he 
loves. He is presently overseeing 
phases two .and three of a ,hous- 
ing subdivision at Kitsumkalum, 
he recently completed a project 
to link Kitsumkalum's sewer sys- 
tem with that of the City of Ter- 
race, and he will assist pacific 
Northern Gas to complete their 
gas line link-up to Kitsumkalum 
Village. Kitsumkalum Band 
members provide the basic labor 
force for these projects. 
At Kitsumkalum, Stu i s  re- 
sponsible directly tO Chief 
Councillor Cliff BoRon. He ad- 
vises and works closely with 
Cl i f f  and the council. He  is in 
charge of sewer, water, roads 
and building maintenance. He 
recently took over responsibility 
for the 47 homes on the reserve. 
He does fire training and co- 
ordinates village fire protection 
with 'Kitsurnkalum's volunteer 
fire department. 
Stu had wOrkedwith Cliff  
Bolton, between 1968 and 1985, 
when Stu was with Indian Af- 
fairs and Cliff was an active 
member of` Kitsumkalum Vii, 
lage. Cliff became chief coun- 
cillor in 1981. As. soon as he 
heard:of Stu's retirement, he ap- 
• preached him with an offer to 
head municipal works~ at Kit, 
sumkalum. Says Stu, "I find my 
past experience with the Federal 
Government (DIA) an asset to 
.v~,: 
that since 1986 the CDA has provided 
$10,600,000 to diabetes research? 
For more information, contact your local ~ 1 1  
Branch of Ihe Canadian Diabetes Canadian t~ J  ^ssociatlon 
Associationorlhe Nationaloffice, . Diabetes canadlenne 
78 Bond Street, Toronto, Ontario M,,B 2J8. Assoclatior du dlab~.te 
f / . .  • 
carry out my responsibilities in 
my present position with Kit- 
sumkalum Band. And, needless 
to say, I use it wherever possible 
to the Band's benefit." 
Stu, who reached age 69 on 
Christmas Day 1989, jumped at 
the chance to work for Kitsum- 
kalum. He knew he was too 
young and active to retire. He 
proudly states, "The combina- 
tion of trust, respect and 
fellowship between the village 
residents and myself lead to a 
very good working relation- 
ship." 
Stu and his wife Muriel •take 
part in village activities. Muriel 
and Stu met in Williams Lake, 
where she grew up. Their so n 
Garnet i s  head Cook at the 
Golden Flame Restaurant. 
Daughter Beverley, her husband 
and their two children • live in 
Terrace as well. 
• Stu was born in Revelstoke in 
1920 to English parents. He 
began his schooling at age seven 
in Three Mile, just 12 miles out 
of Revelstoke. He and his 
brother Ernie boarded with 
teacher Mrs. Abercrombie and 
her husband. Mrs. Abercrombie 
began her teaching career in 
1924 in Three Mile. When Stu 
and Muriel took their camper 
holiday in Sicamous and 
Revelstoke last summer, Stu was 
thrilled to find out that Mrs. 
Abercrombie was still alive - -  
and that she'd written a book. 
The book is a pictorial and 
personal account of life in 
Sicamous apd area during.iMrs. 
Abercrombie's days there. 
When Stu heard about he book, 
he just had to have a copy of if. 
An old friend at the Sicamous 
post office gave him Mrs. Aber- 
crombie's address in North Van- 
couver. On Boxing Day, he 
called her. She was just as 
pleased to hear from him as he 
• was to talk to her. They had a 
long chat and Mrs. Abercrombie 
offered to send him one of the 
last copies of the 1,500 she had 
printed, of "Sicamous and 3, , : : 
Valley Gap".' Four days :later,' 
Stu had his book. There is men- 
tion of, his family throughout the 
book,, and even a few photo- 
graphs, including one o f  Stu 
Hubbard and his classmates. 
Stu hopes to return to Revel- 
stoke and Sicamous again this 
'summer to renew acquaintance 
with old air force, and army bud- 
dies from World War II and tO 
investigate further the •many , 
anecdotes in Mrs. Abercrom- 
bie's hook. Stu and Muriel are 
happy in :Terrace, though, and 
have 'no plansto move away. 
"Terrace. is a good place to live. 
We know the ropes and we have 
good friends and family here." 
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['Bits "n" Pieces . . . .  1 ........ I • : "---" by Ali'e Toop:: : ' 
but she now h~ippiIy spends 
. ~ : i  • many of her days at the Happy 
Gang Centre, playing cards 
with her friends. 
~i~!~..,: The Kirkaldy name is well 
,i:~ii!~ known in Terrace, Jack Kirkal- 
!!;i~!~: dy, son of Sam and Onnalee 
Kirkaldy, was born in Victoria 
~::!~i~ in 1926. Soon after his birth, 
iii~i~:,! the family moved back to Ter- 
i~i~i race. Jack grew up here and at- 
_ __  tended elementary ari.d high 
school in Terrace. 
On Jan. 5 Blackie Mcdonnell In High school, Jack was 
celebrated her 80th birthday, coached by principal Mr. 
Family and friends gathered Clarence Miehiel and Mrs. 
at the Happy Gang Centre to Mary Little. In 1943 .he at- 
wish her well with cards and tended UBCfor two years, 
flowers, a birthday cake and a spent a short time in the army 
collection of enlargements of and returned to UBC in 1945. ' ' ~! 
old photographs put together He received his Bachelors of ~ 
by granddaughter Randy Pen- Applied Science in 1949 and his i~z~ :~:~: ,~ .~:! 
~i~7~ : < :~! J .... ner. These were pictures from Masters degree in 1951. After ~,!;!;;. .  J~  " 
the time Blackie was a toddler, earning his masters degree, he ~ :~:: • I I l~  ~ 
motherS teenager,andaamother,grand.a gran -, spent two years at McGill . ~  i '~ 
great . university, graduating in 1953 =:: ~~:~: : :~  '~:~, 
~ .  .. 
mother. Congratulatory ues- with a Ph.D'. in Nuclear ~::~,~ . . . . .  : ~ ....... :,~ 
sages also were received from Physics. Dr. Kirkaldy spent a :i:.i:~ ' ~ 
B.C. NDP leader Mike Har- year working at McGill as a ~"  "'i /~:~::! 
court, Skeena MP Jim Fulton research assistant, and went on : i~i/"~'<:~'\ ii;~ 
• . , .. '~ i l i  
and Audrey MeLanglin, federal in 1954 as a full-time staff 
leader of the NDP. member as Assistant Professor iii: i ~ 
Blaekie was born Gladys of Metalurgical Engineering . . . .  
Warden Kenney on Jan. 5, Dr. Kirkaldy has now left 
1910 in Yarmouth, Nova McGill and accepted a similar ii:~iiii:j~ ~!~,< 
Scotia. The Kenney family liv- position with McMasters <:::i .... /i ........ :i!~ 
ed in Wardenville, $ask., where .University in Hamilton, On- ~:~~: 
they farmed a section of land. tario, with the purpose of 
Since there was no hospital in assisting in the formation of a 
the area, Mrs. Kenney chose to new department of metallurgy. :::~ 
await the arrival of the baby in He also spent the last two sum, 
Yarmouth, N.S., the town she mers doing research work for ::: :~!~!~!:::~:::; 
was born in. After the hospital Aluminum Laboratories in ~. :~::" 
stay, fiaother and baby Kingston, which is a sister com' ": " '  ' 
daughter travelled back by pany to A/can. Dr. J.S. Kirks/- : 
train to Wardenville, with dy has recently been chosen the , ".,:. ii 
Blaekie sleeping in a laundry recipient of the 1990 TMS . . . .  
basket. Fellow Award for outstanding ' ' : ..... :~' "~ 
• " . . .  . .  . ~ "  
Shortly after the family contributions to metallurgy. ''':'~ , '- • ~:~'~ ..... 
moved to Kitselas, which at This is the Society's most ~ ,,~ ,::,~ ,~, f : : :  ........ 
that time was the end of the ,  prestigious award. Presentation ~ i~ i i~  ,, . . . . . .  :.. ,,; i 
rail. In 1911 the family moved" of the award wil take place On /@~:iir~:;:i~i .......... / 
again, this time to Terrace. Feb. 20, 1990.in An.aheim, ~ ~,. ~ ~::~::~:,~ . . . . . . .  : 7 
Blackie, her sister Elsie and California.. " " 
brother Orval were the.first Dr. Kirkaldy has also trav- The Ten'ace Co-op got a big gesture of thanks from some small people last week. The staff 
small children here. There were died the world, lecturing. He is and student body delivered a thank-you poster in return for more than $1,000 the Co-op 
others, but they lived in .now semi-retired and lives at donated over the holidays, proceeds from a gift-wrapping service staffed and paid for by 
Kitsumgallum, a separate corn- his home in Ancaster, Ont. Keenleyside Insurance in the shopping center concourse. 
munity at the time. with his wife and four children. 
Blaekie attended the Kalum 
public school and high school, As I told you last week, the 
and later went to Prince Rupert first letter of your first name I 
~:~7  . . . . . . . . . .  ::: :i~i!:L: ' ..... :::~,:: ....
to take a business course. On reveals your strong points. This 
returning home, she worked for week we will look at E, F, G :i:! ::~i i-ii(. !i i 
Mr. Riley in his drugstore, and H. : '  .:~' : : ................ : ~ i:: '" < : ; : '  
: , ' ; -  :: ::~ ; . / i ,  . ~:~" ' ~ ' .~!~:i: ;;., : :  -;.'/.: " .  : ' - .  :: i.--- 
i. ,9,o,,e m.rri.,  lim ha--tha,,e, in.it, t,. ! :  ::! i:;': ! ' ii iii:i i }iiT! Jordan. They had two children, letters E have the strong points ~ ' '~ 
Josephine (Mrs. Jo Sandhals) of curiosity, resourcefulness, r" " : '  '::'~ NOW is  the  t ime 
and Alex. After husband Slim experimentation, animal mag- '!'i' ~:i~ :{!.:~!:iii:: !;:! i!~;iii :!~ii:;!iii:{'ti;;;i~~ ' 
passed away, Blaekie married netism and enthusiasm. ' i ". . , . . . . . . . . . .  ..:. ~:, ~,: ii.;7~i7!;;i . to spend a d ime,  , : .~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::  : ' ~ : !~ i ;  • : :~ '~'~:~i, .~ ;it~ ~ir ~:;~/"~; ':i ' i  
Walter McConnell. Names that begin with the ...... " iii{ii77 ,,i..:~,~i~,~i:~,':~''~!!~ :i~!~..::!!t~i,,.:ii or quarter ,  
::"~""::~~::" '::~~"~:~::'.:~ ~:~+::~'"~<;- pick up the phone, Blackie always had a passion letter F have the strong points  ~  : -~.:  
for fishing. Both Blaekie and of parentbl;.-hature; personalized : :  : :::'~" i'iii!+::!i:ii: : : ,  :-:, : 'i ":t+,:., ,~:;~ ' ~:~':::':':~'~:"~=:: i,7,1 call her at home 
: :"~-~ 7 ;~;7!7 L IZERWORT'S  fortysomething, Walter were ardent fishermen, service, responsibility and :ii:!:~ m:!:::~M::~;~ ~ii I ...... 
For many years Blackie held musical aptitude. ! ..... ':: ':":: iiiiiii +:::: 
, :':+::~+::~: i~ ,:~.:, She - -  the last in the book the record for having caught Strong points for names that i ";~: 
the largestsalmon with hook start with a G are asking ques- ~Ii~; (That's the Terrace phone book/) 
and line. It was written up in tions, giving answers, quality Call Today - -  Never mind the date 
Field and Stream magazine: consciousness and need for iii!!iiii as  she thought she had escaped! 
The magazine sent her a dozen privacy. :ii~iii~:! ~ 
spoons of the same type she All names that begin with..the ii!il HAPPY BIRTHDAY, B.J.! 
used to catch the record fish. letter H have the strong points. ~,<~ 
They also sent her a brooch of self-reliance, management, 
with all thefacts of the fish material judgement, efficiency Your  Lov ing  S i s ters ! !  
engraved on the back. Some and control. 
years later, the record was ' . Did you know that the last 
broken by a Fish and Game letter of your first name reveals :*::, ~ 
warden. " your personality extremes and : ~~ .~' :~;~. . ' , ; . ' " i , .  
Seventy-nine of her eighty overreactive t ndencies7 Con- ~ :p ¢ = . . . .  : ': ' ' ' '  ~ .... "<' 
years have been spent in Ter- tinued next weekl /': ;iii~i~:i  } ~i::i 
race and there is no other place Have a great week, every- :i :i:i !i;i: :; .i:i!} ::: iii i i 
she ever wanted to be. body, and !'11 see you all again i ii,i,~ i:;i; 
Blackie's fishingdays are over, next Wednesday ' ,, , 
i . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  . . , . , ,1  , . . . . .  ~ , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  := ,  ~ • , , , . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .  ~ .  , . • ,•  . . . .  ~ ,• .~ , .  - ,~  . . . .  . . . °  . .  ,~ .  • ,~ •°  ~.  , 
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:  new ' way  to '. o l  d land  s 
Getting 
back to 
Kitselas 
is ,a " 
i 
complex 
I '  
journey 
Seeking a •hydro-electric con- 
nection for old Kitselas village 
may seem like an insignificant 
project to those who aren't 
familiar with the situation. But 
to the Kitselas people, a simple, ~ 
modern power line may be an 
important link to the past. it 
could mean a return to a way of 
life unwillingly left behind as 
recently as 25 years ago. 
' by Tod Strachan 
Kitselas village, located on the 
west side of the Skeena about 
eight miles northeast of Terrace, 
was a boomtown around the 
turn ef the century. White set- 
tlers outnumbered Natives as 
they patiently waited for tunnels 
to be drilled through the moun- 
tains that would permit the rail 
link to Terrace to be completed. 
It was also an important staging 
point for the transport of freight 
by riverboat o the .interior. At 
Kitselas Canyon the riverboats 
unloaded their cargoes to be car- 
ried about a mile on an overhead 
tramway while the boats them- 
selves were pulled by cable 
through the rapids of the can- 
yon. 
Once the railway was com- 
pleted, most of the white settlers 
moved on, leaving the Kitselas 
people to their land and their 
traditional ways. In the mid- 
1950's, however, something 
tragic happened - -  several 
homes burned to the ground. 
For the villagers the devastation 
of the fires was only a part of 
their loss. Because they were not 
living on a designated Indian 
Reserve, the Kitselas people 
would have no choice in plann- 
ing their own destiny. 
Kitselas Chief Mel Bevan ex- 
plains that the people had their 
own money earned from logg- 
ing. With this money, they 
wanted to rebuild. But in the 
mid-1950's, Native people 
weren't allowed to decide how 
they spent their money. Deci- 
sions of such importance had to 
be made by white bureaucrats in 
Ottawa; or so it was believed. 
And the Department of Indian 
Affairs told the Kitselas people 
that their village was a "dead 
place". 
• It took almost 10 years to sort 
everything out, but according to 
Bevan, the Kitselas people were 
moved toTerrace in 1964. Using 
• K~tselas money, Kitselas people 
were moved off their traditional 
land against their will. Some 
:moved to a 17-acre site on 
Queensway called Kulspai (now 
known as Kitselas) but many 
.... • more were .moved to, and. even- 
This copy of an original photograph taken between 1900 and 1910 shows the southern terminal of the overhead 
tramway at Gitaus used to transport riverboat freight around Kitselas Canyon. By off-loading freight, the draught 
of the riverboats was reduced sufficiently to allow them to pass through the rapids unscathed. 
tually lost in, Terrace itself. To 
this day, says Bevan, they are 
still trying to find out who nam- 
ed their  current  vil lage 
"Kitselas" and why. Their 
village of today is far removed 
from Kitselas, and traditionally 
Kulspai has never been anything 
more than a portage point to 
Lakelse Lake and Kitimaat. "It 
was never intended to be a 
village," explains Bevan. "It 
was an alternative to living in 
town.., but we never gave up." 
Bevan puts some of this in 
perspective by describing a part 
of the Kitselas history. Many 
hundreds of years ago, the 
Kitselas people lived in four 
villages urrounding Kitselas Ca- 
nyon. Each village represented 
one of four clans. The most 
famous of these, Gilaxdzawk 
(the fortress), was located on the 
western slopes of the canyon. It 
was from here that the Kitselas 
people controlled the canyon; 
only those they could trust were 
allowed to pass. About a mile 
downstream was Tsuny0w; a 
village nestled in a back-current 
of the Skeena that was ideal for 
fishing. On the east side of the 
river were Gitaus and Gitxtsaex. 
Set on either side of the base of 
Kitselas Mountain which formed 
the canyon, these villages would 
eventually form the east/west 
terminals of the overhead tram- 
way to haul the white settlers 
freight. 
According to legend, says 
Bevan, there was a huge beaver 
dam near these four villages that 
the Kitselas people decided to 
break many hundreds of years 
ago: The reason for breaking the 
dam is lost in history but once 
done, the Kitselas people 
became frightened. They were 
afraid the beaver might seek 
revenge. So the entire popula- 
tion of all four villages moved 
several miles downstream to 
another village called Endodoon 
(place of the hollow ground). It 
was flat, fertile land abundant 
with berries and the surrounding 
area provided good fishing and 
hunting. 
It was an ideal site, but accor- 
ding.to legend the beaver follow- 
ed. "The beavers tarted igging 
holes and people started falling 
through," says Bevan. And in 
support of the legend, "Today, 
you stomp on the ground and it 
sounds hollow like a drum." 
The memory of the beaver's 
revenge faded over the centuries 
and the Kitselas people eventual- 
ly returned to the four upstream 
canyon villages, but in their 
culture Endodoon was never 
forgotten. 
Around 1800, the natives 
returned tO Endodoon and it 
was divided according to their 
ways into individual plots of 
about six acres each. It was here 
the Kitselas people lived, 
primarily, until 1964. 
Thinks have changed since 
that time. Natives who moved to 
Terrace have not flourished in 
their attempts to adapt to the 
white lifestyle. Over the years 
many of these people lost their 
legal status as Natives, but re- 
cent legislation has sought to 
restore that and many want to 
move back to the reserve. Four 
or five years ago, however, mov- 
ing back became aproblem. The 
Kitselas of today (Kulspai) con- 
sists of only 14 acres of land 
once you remove the roads... 
and it's full. 
The need for more room 
sparked renewed hope for mov- 
ing back to old Kitselas but, says 
Bevan, to the white man this was 
impractical. It lacked good road 
access and had no power. Lack 
of access, though, says Bevan, is 
a direct result of their forced 
move. Once Indian Affairs had 
resettled the Kitselas people, 
their old village was deserted. 
And once deserted, the provin- 
cial Department of Highways 
had no choice but to remove the 
ferry which once connected 
Hwy. 16 and the Highways- 
maintained section of road on 
the west side of the river. 
Instead, it was suggested by 
lndmn~ Affairs that they move to 
another part of their reserve ast 
of the canyon. There was plenty 
of room, it was close ot Hwy. 
16, and power, was available. 
continued on page B15 
• Fine Dining , 
in quiet surroundings. 
~ ~ P  450P'~a'k e i s leO;v'?n'u e
VVEST .638-8141 
Polly's care   Chinese & Western Cuisine 
Mon.--Thum. 10:30 e.m. - -  midnight 
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  t a.m. 
• :~nday 12.'00 Lm. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S  
RESTAURANT " 
~" Chinese & Canadian Food "~'~.'~: 
-~;~'~1' OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~),!!, 
I{l  M,,, , .  i i.3o a.,,. "10-00 r . , , .  
Th,r, day 11:30 o.,,.-- 11:00 
Fr i  - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  ! ;00 a.m. "~"  
Sunday 12:00 a.m. !0:00 p .m.  
4643 Park A venue 635-6!!! 
Carrousel 
at the 
Terrace Hotel 635-6630 
The name is different, but the good 
food and service remain the samelZ 
Monday to Saturday 
6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday --7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Special izing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
L ~ I  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635.6184 
t , 
!~i /~• •. . . . . . . . . . .  
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Calm Skeena waters at Gitxtsaex at the north terminal of the overhead tramway were a welcome sight for river- 
boat captains and a sign of a successful passage through Kitselas Canyon. Here, freight was again loaded on 
the steamers for ther.journey to ~elt0:n!~and estinations further upriver. • 
Back to K i t se las -  oontinuedfrompageB14 Local native bands 
The Kitselas people accepted this 
proposal, but: only to avoid 
destroying the heritage found in 
the land divisions at old Kitselas. 
The government had decided 
these people didn't need six acre 
plots of land; a half • acre was 
plenty for anyone. According to 
Bevan, Indian Affairs believes 
that a roof over your head is 
enough. "But all you can do is 
watch TV," says Bevan. "You 
can't enjoy living... Lifestyle is 
what we look at. The old place is 
not just a place to live. There's 
enough land to do what we 
want.., fishing, hunting, smoke- 
houses." 
As the pendulum swings, 
however, it appears that Kitselas 
is where it is stuck. Everyone, it 
Would seem, wants the same 
thing but no one can move. 
Most of all the Kitselas people. 
Terrace B.C. Hydro manager 
Roy Staveley. explains that they 
cannot consider the Kitselas re- 
quest for funding assistance for 
power because they fail to 
meet basic criteria. Hydro first 
requires Ministry of  Highways 
access and a permanent popula- 
tion to insure power consump- 
tion sufficient o justify the cost. 
But Bevan says they can't move 
back unless they have the power 
first. In the winter, you can't 
even chop wood after dark, he 
says. 
Staveley says Hydro would be 
willing to put in a power line if 
the Kitselas people want to pay 
the entire cost; but hesays the 
most recent estimate of $77,000 
is about a year-and-a-half old 
and it's unknown on what this 
estimate is based. The actual 
cost could be much h!gher. 
Earl Nygaard of the Ministry 
of Highways confirms that the 
northern half of the road is a 
mixture of gazetted highway and 
Section 6 road but the Terrace 
end of the road that connects 
with North Sparks is a combina- 
tion of municipal, private, 
crown and forestry road. He ex- 
plains that Highways own the 
surface of Section 6 roadways 
but not the adjacent land. This is 
another problem for Hydro: on 
Section 6 roads there is no right- 
of-way to locate the poles. As a 
result of this mixed designation, 
Nygaard says, the province is 
still bound to maintain their own 
section of road but has never 
maintained the Terrace end. As 
a result, if you Can make it 
through the snow drifts on the 
first half of the road in the 
winter, you may find a plowed 
road at the other end. 
Dan Tuomi of Skeena 
Cellulose, the company that now 
has Kitselas timber rights, de- 
scribes the first half of the road 
as "at best a cold" winter or dry 
summer oad". He says his com- 
pany has spent a coqsiderable 
amount of money in maintain- 
ing the road but they are cur- 
rently looking for a better oute. 
And a better route may take 
some to put together. Nygaard 
and Tuomi agree that the con- 
struction of a new route must be 
a joint venture of all the players: 
Skeena Cellulose, the Ministry 
of Highways, the Ministry of 
Forests, the City of Terrace, 
CNR and the Kitselas people. 
Hundreds, perhaps thousands 
of years ago, the Kitselas people 
led a proud and independent life 
based around Kitselas Canyon. 
Their lifestyle was described by 
Kitselas historian Walter Wright 
as follows: "Throughout the 
land of K'san a rhythmic pro- 
cession of duties came with the 
cycle of the season. Hunting, 
fishing, berry picking; the 
gathering of roots; all had their 
places in the well-ordered life of 
the People." When white ex- 
plorers joined the Kitselas peo- 
ple on their land, however, they 
apparently didn't understand 
the Native way. They decided 
the Native peoples hould adopt 
"civilized" lifestyles and the 
Native ways were pressured to 
change. 
The white population Still has 
difficulty in understanding 
traditional Native ways. The 
Native population is neatly tuck- 
ed away in white communities, 
or on reserves whose locations 
may or may not acknowledge 
the heritage of the residents. 
White politicians may argue that 
they have given Natives a better 
way of life, close to modern 
facilities and lifestyles, but the 
Native population, at least at 
Kitselas, don't agree. They want 
more than a roof over their head 
meet with province 
Representatives of the Kitselas and Kitsumkalum bands met 
with the provincial Minister of Native Affairs, Jack Weisgerber, 
in Terrace last month to discuss local concerns. Kitselas Chief 
Mel Bevan says the most important issues discussed from their 
perspective were the development of Kitselas Canyon as a na- 
tional heritage park and a hydro link to old Kitselas village. 
Bevan says there is reason for optimism on their park proposal. 
He says nothing concrete was resolved but Weisgerber did say he 
would have "something" put together by March. Bevan says the 
park would be developed under Parks Canada but the Kitselas 
people want the province to be involved in an "integrated 
tourism effort". Results of discussion on Kitselas power, though, 
were less encouraging he says. 
Bevan says the primary concerns for Kitsumkalum are 
economic development and their fish guide licence, but these 
items too will have to wait for Weisgerber's response. Kit- 
sumkalum chief, Cliff Bolton, was not available to elaborate on 
their discussion. 
and a TV. 
To the Native, though, the 
past 100 years may only have 
been a disgression; a time of in- 
convenience while their modern 
day history was written. And 
while they may have to wait a lit- 
tle longer, they seem determined 
to return to their home. A home 
where they can mix the best of 
technology while retaining a life- 
style they never intended to  
leave. As Wright concluded in 
his summation of the Native 
'heritage: "But in the Fall when 
September came, there was a 
lull; a breathing space between 
duties." For the Native of to- 
day, winter may be almost over. 
There may soon be a return to 
more traditional ways. 
January 15-31  
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Your chance to get invo lved  iiii ' 
Kean House - -  Call us for support and infor- 
mation if you area ~,ictim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're avail~ible 24 hours a day to 
women and. children. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzheimer information line: phone 
635-3178. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's hours are: For 10 
to 19 year aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7. 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 yearolds Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
interest everyone who comes through the TYC 
or you can just hang out, it's up to you. We are 
always in the market for volunteers toot The 
Terrace Youth Centre is located at 4634 Welsh 
Avenue in the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night at 
Terrecevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Inyited tO drop in and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters - -  Doyou find it difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community.College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
information, contact Irene Blackstone at 
635-2845. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. No previous knowledge expected. 
For more information call Geri at 635-4954 or 
Nancy at 635-9432. We look forward to seeing 
you! 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con. 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
Losses, either through separation, divorce or 
death can be a time when you may need addi- 
tional support. If you wish to be in a supportive 
group, please join us the first and third 
Wednesday of each month from 1:15 to 3 p.m. 
in the conference room at the Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for more information. 
Overeaters Anonymous support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
Phone 635-6510 or 635-4763 for further informa- 
tion. 
The Sheens Valley Model Trein Club meets 
every Monday at 7:30 p.m. at 5010 Agar Ave. in 
Terrace. Large layout under construction. 
Everyone welcome! 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP for any persons 
having an ostomy or needing one in the future. 
A chance to share problems, concerns, infor- 
mation and receive support from others In the 
same situation. Call 635-6905 in Terrace or 
632-5951 in Kitlmat. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
UPcoming :season. Those Interested should 
. phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn at 635-3661 evenlngs,'c)r635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Starts Thursday, Oct. 5 and runs to the middle 
of April. Register by Sept. 30. Please contact 
Mary at 635-2977 or Rolande at 635-4374. Come 
• and have a fun night with us! 
The Terrace Kermode Friendship Centre would 
like to invite you to their Drop-lnCentre called 
"COFFEE BREAK" from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. every 
Tuesday and Wednesday, upstairs at the 
Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. If 
you have free afternoons and no place to Just 
celt around and chat, dropin and have a cup of 
coffee. You may see a friend there. 
Have you lost a loved one? Through separa- 
tion/divor~ce, death of a family member/friend? 
If so, you are welcome to attend a grieving 
group being sponsored through Kermode 
Friendship Centre every Monday from 1 to 3 
p'.m., upstairs at the Kermode Friendship Cen- 
tre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. For further Infer- 
marion, call Benita Chapdelaine at 635.4906. 
Attention: Girls and Women - -  If you are in- 
terested in camping and outdoors, the home 
and family, community service, and interna- 
' tional experlence¢ Girl Guides of Canada may 
be for you. Girls -- if you are between the ages 
• of six and .17, we have a place for you in 
Brownies, Guides, Pathfinders, Rangers, 
Cadefi;,or Junior Leaders. Women --  we have • 
opportunities for you to work with the girls or 
become members of various councils or cam- 
. . . .  . . ,  . . . -  " ' . , .  
mittees. Training plus full support Is avallabie 
for all positions. Far, re, ore information<please' 
call (evenings):' Margaret Cooper, '638-0609; 
Bette TosSell,.635-7074; or Elaine Flem!ng, 
635-9280. " . . . . . . . .  
The Terrace.Women's Reeouree Centre, 4542 
'Park Ave., is open Monday to Friday, 12 noon, 
t04  p.m. We offer support, referral and ad*- 
vocacy services for women~ All Women areen- 
couraged to use our facility. For further infer .* 
mation, phone 638-0228. 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the loss of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others who have experienced the 
same, please call 638-0942 or. 635-3178 for 
more information. 
The All-seasons Steelers ladles' soccer team. 
meets every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. • Anyone 
Interested in joining is more than welcome to  
attend. 
The Bereavement Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre, 202-3412 Kalum St. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Tennis Clubis having club nights 
at the Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays,~ 
Thursdays and Sundays. For Informatione call 
635-2347 or 638-1514. 
The Happy Gang Centre for seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
The Terrace Single Parents Association 
welcomes all interested to attend their month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday ofeach 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps 
to talk about it. Phone Dabble at 635-4383 after * 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635-7762 for more informa- 
tion or to arrange transportation. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor Is just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan. 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP -- 635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums practises Mondays at 
7:30 p.m. at the "Kin Hut" behind Heritage 
Park. Come join us, learn, or Just listen. For 
more information, call Barry at 635-5905 or 
Chris at 635.2009. 
Alcohol ,dnd Drug Education Video Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Survivors of Sexual Assault Support Group. 
Open meetings every Thursday at 7 p.m. at the 
Sexual Assault Centre. For more information 
phone 635-4042. 
The Terrace Breaetfeedlng Support Group, 
holds their meetings In the hospital education 
room on the first Tuesday of every month. For 
further Information, call Terry Walker at 
635-3287 . . . . . . .  
Do you want to support your community? 
Here's your chancel Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters Affiliated, Is recruiting new members. 
Regular meetings are the third Tuesday of 
every month at 4804 glean Ave., Terrace from 7 
to •9 p.m. For more Information, phone 
838-0161. 
Wednesday Night Sharing Group -- What Is It? 
People sharing Iif.e's experiences. From time to 
time there wi l l  be guest speakers from 
throughout he community. Open to anyone in- r 
terested from 8:30 to 10 p.m. upstairs at the 
Kermode Friendship Centre. For further Infer. 
marion," contact Benlta, Chapdelalne at, 
635-4906..Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. 
The Terrace Cur.ling Club wishes to announce 
that every,Tuesday the club will be offering 
free ice to anyone who wishes to practice their 
curling or to have a friendly challenge game. 
The Canteen will be offering a luncheon 
special which can be enjoyed by curlers and 
spectators alike. The rink will be open from 
11:30 a.m.to I p.m. every Tuesday. So come on 
down and give It a try; and hey, Made puts on e 
good lunchl 
Anyone Interested In Joining a support group 
for step and blended families, call Lee at 
635.9055. 
I I I  I I I I !  I I 
• , , . . 
• ,chUrch  
N J I the shining light, that shin- [ [ eth more and more unto the 
, ~  perfect day...Proverbs "4:18 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass. Times: • Pastor: 
Saturday" 7:30 p.m. Fr~ •Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00a.m~ - O.M.I. 
11:30' a,m. ~ 
"4830 straume Avenue 635-2313 
• St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. Priest in Charge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a.m. service. Child 
care is available during the 9 a,rn. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - 9 a.m. 
Worship Service. 9 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh-  635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths • 635-3232 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Evangelical Free Church 
". , . " . . :  . 
Paster : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
, . - : . _ _  
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Knox United Church 
Evening Worship: Minister:. 
Every 2nd and 4th Start Bailey 
Sunday. 4th Sunday:. Youth Group: 
hymns only. .7:00 p.m. 
" 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
: Eady service: Paeton 
. '8:30.a.m. , ' Johfi Caplln 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
351'1 Eby Street 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe . . . .  
9:45 a.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Glnn 
Worship Service: 11:00 a .m.  Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
. . . .  All are cordially invited 
Youth MlnlstrleSL, Home Bible Stud!e s , Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue. ~ .635-7727 
The salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further InFormation Call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Paston 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. * Peter Sluys --  035-2621 
• Coffee Break, Ladies' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45p.m. 
3602 Sparks 
I I 
635-6173 
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A superb effort at the Goombay ShootoUt basketbal l  
tournament  in the Bahamas on Jan.  6 weekend resulted 
in S imon l~raser University basketbal l  star Michel le Hen-  
dry of  Terrace picking up a couple o f  ma jor  awards .  
Hendry paced the female Clan 
to a tournament victory on three 
straight wins. For that •effort she 
was handed the tourney's most 
valuable player award. 
Returning home last week, she 
learned that the east coast trip 
earned her the National Associa- 
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics' 
Player=of-the-Week award for 
district one. 
The Bahamas tournament was 
a 'piece of cake' for the Clan 
ladies as they posted easy vic- 
tories in all three matches. 
They started with a 77-46 win 
over Jtidson College of Illinois. 
Michelle had 29 points, plus 
seven rebounds, two assists and 
Michelle Hendry eight steals. 
Next was a semi-final triumph 
against he host Bahamas Na- Provincial tionals. In  the 87-64 win, 
Michelle scored 19 points, 
award a counted II rebounds, three 
assists and four steals. possibility The championship game 
against Oklahoma Baptist Col- 
lege saw her produce 31 points 
Nominations for B.C.'s and pick up 11 rebounds. 
best athletes of 1989 were an- Her tournament otals of 79 
nounced yesterday, and Ter- points and 29 rebounds were an 
race'sMichelle Hendry is one exceptional effort. 
of three named in the Michelle is currently second in 
'Un ivers i ty  Ath lete '  both district scoring average 
category. She's up against (18,94) and field goalpercentage 
rower Kimten Barnes and (57.21). The first place player in 
wrestler Chris Wilson. The boththese .categories ,is 19.78 
24th annual 'Sport B.C.' and57.43.. .. .+ 
awards banquet is set for The team has ,,an overall • 
March 3 at Vancouver. Ter- season record of 12 wins, five 
race's Dr. Paul Clark missed losses so far. They're five-and- 
out on a nomination in the one in league.play (third place). 
•'Disabled Athlete' eategory. Seattle Pacific (6-0) and West- 
ern Washington (7-0) top the 
league. 
J 
Zone .curling ends 
with Rupert fln+als 
Smithers, Helen Francouer of 
Houston andShirley Baker of 
Smithers. 
Atchison goes to B,C. finals 
at Juan De Fuca starting Jan. 
25, while•Billing travels to Fort 
St. John for finals running Feb. 
7 to 13. 
Meanwhile, former Terrace 
curling rink manager Gord, Ju d- 
• zentis" won the  12-team .men's 
zone title '/iv" Prifice R~pert. 
Judzentis,. +nOW eurling'i Out + of,- 
Smithers, beat Ken Giles o f  
Smithers 4-2 in the 'A' - 'B' final 
of the 12-team double-knockout 
series. + 
He'll be competing at B.C. in- 
terior finals sl~brtly. : 
. o .  
Three major zone curling 
finals on Jan. 6 weekend saw 
two titles go to Prince Rupert 
and one to Smithers. 
The ladies' zone playoff at 
Smithers went to Rupert's Wen- 
dy Atchison once again. She 
beat out Kim MacDougall of 
Terrace in the last game., : 
Jean Billing of RuPert won 
the senior ladies for the ump- 
teenth time, also at Smithers~ . In  
her five-team, round-r0bin 
playoff, billing won all four of 
her games to negate any extra 
playoff. 
Other senior ladies' rinks were: 
skipped by Doris Anderson o f  
Burns Lake, Esther Brise of 
Kitirnat juniors 
on all-star" teams 
:i~' 3. . . :%: : : . . •w.  . . . . .  
$ t; 
The Larry BUrke i;ink of Terracewon the right to represent the Northwest zone in both the 
Police and Legion B.C. curling finals. The foursome won both zone titles during the:first 
weekend In January. 
B.u,.rke rink wins zone 
• . ° 
8-4 victory over Kitimat's Jim 
Donald. He followed up by. win- 
-ning .'B' side, with Donald the 
victim, once more on a 7-1 score. 
This gi~,es Burke a trip to B.C. 
The Larry Bu/-ke l~oursome Of
• third Don Oldham, second Dean 
Cross and lead Kevin Podbisky 
,, achieved a rarity in less than five 
days last week when they curled 
their way to a pair of Zone titles 
at the Terrace Curling Club.• from Feb. 6 to 9. 
Should Burke come through 
with both B.C. •titles, he'd have 
a tight schedule for national 
play. 
The nationals for police take 
The alI-RCMP crew won the 
Pacific .Coast Legion playdown 
for this zone without having to 
toss a rock.. 
Their opponentin a best-of- 
three series on the 6th (A.K. 
Parker of Smithers)failed to 
.show up, thus giving Burke's 
team this zone title by defaults. 
This enables them to travel to 
Williams Lake for Legion pro- 
vincial finals running Feb. 
1 to4. 
Next on Burke's triumph list:+ , 
came on the 7th to 9th when Ter- 
race hosted the six2team RCMP 
sub-division police zone finalS. 
In this double-knockout 
series, Burke won 'A' side on an 
place at Cap de la Madeline, 
Quebec, from March 17 to 24. 
The Legion nationals .run March 
25 to-30 at Kingston, Nova 
Scotia. 
Police finals at Williams Lake .  
• " Othei rinks competing in the 
RCMP playdown included Al 
Lees of Prince Rupert, and three 
Terrace rinks skipped by Steve • 
May, John Jack and Dour 
Marten. 
To suit your schedule, 
our parts department 
is now open 8 to 8 
weekdays and 8 to 5 
Saturdays, giving you 
more time to cash in 
on low priced Sure- 
Craft oil products. 
Shop late'til eight 
at Finning 
: , ;~  • , + ~-  ~, . -  . . . . .  : . "  
engine oil, oil filter 
and labor. 
For parts and service 
second to none - -  and 
now longer opening 
hours -- you can 
count on us. 
And tmclkers! Take ~, , 
advantage of our F I N N I N G :  
engine oil change 
only $109 ~ i  Count  On uS  specials m 
includes 40 litres of 
Sure-Crab oil, oil filter 
and labor or $129 for 4621 Keith Road 
40 litres of Cat diesel Terrace, 635-7144 
Two Kitimat junior hockey 
players have been named to the 
B.C. Junior Hockey League:s 
• all-star lineups ~ for the annual 
game tomorrow night.. 
Forward Blaine Moore of 
New Westminster was picked for 
"the:coast division team while 
Brian McDonald earned a berth 
on the interior division squad. 
QoALrrY 
aom~ C~E AND 
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS 
AIR ' r i skY  
QUALr rv ,  
smr~ CAnE ANY co'~mencs 
NUTRILITE 
ouAgrr v • : : ; 
• i , i 
NUTRITION AND 
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
635-4618 
° ' , r "  
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Fun hockey 
draws 16 
Kitimat's private 'fun hockey' 
league has attracted 16 teams for 
the largest annual hockey tour- 
nament west of Prince George. 
The big event comes up Feb. 2 
to 4 at Tamitik and the ice rink. ' 
Out-of- town entries a re  
Ridley Islanders and Imperial 
Palace from Prince Rupert; 
North Coast Wranglers, Inn of 
the West and Skeena Hotel Lites 
from Terrace; and Houston 
Deans and Stewart. 
Kitimat's home-town entries 
are Irly Bird Stars, Bulldogs, 
Capitals, Ocelot Oilcans, O1' 
Dregs, Tricks, J.H.W., Freill 
Lake and Raiders. 
Tamitik and the ice rink will 
be used the first two days with 
action starting on Friday the 2nd 
at 6:30 p.m. Games Saturday 
begin at 7 a.m., with all Sunday 
action at Tamitik starting at 8 
a.m. 
'The four divisional finals 
(A-B-C-D) are 3:30 for 'A',  2 
p.m. for 'B', 12:30 noon for 'C' 
and 111 a.m. for 'D'. 
Admission for this eighth an- 
nual event is free. 
z. 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation Steve Scott and Muks.kum-ol Housing Society chair- 
man Ray Jones are smiling for good reason. An agreement between the two parties signed 
last week may be the first of its type in the province. See page A l l  for story. 
Rupert basketball teams get 
mixed results in California 
were close. 
It was easy to see why they 
lost to Christian High. Their 
lineup contained the highest 
rated male high school player in 
the United States. 
His name is Tony Clark and 
the six-and-a-half oot giant 
merely scored 54 of his team's 85 
points in beating Rainmakers 
85-61. Clark was Mr. All-Every- 
thing. 
Rainmakers' only win came in 
the eight-team opening tour- 
nament at Ramona where they 
downed E1 Cajon 58-44. 
Their other losses were 83-51 
to Ramona, 60-51 to Imperial, 
56-46 to El Capitan and 71-67 to 
Mission Bay. In the opening 
tournament, Jason Parnell was 
named to the all-star team. 
It was a much different story 
for the Ralnbirds. The girls 
found out that female basketball 
in the states is of poorer quality 
than in Canada. 
They won their opening eight- 
team tournament on three wins. 
They downed Montgomery 
57-49, Holtville 44-37, then 
needed double overtime to take 
out University Dons 72-65. Nina 
Phillipson was high scorer in 
each game, winding up with 67 
points overall. 
However, when it came to all- 
star selection she was not pick- 
ed. Joanna Vieira was named 
most valuable player, while 
Audrey Dennison picked up an 
all-star berth. 
Their final three games saw 
them beat E1 Capitan 50-45 
(Dennison 22), down Mission 
Bay 63-57 in overtime (Phillip- 
son 10), and outscore Christian 
Patroits 56-49 (Dennison 16), 
I t  was a good trip for the 
Birds, but the Rainmakers' trip 
was :strictly for the birds. 
Ralnbirds and Rainmakers, 
Prince Rupert's senior high 
school girls' and boys' basket- 
ball teams, did something at 
Christmas that goes into the 
books as a 'first' for this area. 
They flew to California for six 
games each against U.S. high 
school teams in the San Diego 
area. 
The Birds came out smelling 
like roses - -  they won all six of 
their games. The Rainmakers 
came out just smelling, period. 
They won only one of their six 
contests. 
However; Rainmakers were 
far from demolished against 
strong American teams. They 
lost only ,one by more than 30 
points while several other games 
Rasmussen downed 
Terraee's John Rasmussen eeded his best shots at Satur- 
day's Labatt's S-pin championship bowling series on CBC 
television. Unfortunately, the shots were somewhere lse and 
he wound up being eliminated in his opening sudden-death 
game against Ken Ruthvan of Saskatchewan. 
Rasmussen, who had warmed up a week earlier at Terrace 
by rolling four straight over-300 games, fired a dismal 214 to 
Ruthvan's 244. He was never really in the game. At the 
seventh frame he was down by 58 pins. His only strikes came 
in the eighth and ninth frames, but by then it was too little too 
late. ~ 
Rasmussen was number one B.C. bowler after winning an 
84-player shootout in November. His effort at Toronto 
earned him $500. 
W•_lntcv('r .',tat wear  clean ~vith ('arc,./" 
only 
I 1 I [] / 
~ " A • 
: .  ~ ;",::i:~ ; 
a] DIRTDYSyHIRT '1 
. . . . . .  ace  
ghway 16 West  
~EN AT 4:30 P.M. Men's or Ladies' cotton blend I 
dress or business shfrts expertly | 
, . :  ...... : ' : laundered. I 
SUN DAY: Terrace Athletics 'Associat ion I MONDAY: Terrace Minor HoCkey (First three 
Mondays of, every'month) v,' Only drlve-thru In town ' | 
Terrace Minor Baseball (Remaining ~' Best, most reliable and cleanest service | 
Mondays of every, month) 
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society ~,, Drop off point at Thornh i l l  Pub l i c  Market I 
WEI)NESI)AY;.Terrace Blueback Swim Ch,b 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association =:: 
'~ Nisga'a Tribal Council (Terrace Local)' 
........ • + :-:"": SATURDAY: B.C. Paraplegic Foundation ,, I 1~ 
' . . . .  Late Night - -  Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club ,~ | 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m, -- Monday to Friday 
Games , :  Kinsmen Chtb (Alternate) : Games l = ,:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. -- Saturday | |  
I KIDOIE CoRNER FROM THE POST OFFICE t |  
" *P' ~;¢ ::'~lr~ " Thank. youl Have a Nice ~ ~ 
I * • 
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" " opped : In recogmzmg that healthy grams such as three or snx month about500 w e a de q y 
physical activity is an important pool passes and regularly sched- units are ready for occupancy them for the discount. An added 
factor in the well-being of the in, uled arts and crafts or exercise later this year . . . . .  benefit to the program is the fact 
dividual, the City of Terrace and classes. ; Scott says •there • are variations that the representative :body Former Terrace Minor 
the: Muks-kum-ol Housing -According tO Muks-kum-ol in each agreement but two receives monthly statements Hockey star Rudy Poes- 
Society signed what could be de- board chairman Ray Jones, the employers already gaining showing the number of active chek, who played on Ter- 
Scribed as a milestone in the intent of the agreement is to in- benefits to some degree under •users within their group. This race's province-winning rep 
society's growth last week. sure that Muks-kum-ol tenants the corporate recreation pro- allows them to assess the teams a few years back, has 
Under a special agreement with have • access to, and use, city gram are B.C..Tel and:School benefits of the program to their been sent to Flint of the In- 
the city, Muks-kum-ol tenants recreational programs. "This District 88. He adds, however, members group, ternational League by the 
will benefit from a 35 percent complies with our philosophy of that there are many groups •such New York Rangers. The 
corporate .discount on many not only providing better hous- as Mills Memorial Hospital, the ~ ~.d[~a, . _  burly defenceman was used 
city-sponsored recreational pro- ing but a chance at a better Northwest Loggers' Association ~ ~ r  mainly in. an enforcer role 
grams. • , social  life and "recreatio.nai op, and the Chamber of Commerce the past two seasons •with •
l , ,  • Superintendent of Parks and portunities as we 1, says Jones. who could also be a part of the Rangers. 
Recreaction Steve Scott saysthe He says that the society current- program. 
city has several recreational ly has 386 people: housed in 62 Scott says that members of 
agreements with a number of units. That will soon increase each group are issued photo- 
. major employers in town, but - , 
this is the first local contract - -  
possibly the first in the province BLANKET CLASS IF IED ADVERTISING 
- -  with a tenant's organization. TheseAdsappear•n•h•m•re•han9•N•wpapers•fth•B•••andYuk•n••mmunityNewspapersAss•dali•n 
He says the society will cover 20 ..and reach more than 1,500,000 homes and. a potentlel two migion readers. 
percent of the discounted $165, for 25w0rds ($3.15 per each additional word) 
amount and the city wi l l  absorb. - :, • : ' . . .  " ' i ~ . . . .  , ' " . • 
the other 15 percent on pro- . . . . .  . ,, . . 
• , : . • . 
Coming . . . . . . . . . .  "8 .  . '  . "  , • • , , , , ' • , q . . . .  , , i  
" BUSINESS P AUTOMOTIVE ~ ERsoNN..8 FOR SALE MISO HELP WANTED REAL ESTAllS 
events ^,  Auto Br0kem. disposal Divorce? No consent of spouse A FREE HUNTING. FISHING. PART/FULL-TIMEseIlexclusivo Byowner-cosy3bedroomcedat 
agent for A(:tive Balrdf Services. or court appearance. Just 5-15 CAMPING, CATALOG ($6. guaranteed Bghting products to home on choice 10acres,3 1/2 in sports weeks. $69.gS plus costs. Free value). Send your explred hunb ,ndustdos.rstallem, businesses, mllesfrom 100 Mile House. 
cars, trucks, motorhomes.boats. Iiteralure. Same system since ing or fishing license (photocopy Highest commission paid weekly. Nicely treed wtth crsek frontage 
Cal Mr. Pdce (only), (604)434- 1970. As heard on CKNW. Di- acceptable) and 8.I.R. wig mall Call: PSI. 1-800-263-4733, or and meadow ' $115,000. 
1819. D5476. vorcervice, 201-1252 Burrard, youourAnnualSpodsmanOata- write: 22 Head Street, Dundas, (604)395-4874, Box 1922, 100 
Vancouver, 1-687-2900. From IogFREE(388pages-over6,500 ON, L9H3H3. MileHouse, B.C.,VOK2E0. 
Entries must be in by early Jeep Owners, we have parts, chlsesavailabb, items) plus all Sale Fliers for one 
next week for the Terrace accessories for most models, year. S.I.R.MAILORDER, Dept. F.xpedenced Realtors wanted. Why buy land at high prices? 
Glganlicsofttopsale. Immediate XXXFANTASY. Ero(icadulttoys, 281, 1385 EIIica Avenue, Win- Excellent opportunity, stable Whenlandisavallaldefo¢$2,500 
Legion open bonspiel, which is sh~=ping. GemlniSales,4736E. lotions, books. New 1990 full- nipeg, MB, R3G 8N1. Offerex- economy, growing community in - $9,500. Formore information 
on from Jan. 26 to 28. Entry in' Hastings, Bumaby, B.C., VSC coloral page catalogue, $5. Pd- plres March81,1990. all season recreational area. send SJLS.E. to: Land Rnders, 
2K7. Phone: (604)294-2623/ vacyguaranteed. Leeds, Suite Rrimelocation, wlvale~k~sand Box 291, New Westmlmter, B.O., 
formation is available at the (604)294.4214. 1372,1124LonsdaleAve.,North GUN BARGAINS- Save up to competitive splits. Call manager V3L4Y6. 
curling club or the Legion. Vancouver, B.C.,V7M2H1. 40%bysubscdbingto'TheGun- (604)847-3217. 
runner'. The Canadian monthly FOR SALE. Two bodro~n home, 
The Terrace ladies' annual BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EDUCATION newspaper listing hundreds of Twice weekly newspaper re- largo fenced level lot, lull brae- 
new, used, modern and antique qulres experienced senior re- rnent, newly renovated, does to 
Valentine bonspiel runs Feb. 9th SEVEN NEWTONINGTABLES. CONSIDERAGREATCAREER firearms for sale or trade. Sub- porteroreditortofilleditodsposi- shopping, rood[eel and school. 
to ] l th  at the Terrace curling $15,000.5/yr.guarantee. Digital OPPORTUNITY. Be another scdption$20/yr, to: Gunrunner, IIon in four person editodal dept. $70,000.O.B.O. (604)494-8283 
rink.. O, ly a few places are still timers. Futrex 5000fitness com- put r $1,500. Cornplete'ti~:l);" successful graduate o( ~ur F/T..Box 565T, Lethbddge, AB, TIJ Preference given to those with gumrnedand, B.C. 
• ' PROFESSIONAL COOKS 3Z4. Sample copy $1.75. previous layout, pho(ogmphy and 
open for teams. The entry l imit wrap kit $1,250. Tone,O" Marie TRAINING PROGRAM. Full managernentsldlls. Pleasesend .46 acres plus cebln east of 100 
is 48 rinks. Sign up at the club. Canada Hd. 1-800-667-5825. Government Funding. Classes WIG CLUB. Join thousands of resume in confidence to: Pub- Mile House, B.C. Good hunting 
start Apdl 9, 1990. PIERRE satisfied customers. Buywlgsat Iisher, Powell RiverNews, 7030 and fishing. Aaldng $14,000. 
A 'ski sensation' trip by START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ DUBRUELE CULINARY wholesale prices. From $39.95. AIl0emi St., Powe8 River, B.C., Husband eceased - must 8o11. 
chartered bus has been lined up EXPORT business, even spare SCHOOL, 1522 W. 8th Avenue, Shop by catalogue and save. V8A2C3. Conrad Madene (604)494-9565 
fo r  Smithers on Feb. 3rd time. No money or experience. Vancouver, B.C., V6J 4R8. FREE catalogue. CALL TOLL Require H.D. Equipment me- ¢¢(604)494-,3333. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: (604)738-3155. FREE 1-800-268-2242. chanic wining to do field service Retirement properties, Ashcrofl, weekend. It's co-sponsored by Wade World Trade, ore Odn. 
Sundance Ski and Sport, and TV " Small Business Inst., Dept. W1, EMPLOYMENT WANTED FLOORSANDING EQUIPMENT work. Must have experience in CachaCrsek, Kamloops. Drydb repaim on sldddlers and loaders, mate. Reasonably priced. Con- 
Radio Am-59. It departs from 1140BeflamyRd.N;#1,Scarbor- (used). Phone: (604)270-0314. Good wage and benefit package, tact Dave or Sanford, Inland Re- 
ough, ON, MIH 1H4.. Energetic self starter with man- Ask for Terry. Reply: Inland Kenworth, Box ally, 322 Seymour SL, Kamhq~, 
Terrace on the 2nd and returns B.C.,V202G2,(604)374-3022. 
on:the 4th. Register at CFTK or NRGF.X SYSTEMS OF CAN- agribuslness,agement skillSpads,ln sales,bulk andCredit're- HARDWOOD FLOORIN~ SPE- 4339,QuesneI, B.C.,V2J3J3. 
ADA. Exclusive Dealerships tall petroleum and farm parts CIALS. Maple FlustbShods-2 11 F.xpedenced Sales Represenla- YES the value of your properly 
Sundance. There's a limit to the Available in B.C. Our liquid co- seeldng full-time employment. 4"x 3/4" - $1.49/sq. ft., Maple tire required for twice weekly went upin 1989. The read,twill 
number of patrons. ramlc roof and wall coatings are Relocatlng to B.C. eady in1990. Pdme Random - 1 1/2"x 8/4" - newspaper. Must be rssults-od- begoodln 1990. Weeremem- 
designedforthecommerclaland Confldentialrspllesto: Box1287, $2.39/sq. ft., Red Oak Strip #1 entedteamplayer, abletoaccapt bers d Worldwide P r ~  
Minor Hockey Week in residential market. Products are Canora, SK, SOAOL0. Common a random (brown only) challenge in competitive market. Unllmitedlnc. Weneedfatmand 
Canada is operating this week non4ox~, add r-6 insulalion, fire $1.99/sq. ft. & pre-finlshed Oak All correspondence treated with properly listings now for 1990, 
Nature $4.99/sq. ft. All products confidence. Apply: George R.A. Brown Agency Ltd., 2613 
retardant andguaranteed. Deal- EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY guaranteedl Woodpecker Hard- Spong, The Citizen, 490 Trans- Pauline Street, N0bo(dord, B.C., and most minor hockey associa- erships i cluded equipment and 
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CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastereard. When *phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and expiry •date 
• ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: ]0 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words areS1.00 ex- 
tra per. !nsertion. $2.00 extra 
for :box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per Column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for. 4 issues. •Picture 
of  automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles 0nly. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
The North Coast Regional Correspondence ~ 
School anticipates a'number of vacancies in 
MARKERS' POSITIONS this. spring. I f  •yOu 
have post.secondary, education, and i fyou 
live in the Terrace area and are n.ot ernpi:oyed 
as a full-time teacher, you are invitedto aPply 
. ' . .  . . . " , 
to mark secondary correspondence papers 
and tests on a contract basis. Pertment.Jn~fob~ 
mation may be obtained from, and reSUmes. 
are to be sent to: Mr:Joe Vander Kwaak, Prin- 
cipal, NorthCoastRegional Correspondence 
Scho01, Bag 5000, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5K2. 
Telephone: 635-7944; 1/17c 
'Energetic individuals are required by the 
Choices Program to work with mentally •han- 
dicapped adults and children. P!ease send 
resume to Terrace and District C0mmunity 
Services, Cho!Ces pr0gram, . #2 '- 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X6. For fur!her in, 
formation phone635.7863. ' ' ' '1/17c 
ir3rll 
I qu i res  a Welder'/Fabri- MARINEEL|CTIIII:LTD,] 
cator with T.Q. t icket or 
proven experience. Alumi- I I ~ i - - i - i - I  
num experienoei a definite 
asset. 
Union shop wi th  full  
benefits. 
Apply to 247 1st Avenue 
East, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Phone 624-5158. 1124c 
North Coast ROad Maintenance 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
REGISTRATION 
North Coast Road Maintenance is accepting 
the registration of random trucks, graders, ex- 
cavators, crawler tractors, rubber-tired trac- 
Mr. end Mrs. Glen Brink wish to an- 
nounce the engagement of their 
daughter Bonnie Brink to Brad 
Ruchotzke, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Almer Ruchotzke. 1117p 
$25,000 per year, part time, your own 
busing)as. For appointment call 
David at 635-4618. tfnc 
AUTOMOTIVE 
SALESPERSON 
Required for •• 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Auto Marine Electric Ltd., a 
rapidly expanding company 
in .the automo'tive'after. 
market, is looking fora 
career-minded person for a 
sales position in Prince 
Rupert. 
Applicants should be self- 
motivated with some 
experience in the automotive 
or sales industry. 
Good company benefits and 
training provided for future 
advancement within the 
company. 
Contact: Bob Jarvie, 
Auto Marine Electric Ltd. 
149 West 4th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635.7840. 
tfnp 
Outdoor table with umbrella, $65. 
Phone 635-4144. 1131 p 
1977 Mazda GLC 2-door hatchback 
5-speed. Good running condition, 
but ruSty:and need 0f some work, 
like clutch, exhaust and tires. 
Engine burns no oil, alternator~ 
starter, regulator and, battery ,all 
replaced withinpast year, brakes 
recentlyrebullt, equipped with block 
heater. 78,000 relies, Sell for $700, 
Call 635-7840 (work) or 635-4810 
(home), ask for Mike. ~ tfnp 
I'larvestgold fddge and stove' in 
good condition. $500 for the pair. 
Phone 635-4748. 1117p 
1989 14-ft. aluminum springbok and 
trailer. $3,000 value for $2,000. 
• Phone 638-8345. 1131 p 
1979 TDlSC, 1,500 •original hours, 
hyster W6 free spool winch, angle 
blade. 1978 980B 29.5)(25 tires, 
100% fronts, 45% rears, grapple 
fight machine. Phone 8254662 or 
956-3889. . . . .  , 1117p 
1,200 =HI. ft. S-bedroom, full base- 
ment home In Thornhlll on '/,-acre • 
lot, Built-in dishwasher, one bath, 
master bedroom ensure, cold 
storage room, finished basement, 
natural •gas heat and hot water, 
24'x16' wired and Insulated shop, 
mature cherry tree, large fenced 
garden, lots of room for children. 
Private sale, no agents. $87,900. 
Phone 638-1959. 1/31p 
Immaculate 1986 extended cab $15 
GMC pickup, High Sierra, bucket 
seats, console, four-speaker etereo~ 
Only 28,000 KM's, new tires. Phone 
635-5004. 1131p 
Northllne flrsplaoe Insert, Fits 
23"x31" fireplace. Free. You move. 
Phone 638-8092. 1131p 
110x220 comer lot In Thornhill by 
golf. course. Two-bedroom trailer 
with additi0'n. Natural gas and hot 
water tank,, wood stove. Asking 
$32,000. Serious Inquiries only. 
Phone 638-8489. tfnc 
Nice house on Mountslnvlsta Drive, 
Natural gas and hot water, fireplace 
upstairs, also wood heat. Assum- 
able mortgage of 10% until April, 
1992. Asking $85,000. Phone 
638-0848. 1131p 
House for sale in=horseshoe area. 
Phone 635-3975. 2/7p 
Gas converslon sale: Admiral 
30-1nch electrlc range, $150; Rheem 
40 gallon•electric hot water tank, 
$150; • Beach 66,000 BTU oli furnace, 
approved for moblle home, 125 
gallon fuel tank wlth about 30 
gallons of fuel off, offers. Call 
635-4810. tfnp 
, Laundry facilities& balconies II 
, At the corner of Kalurn & Scott | ~: 
, Close to downtown&ech0ols | ~ 
. Rents start ate40.00 I ! :~ 
_* ~Refer_e_nces re<l_ ulred. |' :::;, 
Woodland Apartments I :'i "~ 
635-3922 or 635-5224 | ~ 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet,• security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
.facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,~o: 
11 "~T I i 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635-3355. 
FOR RENT 
1,400 sq. ft' 
restaurant. Furnished 
and equipped, 
Call 638.1166 
tors and other equipment for the purpose of v5Y 1G5 
road construction and maintenance. Telephone: 874-7333 
Registration forms are available at 4544 , ^,l~.',,÷,,,~..,,,,,., m I LOST - 3-year-old I 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 1/17o I ! I tabby cat (GARFIELD) I 
I .u? I I with brown collar. I 
I A lan  uuDeau at i I Lost downtown out-I 
i ~ :635"7274 i ! side Mohawk on Box- 
i ing Day at 11 a.m. Any 
l inf°rmati°n please 
Energetic, Motivated I Phone Heather at 
Hmrdresser Wanted to  | 635-9234 or 635-7868. 
work full time in a pro- 
gressive modern salon. Mu t have B.C. license , [Reward Offered. 1117p 
and 2 years experience. FOR RENT OR LEASE 
Apply at: Industrial Building; 10,000 sq. ft. 
• 1989 SJostrom tri-axle pole trailer 
mounted on 1984 Peerless-Page. 
Complete with • truck, bunk bolster 
and rider: bar, Used 'one month. 
$18,500 firm. Phone 638-2769 after 6 
,p.m. 1124¢ 
1885 Toyota 4x4 pickup, extra cab, 
SR-5, 5-speed, sun roof, canopy, new 
tires. $10,500 firm. Phone 638-0023 
0r 635-2375. 2/7p, 
Highway 16 and Kalum Lake Drive. 
Four double doors, lunch room, 
downstairs and upstairs offices. 
Reasonable rent. To view cootact: 
Karrer Holdings 
847-4440 
I I  I I I  I I . I I 
Babysitter with own transportation 
needed for casual evening and 
weekend work In Copper River 
Estates. Good wage. Experience. 
with special needs children would 
r be helpful. Call Mike at 635-7840 
days, 635-4810 evenings, tfnp 
Rhonda 's  
Hair Designs 
4624 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-8787 
~ Employment opportunity with grow- 
Ing delivery business. Must have de- 
pendable vehl¢ue. Will train, will sup- 
p lyC,  B. Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age over 19. 
Phone 638-8398. ; . .  !fn c 
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LOST -- Brown, gray and white long- 
haired Keesh0nd, of average • height, 
• curled up tail; black face and hazel 
eyes. Answers to the name "Bear". 
Last seen near the library. Phone 
~71.  1117nc 
FOUND --  Ring in the Liquor Store. 
Phone 635-5&r',0 or drop In to Identify 
and claim. 1124nc 
MEMORIAL NOTES 
| 
In loving memory 
. Jack Lloyd McLeed 
Sept. 16, 1907. Jan.16, 1980 
God saw you getting tired 
When a. cure was not to be. 
So he closed his arms around you 
And whispered "Come with me". 
ur hearts still ache with sadness 
And secret tears still flow, 
What it meant to lose you 
No one will ever know. 
When we are sad and lonely, 
And everything goes wrong, 
We seem to hear you whisper, 
"Cheer up and carry on . "  
Each time we look at your picture 
You.seem to emile and say 
Don't cry, I'm only sleeping, 
We'll meet again some day. 
• Love Else, Lloyd, Betty, Nell, 
i ' Kelly, Tammy, Dennis, Kathy, 
David, Bridget, Danny, Ran, 
~ Heather, BharI-Lee, Donovan. 
f • 
Kmlum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drol)-In available. Phone 
638.8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CRO8$ LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
bloard are a8 follows: 
• Mondays front 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard le located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-794.1. tfn 
? 
S1 11NG 
BUSINESS? 
We can put you 
in touch with 
the information 
sources you need 
in your community. 
Call the 
Ministry of  
. Regional and 
Economiciii!:ii 
Development. 
Toll-Free 
1-800 63<Y329 
Honourable Stanley e. Hagen 
Minister of Regional 
. and Economic Development 
. .  : ' ,V~ic~x l tom~t ' - -  OmH~lroom 
apartment close to town, clean,. 
reasonable rent, for a reliable, work. 
~y , Phone 635.7840 days or 7evenings, . . . . . . . . .  , .tfnp. 
Work wanted - -  Journeyman welder 
available for work. Phone 635-7252 
after I p.m. . 1117p 
Wanted -~ 18-20 ft. aluminum 
V-bottom river boat. Phone 638-8345. 
1131p 
Housekeeper - -  domestic cleaning 
services. Available weekdays.. 
Phone 635-2376. 1117p 
Looking for: clean• responsible per- 
[ -~  santo share ho~se~= p~ope 635.2498 .~a.fter6 p .m. . . ; . !  ..:!.: i . . "  :" 1117p 
NEEDED NOW -- Room and board 
In town for 19-year-old male refugee 
student. Phone 635-2132 evenings. 
1117p 
WANTED - -  Single box spring and 
mattress in good condition. Phone 
638-2079. 1117p 
RENTAL OF 
CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT 
The Ministry of Forests invites 
submissions to its Equipment 
Rental Submission List for the 
1990-91 fiscal year. Only those 
units listed will be used by the 
Forest Regions and Districts 
when hiring construction and 
maintenance equipment on an 
hourly basis. The following types 
of equipment may be required: 
skidders; dump trucks; crawler 
tractors; scrapers; front-end 
Ioadei's; graders; excavators and 
backhoes; shovels and cranes; 
pile driving equipment; rock drill- 
ing equipment; compaction 
equipment; miscellaneous heavy 
duty construction equipment. 
Rentals will normally be on an 
all-found hourly rate basis ex- 
cept dump trucks and miscellan- 
eous equipment, where different 
rate systems are in effect. Ren- 
tal rates will be requested if and 
when the equipment is required. 
Interested equipment owners 
are invited to list their equip- 
ment giving the following infor- 
mation: Make, model, serial 
number, year, and attachments 
~for each machine; business ad- 
dress, telephone number and 
Workers' Compensation num- 
ber. 
Written submissions should be 
forwarded before February •16, 
1990, to: Manager, Engineering 
Section, Timber Harvesting 
Branch, Ministry of Forests, 
1450 Government Street, Vic. 
torla, British Columbia, V8W 
3E7. 1/17c 
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• .  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of •Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Rita;M. Johnston,• 
Minister 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
• Electoral District: Skeena. 
O rnineca, Atlin " 
Project Number:. B6912 
Description: Installation of floor 
beams, subfloor and redecking 
on a total of 5 bridges 
Tender Opening Date/Time: 
February 7, 1990 @ 9:00 A.M. 
A 10% Surety Bid Bond or Cer- 
tified Deposit Cheque. is re- 
quired. 
Tender • documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail, 
able free of charge ONLY from: 
Bulkley Nass District Office, 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, 
B.C. on or after Jan. 17, 1990 bet- 
ween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, ex- 
cept Holidays. 
Phone number of origination of- 
rice: 847-7403 
Tenders will be opened at the 
Bulkley Nass District Office, 
3793 Alfred Ave.; Smithers, B.C. 
L. Kelly P. Eng. 
District Highways Manager 
Bulkley Nass 
Ministry Official 
IN THE MATTER QP, I~,THE 
'BANKRUPTCY OF HAZEL" 
ANNA JEFFERY AND 
MICHAEL ANTHONY 
SLEEMAN JEFFERY 
NOTICE Is hereby given that 
HAZEL ANNA JEFFERY AND 
MICHAEL ANTHONY SLEEMAN 
JEFFERY filed an assignment on 
the 9th day of January, 1990, and 
that the first meeting of 
creditors will be held on Friday, 
the 26th day of January, 1990, at 
the hour of 9:00 o'clock in the 
fo(enoon, at The :CQurt. House, 
100 Market Place, in the City of 
Prince Rupert, in the Province of 
British Columbia. 
DATED at Prince George, B.C. 
this 11th day of January, 1990. 
O'lbuche Ross l. imi|ed 
Trustee 
Suite 800 
299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 
Telephone: 564-1111 
PROPOSAL CALL 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stlklne Is accepting proposals for 
the purchase and removal from M.K. Bay Marina, the following: 
1.20 ft. x 56ft. log restaurant building and selected contents. 
2. Assorted floats. 
Proposals will be accepted until January 19, 1990. Removal to be 
~'  completed by January 31~ 1990• 
The lowest or any proposal will not necessarily be accepted. 
Proposals should be delivered to: 
: Regional District of Kitlmat.Stikine 
#300. 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
• ' ~ Terrace, B.C., VSG 4E1 
Telephone: 635.7251 
• Attention: Mrs. Lucy Wood, Treasurer 
I I 
i l l  | 
NATIVE EDUCATION CENTRE 
The Native Education Centre in partnership with the Gltladamlx and 
Lakalzap Bands requires Instructors IMMEDIATELY for an employ- 
ment;preparatlon programs In Greenville and New Aiyansh. 
The program will blend a variety of life skills and academic materials 
with Native content. 
Interested candidates should possess the following qualifications: 
• Successful past teaching experiences with NatiVe people, 
preferably at the adult level; • Knowledge of Natlve'curriculum; •
Ability to work closely with Native communities; • B.C. teaching 
• certificate or equivalency. 
TERMS: Start.End Dates: Early February to Late August 1990. Salary: 
$3,000 per month. Closing Date: January 19, 1990. 
Resume may be faxed or mailed by courier to: N.E.C, 'O0tma©h Co- 
ordinator, 285 East Fillh Avenue, Vancouver, B.C., VST 1H2. Phone: 
.873-3761. FaX: 873-9152. . . . . . . . . .  
i 
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Coming  events  - - -  . 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior.Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. Please note 
change of day for our Open House. • 
The Terrace Curling Club Weicomes anyone wishing to 
curl in men's, ladies', mixed, commercial, junior or 
morning leagues. NEW curlers Welcome. Leagues start 
early January. Register now by calling 635-5583. 
Wednesday, January 17 --  Project Literacy Terrace will 
be holding a meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the basement of the 
TerraCe Public Library to discuss literacy needs in Ter- 
race. If you have trouble reading and writing, or if you 
know someone who does, or if you are Interested in 
reducing the rate of illiteracy in Terrace, please attend 
this important meeting. For further information contact 
Larry Bolingbroke at 635-6511. 
January 16, 20 and 26, 27 --  Back by popular demand, 
"THE ART OF WAR", cabaret-style, at 8:15 p.m. at the 
McCall Playhouse. Tickets are available at Sight •& 
Sound. 
Tuesday, January 23 - -  Two members of the RCMP Na- 
tional Recruiting Team will give a talk on career oppor- 
tunities in the RCMP for visible minorities and women in 
the Terrace• Public Library meeting room at 7:30 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome to attend. For further information, 
phone Jane of the Multicultural Association at 638-1594. 
January 26 and 27 --  The Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival is pleased to announce a Speech Arts 
workshop with well-known Speech Arts adjudicator, 
James Eadle of Edmonton, Alberta, to take place at 
Clarence Michlel Elementary School in Terrace. Ses- 
sions will take place on Friday from 7 to 10 p.m. (Public 
Speaking), Saturday, 9 a.m. to noon (Choral Speaking) 
and 1 to 4 p.m. (Dramatic Scenes). Private lessons may 
be booked on Friday from 8 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. Registra- 
tions are still being accepted. For further information, 
call Jo Falconer at 638-8061 after 5 p.m. 
• January 26, 27 and 28 --  Terrace Legion, Branch 13, an- 
nual bonsplel (open). Three events. Limit, 64 rinks. En- 
tries close Jan. 23. Phone 635-5825. Enter your team 
now!  
Saturday, January 27 --  Terrace Pipes and Drums Socie- 
ty will be holding their Rabble Burns Night Dinner and 
Dance from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Thornhill Community 
Centre. Phone Barry English at 6355905 for tickets. 
Sunday, January 28 - -M inor  softball organizational 
meeting in the library basement, at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday, January 30 - -  Skeena High Class of '65 re- 
union. If you could have, would have, should havt), or did 
finish high school In 1965, come to the meeting at 7 p.m. 
in the library basement. 
Wednesday, January 31 --"Tales For Twos" begins to- 
day at 10:30 a.m. at the Terrace Public Library. This is a 
half-hour storytime featuring short picture books, 
flngerplays and puppets, especially for two-year-aids 
and parents. Children must be registered in advance. To 
register or for more information, please call the library 
at 638-8177. There is no charge. 
February 1 and 2 --  Preschool storyUme for three to five- 
year-aids will be held at the Terrace Public Library, 
Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. and Fridays at !0:30 a.m., be- 
ginning Feb. 1 and 2. There is no charge; but children 
should be registered in advance. For more Information, 
or to register, please call the library at 638-8177. 
Sunday, February 4 --- The Terrace Public Art Gallery is 
closed for the month of January. We will be opening 
again Feb. 4 featuring works by Cindy Mated of Quick, 
B.C. The show will run to Feb. 24. Hours are Tuesday to 
Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 to 9 
p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, February 6 - -  The next general meeting of the 
Ladles' Aux. Br. 13, Royal Canadian Legion, will beheld 
at 8 p.m. in the Legion. Come and meet your 1990 execu- 
tive and get involved. There will be sandwiches and cof- 
fee after the meeting. A,pot luck supper will be held 
before the March meeting starting at 7 p.m, so expect a 
phone call from our phoning committee. If anyone 
would like to Join our auxiliary, contact Goldle Hill at 
635.6038 for more information. See you at the meetingl 
Tuesday, February 6 - -  Ten Days for World Develop. 
ment Ecumenical Prayer Service will be held at 7:30 p.m. 
• in St. Matthew's Anglican Church, 4506 Lakelse, Ter- 
race. This is a service to praise God for the good done in 
the world and to increase awareness of the wrong still 
perrnitted. Everyone Interested Is welcome. 
February 6, March 7 and April 4 - -  Terrace Public Library 
presents "Travel Talk" for armchair travellers, or for 
those who really plan to "get up and go"! Travel consul- 
tant, Theresa Brinkac of Elan Travel will show videos 
and share some of her experiences in a:serles 0f Infor- 
mal talks about countries she has visited. Wednesday, 
Feb. 6 "Cruises"; Wednesday, March 7 "Mexico"; 
Wednesday, April 4 "Cuba"--  each night at 7:30 p.m. 
Admission is free. Everyone Is welcomel For more Infer. 
mation, please call the library at 638-8177. 
/ 
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P  ;rob lem;sseen w'i't h gu ide p,o 
Alter re~'iewiiig ihe Ministry .. Kitimat-Stikine regional district viding food .and IOdging,.boal guide would also. have.had to Watmough wants a, less restric- 
of  Environmen['s "Update on 
Angling Guide Policy for British 
Columbia August 1989" the 
Convictions 
in court 
The following convictions 
took place in Terrace provincial 
adulteriminal court on the dates 
' indicated according to informa- 
tion provid(~d~ by  the-'cou/t 
registry. " ' . . . . . . . . . .  " 
i .Frldey, 'December 15 -' 
Real Joseph Laplante was sen- 
tenced to 14 days in jail and 
placed on pf0bati0n for 12 
months on one count of im- 
paired driving and one count of 
driving while disqualified. 
Kelly Brenton Lurid was given 
three four-month concurrent jail 
sentences and given three 
18-month concurrent probation 
terms on three counts of assault- 
ing a police officer. Lund was 
also given a one-month con- 
current jail sentence and an 
18-month term of probation for 
committing mischief in relation 
to property. 
Paul Leslie Willms was fined 
$300 for failure to stop after a 
collision with an unattended 
vehicle. 
Monday, "December 18 
Douglas Glen Petersen was 
Sentenced to 12 months in jail 
and placed on probation for 12 
months for breaking and enter- 
ing with the intent to commit an 
indictable offense. Petersen was 
also given a one month con- 
secutive jail sentence for failure 
to comply with a condition of 
recognizance. 
Thursday, December 21 
Ernest Eldon Leonard Angus 
was fined $250 for illegal posses- 
sion of narcotics and $450 for 
being at large without lawful ex- 
cuse. 
Randolph William Dalai was 
fined $450 for refusing to comp- 
ly with a demand from a police 
officer. 
Dwayne Bellerose was 
sentenced to seven days in jail 
for failing to appear in court. 
Friday, December 22 
Davinder Singh Basanti was 
fined $75 on each of two counts 
of theft. 
Barry Bush was sentenced to 
five days in jail for threatening 
to cause death or serious bodily 
harm to another person. 
Wednesday, December 27 
George Kirby was sentenced 
to two months in jail for assault 
and four months in jail to be 
served consecutively for assault 
causing bodily harm. Kirby also 
received aone month concurrent 
sentence for failure to comply 
with a condition of recogniz- 
ance. 
Thursday, December 28 
Donald Ian Presby was fined 
$250 for committing public 
mischief. 
.~ Friday, December 29 
LuJgi Qualizza was fined $400 
and was given a one year drivers 
~i Aicence:: sttspension for driving 
. with ,a  ! blood alcohol content 
.~oVer the~ legal !imit .. . .  
:i 
board of directors has asked for' 
some revisions. 
First, they want the policy to 
include some ~:method of. 
regulating fishing .19dges and 
fishing, camps, or at least a study.. 
to determine ,the ,number: Of 
16dgestthis area can support; and 
second, they want to see some 
standards~of qua!,!fications" set :. 
for angling guides and their 
assistants. : 
•, During theboard's De~:efnber, 
meedhg, :director.'P&e Weeber 
pointed out that there are 
already a number of fishing 
lodges in the area and suggested 
there may already be a problem. 
in dealing with a surplus of 
lodges. "They're looking at the 
number of guides," she said, 
"but no lodges." 
As the proposed policy now 
stands, the following people 
would not be considered in the 
guide count: "operators of 
fishing resorts or fishing camps 
who limit their services to pro- 
rentals, or selling fishing equip-- carry a minimum of $1 million 
meat., ,.~..: : in publicliab!!ity insurance. 
As far,.a s guide .qualifications The proposal also. suggested 
are.concerned~ Weeber said.that that currentangling uide and 
in thepast some standards had .assistant requirements.should be 
existed,,but in the ministry's c,ur: ~odified' toinclude, a requite- 
rent policy.proposalthey're not ment. ,,f,o~r- -,..,proficiency in 
even,mentioned. White, water whitewater transportationZ and 
prpl:iciency and industrial first that all new applications should 
.aid are two basic qualifications require proof that the applicant 
'he said'should be. mandatory, has worked as anassistant with a 
According to a report from guide who has  appro~,ed 
administration, the ministry's whitewater experience for a 
~first report, "A:New Approach period:of,at least one year in the 
to Angling Guide Management" last three, The"second. report; 
released December, 1988, did "Update on Angling Guide 
address i:the issue by outlining Policy.", d id not .address the- 
miffimum qualificati0ns. Under issue of qualifications according 
this proposal, a guide would to the report from regional 
have to be a Canadian citizen district'administration, and 
with permanent resident status, when questioned on the issue the 
be atleast 19 yearsold, and have ministry replied that only basics 
successfully completed within would be required: 19 years or 
the past threeyears an industrial older, Canadian citizenship and 
or wilderness first aid course and liability insurance. 
hold a current St. John's Am- The regional district board 
bulance standard first aid and may also soon be asking for 
CPR certificate. A licenced another revision. Director Les 
tive definition of afishing guide 
to be included in the. p01icy. 
watmough said he has been told 
that the.existing definition of a 
fishing guide may betoo restric, 
tive. He suggesredthatperhaps. 
boat operators hould be. include, .
ed aswell and asked the regi0h~l'i 
, district's.Planning Committee t.o. 
review the definition and recom-, 
mend changes to the board,, '- 
January 15-31 
If you're a careless driver, 
dorft read this. 
It's bad news about your Autoplan premium, 
Ifyou've caused a nmnber of accidents 
in recent years, you don't need a reminder 
that your last Autoplan premium was bad 
news. And that's just the beginning. If you 
make another chargeable claim (or worse, 
more than one), your next premium could 
be a real shock.Where does it end? That's 
up to you. There's no limit to how much 
you could pay. 
That's what ICBC's Claim-Rated Scale 
is all about: placing a greater burden where 
it belongs-on those who cause accidents. 
Canada's first Claim-Rated Scale ~,,, 
eliminates the use of age, sex and ~.~::~'~:~ 
marital status in determining premiums 
and concentrates on the only real issue: 
individual driving performance. 
Ifyou've had a four-year claim-free 
driving record, start reading here. As 
long asyou have no chargeable claims, youal 
continue to enjoy a 40% discount-and one 
ofthe lowest otal auto insurance premiums 
in the country for motorists in your category. 
D ICBC insurance costs down. 
3 '  ':'i 
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Course   to  :soive  fore st  worker  shortage . .  ~ .~.. ~ . . "" . . . . .~  j , ' , ,  . ; :  . . : .~  • . , . .  
A new Forestry Techno logy-  Gary • Morrison,, director of experience-and may take extra forest resources, including a fu l l  of the  students who began ' the :  .~: 
the NWCC Terrace campus, 
says that through the efforts o f  
local Canada Employment 'Cen- 
tre manager Shirley Kimery and 
forestry consulting firms in the 
area, forestry technology ha/ 
been allocated training funds as 
a designated area of sells short- 
age. He adds that SLMDC, ac- 
ting as an agent of CEIC and 
localemployers, has contracted 
the college to offer the program. 
time if necessary to brush up on 
academic prerequisites." 
• Program coordinator Shame 
Campbell adds that• the program 
focuses on stewardship of land 
and  forestry resources .  
"Harvesting is a minor part of  
the technologist's concerns," he 
• says. "Integraied planning of 
range of environmental impacts, 
is a necessary part of maintain- 
ing what we value in our forests 
• and our land." 
A more critical review of the 
program, though,  may come 
from the students themselves 
who stand to gain from the ex- 
perience. Todd Bresser is typical 
program this week. "I  have been 
working in the woods for six 
years and until now, it was just a 
job,,' says Bresser. "What  I 
hope to get out of this program 
is a career, with stable mploy- 
ment. I might even go on to 
become a Registered Profes- 
sional Forester." 
Lib rary  budget proposal 
Program has begun at North- 
west Community College's Ter- 
race campus. The program, an 
extension of a Forestry Tech- 
nology program begun in 
Hazelton three years ago with 
the support of the Gitksan 
Wet'suwet'en .Tribal Council, 
was developed, in Terrace 
specifically for Terrace students 
t.hrough the. cooperation of 
Canada Employment and Immi- 
gration,., the Skeena. Labour The NWCC.. Forestry Tech- 
Market Development Commit- nology, program is..similar in .  
tec($LMDC, andNWCC, technical contefitto !PlCITand goes to council committee 
other college diploma courses 
but isunique in that it has re- 
ceived broad provincial support 
and international interest for its 
unique focus on integrated 
resource management; including 
environmental, recreational nd 
native cultural elements... 
Morrison explains that the 
unique structure of  the program 
alternates even-month periods 
of regular, :employment with 
five-month sessions of:full time 
studies. "We have made the pro, 
gram accessible to mature •stu- 
dents who are settled in this 
area, many with family commit- 
ments, who are in n0position to 
leave their jobs and move away 
for two years of study;" he says. 
"We have also made the pro- 
gram. flexible, so that students 
will get credit for their practical 
According to Rod Arnold, a 
spokesman for SLMDC, who 
spent two years developing the 
program, the Terrace program is 
aimed at workers currently 
employedin the industry who re- 
quire.formal training for cer- 
tification as forestry tech- 
nologists. He says the need for 
qualified foresters inthe North- 
west is critical. "W6 need about 
40 forestry technologists in this 
area right now, and.we axe going 
to need even more in the 
future," says Arnold. In part, 
this need is due to the FRDA 
(Forest Resource Development 
Agreement) I, and according to 
Arnold a FRDA II will have to 
be signed soon if we're to get 
one at all. Andwith FRDA II, 
,=  
the demand for foresters will rise 
.even more. 
Correct ions  - -  continued from page 
built with no local discussion or 
approval even though the land 
was not zoned for this purpose. 
• BCBC though, says Murphy, is 
sensitive tO municipal zoning by- 
laws and public concerns and the 
appropriate approval process is 
now followed with • all BCBC 
construction projects within 
municipal boundaries. 
The first publicly announced 
site for the new corrections 
center was a 30-acre piece of 
crown land southeast of the col- 
lege bordered by Soucie, Moun- 
tainvista, Marshall and Bailey. 
This choice, however, brought 
vocal opposition from adjacent 
residents, and site selection for 
the new corrections center 
entered the current process of 
priorizing several sites before the 
public consultation process 
begins. It is not known if this 
property is still on BCBC's list 
of possible sites. 
A second rumor, however, is 
not correct. Mayor Jack Talstra 
• has not bought Frank's field in 
light of BCBC's interest. He is in 
the process of purchasing a piece 
of properly north of Frank's 
:C i ty  council's Community 
and Recreation Services Com- 
mittee is currently examining a 
1990 budget proposal from the 
Terrace Public Library. 
The proposed budget was sub- 
mitted to council by the library 
board of trustees and calls for an 
Overall 10.47 percent increase in 
the annual operating costs. The 
increase would raise the library's 
annual operating budget from 
$225,028 to $281,722. If adop- 
ted, this amount would be 
shared, with the city paying 
$239,722" and the .  regional 
district paying $42,000, 
The committee has asked the 
board for actual 1989 operating 
expenses, as opposed to the bud- 
geted expenses submitted. When 
they get those figures the 
library's request will be con- 
A1 
firld, but ,it has nothing to do 
sidered in the preliminary 
rounds of thecity's 1990 budget 
deliberations. - 
Other than contributions 
from local government, the 
library expects a $39,372 pro- 
vincial grant in 1990 as well as 
receipts from book fines, photo- 
copier services, book sales and 
other smaller sources to cover 
the estimated total 1990 
operating costs of $335,394. 
Some of the proposed expendi- 
tures include $47,000 for new 
book acquisition, up 3.5 per- 
cent; $7,000 for audiovisual 
resources, up 40 percent; and 
$7,000 for periodicals, down 27 
percent. 
Other increases are expected 
in: management wages, 3.4 per- 
cent; staff wages, 14.9 percent; 
advertising, promotion and 
travel, 60 percent; computer 
maintenance, 25 percent; and 
computer programs, 43 percent. 
With the exception of wages, 
most of these increased expens= 
are generally associated with in- 
creased Costs of goods and: 
materials. AS far as wages are 
concerned, it's simply a matter 
of keeping up with the industry. 
The proposed wage increases 
would see the total bill for wages 
increase from $177,167 peryear 
to $195,169. I f  accepted, the 
wage of a clerical staff member 
after 36 months of service would 
rise from $8.67 per hour to $9.28 
and that. of a community 
librarian would go from $11.90 
per hour to $13.30. 
By comparison, in 1990 
Kitimat will pay a librarian 
$13.47 per hour, Prince Rupert 
$16.55 and the District of North 
Vancouver $15.92. Prince 
George paid $13.30 per hour in 
1989, and Cranbrook will pay 
$11.62 per hour this year and 
$13.04 in 1991. 
with BCBC. Talstra says he is in 
the process of purchasing a 
64-acre piece of property 
bordering the north boundary of 
Frank's field that is currently 
owned by the Granville Savings 
and Mortgage Corp. of Van- 
couver. He says that he intends 
to keep a portion of the property 
for his own private use and is 
negotiating the sale of the The development of sliver amalgam In the late 1800's was reason [ 
balance with someone he says for the dental profession and their patients to celebrate - there was 
I now a practical solution to tooth extraction. Amalgam, made 
has nothing to do with BCBC. originally from sliver shavings and mercury which has since been 
Talstra says he and his Wife refined, is a durable tilting matedal that can be placed conveniently 
have been interested in a portion In one appointment, hus keeping treatment costs down. It remains 
of the property for about three the filling matedal of choice for most decay today. 
However, gold fillings still have their place due to the exceptional 
years, but Granville Mortgage qualities of the material. Gold filling matedal has the advantage of 
wanted to sell the parcel intact, being able to expand and contract along with the tooth so that the 
When a for sale sign appeared vulnerablespacebetweentoothandfillingdoasnlbecomeonlarged. 
on the property, " I  began to get Gold fillings won't fracture and are especially desirable for badly 
a little nervous," he says. " I t  broken down teeth that require considerable rebuilding. 
was time to get serious." Talstra Both gold and sliver fillings have one common drawback: they are 
says that of the 64-acre site, on ly  esthetically unappealing to the growing fashion-conscious egment 
about 30 acres arc on the bench of the population. This ls evidenced bytheincreased interast bythe 
while the balance, with the ex- public in the use of white tiffing materials now being offered In dental 
caption of 10 acres at river level, offices. 
are a part of the hillside forming The most widely used white filling matedal is the composite resin, 
the bench. He says they plan to made from plastic resin and filler partlcles of glaas, quartz or slmllar 
build on a portion of the flat substances. Although this matodal ooks good, It has drawbacks. 
bench area and may retain the 10 Rosins shdnkslightlywhenthey harden inthetooth which can cause 
acres of lowland as pasture, gaps at the margin whore the tooth and filling join. R~in bonding 
agents can fill those gaps, but the procedure is not without an 
element of risk. One danger Is that as the filling contracts, the tooth 
Also, says Murphy, all prop- 
erties being considered will be 
priorized according to  factors 
such as their size and proximity 
to the RCMP station, educa- 
tional and community services. 
He says no one has any way of  
knowing at this point just where 
the Hidber property will fit into 
this priorized list --  it could be 
first or it could be last. 
Accord ing to. Murphy,  
though, all properties being con- 
sidered will require rezoning and 
the site at the top of the list will 
go to a public rezoning hearing 
first. I f  this first choice is re-, 
jected for any reason, he says 
they will then apply for the sec- 
ond property on the list and this 
process will continue until one 
of their selected sites has been 
approved. 
Murphy reassured the Terrace 
Review that the days of provin- 
cial Public Works unwanted in- 
vasions on public lands are a 
thing of the past. This fear was 
brought to light when mayor 
Jack Talstra told a public 
meeting last year that the site for 
the present court house was 
selected and the court house 
NOTICE  OF  FOUNDING MEET ING 
FOR THE SOCIAL CREDIT CONSTITUENCY 
ASSOCIATION OF SKEENA RIDING 
Saturday, January 27, 1990 
INN OF THE WEST 
Terrace 
Registration: 6:00 P.M. 
Dinner: 7:00 P,M. 
Meetlng: 8:00 P.M. 
Persons attending the 
meeting must be members in 
good standing of the B.C. 
Social Credit Party to vote. 
may become stressed and form mlcrescoplc crack lines, ff this 
happens, the tooth may become sensitive to hot, cold and chewing 
pressure. 
Dentists accept that sliver fillings on front teeth are esthetlcally 
undesirable. Indeed, more and more "view'teeth are being treated 
with composite fillings. However, for the reasons above, and 
because these mat3dais lack the strength to withstand the chewing 
forces that back teeth are subjected to, composite fillings are not 
generally recommended for the chewing surfaces of back teeth. 
This does not mean that we're dastined to have metal fillings 
forever; advances In dental materials are very Impressive, and more 
esthetic filling materials are constantly being developed. Chances 
are, though, that there will never be a filling that Is the equivalent o 
normal healthy tooth matedall 
/aim'nauru ,~h U~ =okmr~ ~ by Or. WBam ~ Z= n~ ~to~orp /m 
Ple~e tw#e: Wo~l ol l~uth, Oo~ ol l)er~al ~ ot K(~, ~Mo R~. ~S8 IN. ~ ' 
Ave., Vanm~w, RC VDJ ~C& 
\ 
For Additional Information 
and Reservations call 
JOHN LESAGE 
632-3335 
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,,..,...Rad=cal ch:an, , ols. 
raise exc i tement '  wariness,  anxiety ..... 
Rick Beardsley of the British societal trends, the changing 
Columbia Teachers' Federationnature o f knowledge, ' tech- 
Contdbuted by 
Stephanle Wlebe for the 
Tenace and Olstdct 
• : Tuchem,  Association 
On Sunday, Jan. 14, more 
than 150 parents and teachers at- 
tended a public forum at 
Caledonia school to discuss the 
proposed new school curricuium 
"Year 20(X)" .  
Edna Cooper, chairman of 
the School District 88 board of 
trustees, opened the meeting 
with this statement: "It's a great 
day in education when share- 
holders come together to talk 
about common goals." She then 
went on in an analogy compar- 
ing  educational methods to 
growing a garden, speaking of 
how there are many different 
types of seeds, plants and 
growth rates. "... and i ra  child 
chooses to be a brussel sprout, 
then let us guide him..." (At this 
point, a latecomer entered the 
room, with a very confused ex- 
pression on her face.) Cooper 
said, "Children are people - -  
each one has special abilities and 
different needs... The 'Year 
2000' paper is out there.., it is a 
vision. It is based on what our 
Children can do." 
began the discussion about the  
curriculum proposal specifics. 
• He explained •some'of the ideas 
behind the change. "There is an 
aura of progressive duct ion 
about this paper," he said. 
• "There ought o be a greater ar- 
ray of resources =" not relying so 
study of our present educational re frightened f0,death0ftests," 
system, the Ministry .of Educa- ". he said." . '  ' ' " 
tion put. OUt a statement of. in- '' ~ There' Js an ongoing debate 
tent. This" has grown' into the " ~tbout mandatory French as a 
"Year2000" papers, second language in the new 
According'to Carbol, the new seven-year "Intermediate pr 0- 
much on textbooks." Tld's new 
program:is divided into' three 
sections: Primary (what we now 
call Kindergarten through Grade. 
3), Intermediate (now referred 
to as Grade 4 through Grade 10) 
and Graduate (Grades 11 and 
12). 
There is a 10-year timetable t ° 
put these new ideas in effect. 
Though the new Primary pro- 
gram is beginning to •push its 
way into our schools, it is still 
optional at this stage. The Inter- 
mediate program will not be  
totally mandatory until 1993, 
and the Graduate program cur- 
riculum will be required in 1994. 
Barry Carbol, from the 
Ministry of Education, arrived 
late due to weather conditions 
and took over at this point. He 
explained that the reasons 
behind the changes are due to 
tives". • ...... " one teacher - -  with so many stu- 
"We have to question some of dents, evaluate and observe 
nology, and the changesin fami-,  the validity of what we're learn- them when they're all doing 
ly structures, After a six month ing from. tests. Some children: . their own thing?" asked one 
plan "emphasizes trivial knowl- 
edge to a much lesser extent, and 
focuses on skills and abilities to 
learn." It incorporates gender 
equity, respects all cultures, re- 
spects Native cultures, English 
as a second language, and is re- 
sponsive to thespecial indiv!dual 
needs of learners. 
Evaluation vs. report cards 
The plan introduces an assess- 
ment and evaluation format hat 
differs from the classic report 
card, an idea that seems to upset 
many parents. The assessment 
methods are still under discus- 
sion, but as it now stands, the 
student would be evaluated ac- 
cording to which learning oals 
have been achieved, as opposed 
to comparing their Progress to 
other students. Carbol talked 
about "Individual Student Pro- 
files", and "Growth Objec- 
F-  
NDP candidate in l imbo 
ricers in northern communities. 
Corbeil says that with the 
naming of Bowering as director, 
he has been reassigned to the 
central office in Victoria and is 
to report there "as soon as pos- 
s ib le" .  A t  the same time, 
though, he says he has been able 
• to negotiate some consideration 
for his specific situation. He 
says that he will remain with the 
Skeena Health Unit for the 
• months of February and March. 
If he is successful in his bid to 
represent the NDP in Skeena 
Riding in the next election, that 
term will be •extended to some 
Corbeil says it is possible that 
the announcement of his run for 
the local NDP nomination could 
have played a role in his re- 
assignment, but he adds that 
other unrelated changes have 
taken place at the Skeena Health 
Unit as well and it could also be 
a matter of poor timing. Also re- 
lated to this speculation, Corbeil 
explains that even though the 
change took place following the 
announcement, the change does 
fall within existing Ministry of 
Health policy. 
Corbeil says that  of the 16 
health units in the province, only 
observer. ' 
Effective Feb. 1, Medical 
Health Officer Dr. David 
Bowering will have the name of 
director of the Skeena Health 
Unit added to his title. The in- 
formation comes from Mike 
Corbeil, Skeena Health Unit 
director unti l  the end of this 
month. Corbeil first took on the 
duties of director of the Skeena 
Health Unit about three years 
ago. 
OLA here 
gram. This Curriculum intro- 
duces integrated, subjects,, at-: 
ranged into "strands". For ex- 
ample, unoer the heading of 
"Humanities" would be Eng- 
lish, Social Studies, and related 
subjects. "Science" would inte- 
grate the various sciences and 
math. "Practical Arts" includes 
Industrial Education, Home 
Economics and Physical Educa- 
tion. Carbol said, "In the 'real 
world', so the notion goes, 
things are not organized into 
separate compartments." 
The Graduate program has no 
entry prerequisites. Work ex- 
perience is a part of this pro- 
gram, as is a flexible graduation 
program. "Our Graduate pro, 
gram team is not necessarily sure 
that the present Outline in the 
Year 2000 paper is the way we 
should go," Carbol explained. 
Questions were raised from 
both teachers and parents. One 
person noted that with ,'so 
much time spent on assessment 
and evaluation", there could be 
a high risk of " teacher 
burnout". Carbol replied, "It 
does take an awful lot of time 
and I can see we could have 
'teacher burnout'," but ideally 
the assessment would eventually 
become "an integral part of the 
classroom". 
Some important points were 
raised. "How can one teacher - -  
Apprehensive reception . 
Monday, Jan. 15 :saw 400 
teachers and other professionais 
engaging in discfission: groups, 
to work out  questions and 
• facilitate, understanding of the 
new curriculum. 
• The teachers' reactions to~the 
change are varied. "When a 
• government comes in and turns 
:your profession upside-down 
and inside out, there's bound to 
be quite a reaction," said one 
teacher privately. A primary 
teacher said, " I  feel real positive 
about it." 
Craig Houlden, president of 
the Terrace and District 
Teachers' Association, said, 
"The primary teachers tend to 
be more threatened because 
• theirs is  the most rad ica l  
change." , 
, : An intermediate acher voic- 
ed her own opinion, "The ideas 
are great, but I have: a lot of 
concern about the implementa- 
tion because this is going to cost 
money to retrain teachers. I also 
have great  concern about 
• teacher burnout, because I don't 
understand how a teacher can  
teach a large class of different 
level students, and conduct 
Ongoing assessments at the same 
time. Can you tell me?" 
Another intermediate acher 
stated, " I  guess we'll see what 
will come out in the end. I fear 
we may lose some dedicated pro- 
fessionals because of this new 
program --  teacher burnout is a 
definite issue." 
To Serve You Better  
: Burnaby Saw 
Service Ltd. 
has moved to 2390 Douglas Road, 
Burnaby, B.C., V5C 5B2 
PHONE: 299-3120 
"Ask Hans Oelmaier about their Saw Blade 
Super Sale and Special Sharpening Service' 
* CARBIDE SAW BLADES 
Metal Cutting •Circular 
Saw Blades 
Metal Cutting Band Saws 
For Sales & Service contact 
the Friendly People at 
Burnaby Saw Serivce Ltd. 
2390 Douglas Road, Bumaby, B.C. 
.... Phone: 299.3120 
I.'1' 0 m o r re  w the four northern units have per -  date following the election. If 
sonnel other than Medical  unsuccessful, he says he will 
The province's Open Learning as directors, then be left With the choice of 
Agency will be at the Skeena 
Mall from January 18 - 20 to in- 
troduce "learning that fits your 
life" and to answer questions 
about the Open College, the 
Open University and the 
Knowledge Network. 
The Open Learning Agency 
offers the chance for individuals 
to learn what they want, when 
they want and where they want. 
The Open College offers a 
wide-range of college level 
career, technical and vocational 
courses and programs leading to 
recognized certificates and 
diplomas. It also offers a high 
school completion program and 
English as a Second Language. 
The Open University offers 
university-level courses leading 
to bachelors degrees, cer- 
tificates, and diplomas in man's' 
disciplines. 
The Knowledge Network is 
B.C.'s educational television 
service. It telecasts curriculum- 
based courses in support of the 
'province's school system, as well 
as general educational programs 
for children andadults. 
Health Officers 
Corbeil explains the reason• for 
this has been the difficulty in 
recruiting Medical Health Of- 
moving to Victoria or seeking 
new employment Opportunities 
in the Northwest. 
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